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Celebration

and

Cheer

Christmas

.NO.

Churches,

in the

Public Institution* and Private Home*.
The real spirit of Christmas cheer was
most apparent this season. Shopping beseveral weeks earlier than usual and
gan

the trade locally was better than the
average, several reporting their record
sales. Santa Claus appeared in person on
the street as early as Friday looking after
good little boys and girls and found them
very much in the majority.
Unusual Gifts
Giving was more general and on a
with two men eclipsing all of
larger scale
Mr. Charles
their former good deeds
on the sick list, gave
himself
Bradbury,
to the Farmers’ Union a very long list of
people to be supplied with chicken and
everything for a liberal dinner and then
said: ‘‘Find all you can in need of a din.
This
ner and supply them liberally.”
worth while order was complied with.
Mr. O. E. Frost, proprietor of Mathews’

Mill, said

he had the happiest Christmas

in his life and here is one of the reasons
[or it. Saturday each of his 73 employes
were given a $20 gold coin encased in a
dainty envelope bearing Christmas greet-

ings, while on a printed sheet also enclosed in an appropriate envelope was the

following:

1922
“To be glad of life because it gives
and to work a d
you the chance to live
To be contented with your posto play.
sessions, but not satisfied with yourself
until you have made the most of them;
to despise nothing in the world except
falsehood and meanness, and to fear
nothing but cowardice; to be governed by
disyour admirations rather than bv your
gusts; to covert nothing that is your
neighbors except his kindness of heart
and gentleness of manners; to think seldom of your enemies, often of your
friends; and to spend as much time as
in God’s
you can, with body and spirit,
out of doors—these are little guide posts
on the footpath to peace.—Van Dyke.

Wishing you
a Happy New

A Merry Christmas and
Year.
O.

E.

FROST.

gave most liberally
on Thanksgiving day.
Very many of
Mr. Bradbury’s personal friends have
Both of these

reason to

men

kindly

thank him for

remem-

brances.
The Baptist church

was

the headquar-

loaded

poinsettas; red and green nut cups and j
candy dolls for place cards. The favors
w re red and green crickets.
The guests

licious dinner including turkey and also
to gifts from friends to the nurs ng force.

enjoy and
present, some

with things children
were

seeing real Christmas cheer for the first
time in their lives, as the majority of
are not connected with any Sunday
school.
Principal Harry A. Foster was

(them

chairman of the most efficient commit-

Miss Bertha Hayes, Miss Edna Mathews
presented SaMa with a lunch. Then
came a short Christmas pageant with
the Spirit of Christmas, teaching the influence of giving the
best instead of the least at this season of
as

good will on earth. The pageant was in
five parts with the following characters:
The Wise Men, Carlelon Robbins, Geo.
Russell and Harry Foster; children making wreathes, Olive Michaels, Abbie Webber, Doris Collins; giving toys, Mildred

At the Home for Aged Women thanks
were returned to the First church (Feder-

ated) and to Mrs. Robert F. Dunton for
lifts of fruit and confectionery.

To The

The children of the First church (Fed-

Ret
With

most

The tree was gaily decorated and

contained gifts connected with ribbons to
each plate, also “gentle hits’’ for the recipients. Miss Clement had her surprise
when she found at the end of her ribbons
a pair of cut glass candle sticks, the gift
Following dinner all atof her guests.

her
M. Black’s diniug room in honor of
guest. Miss Frances Young of Chicago.
decoCovers were laid for nine and the
rations included a small tree, whi h cen-

Your criticisms and suggestions
vited as in the past.

are

were

j

That you approve our policies and goods
is proven by this increased business,

in-

This store is for your convenience and
comfort. Here we show goods. Wo
don’t sell them to you, you buy
them.

great difference, and a greatsatisfaction to you.

We wish you

a

Happy New

Year.

TUTTLE’S

in "THE LOVE LIGHT"

SUPREME EFFORT of a

IMF

Lower Main Street.

true_ARTISl__

Dee. 29, WILLIAM RUSSELL
in “MONEY TO BURN”
Frenzied Finance
A Romance Revolving Around
^ Saturday, Dec. 30, Paramount Presents

"Friday,

A

GEORGS MELFORD PRODUCTION

with James

“EBB TIDE”
Knkwood, Lila Lee
line

and Jacque-

Logan__

Sp^iaT
“MoniyT-to-VbI* "Holiday
"Human Hearts
House Peters in

WORLD LOVES
STORY THE WHOLE
B.
Paramount Presents Peter

Tuesday, Jan. 2,

Kyne’s Great
“THE PRIDE OF

fetory

PALOMAR”_

3 and 4
Wednesday and Thursday, Jan.
WINGS
MARY OARR in “SILVER
Run
Direct from sScuoa’i S.nwtional
23c,
10c,
PRICES—
SPECIAL

on

Tel. 284

and up

Large

was

building with its
to date appliances
opened Christmas

in this connection as it has con-

Mrs. Fred T. Cbase went to Boatoa
Wednc day for a anon visit with rela-

at home from

tives.

Mr. ana Mrs. W. A. Hall went to Hi-

furnishings was
day with hundreds and hundreds of people in attendance from 10 a m. to 10 p.
m., all expressing delight and a pleased
appreciation.
The Journal can give its readers no
news

Miss Una Greenlaw

the U. of M. for the Christmas recess.

verhill,

Mass

to

relatives.

j

Rev. G. C. Sauer is in Bangor today,
spend Christmas with ! where he will officiate at a funeral of a
former parishioner.

Mrs. E. M. Coggeshall will leave Monday to spend two months with friends in
Boston and vicinity.

Capt. Harry A. Foster went to Farmington Tuesday to visit his mother, Mrs.
M. J. Osborne, who is critically ill.
Mrs.

Daniel I.

Maclnues went to her

scientiously placed before the public almost weekly paragraphs since it first announced th it Dr. Eugene D. Tapleybid
accepted in trust the gift from Mrs. Enna
Cottrell Bradbury of the homest ad of
the late Jacob Y. Cottrell and family on
High street at the head of Commercial
street, as the nucleus of the hospital
that had long been his fondest ambition.

ed home Friday for a short visit with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. George I. Keating.

This hospital, one of the best in New
England, is in reality a concrete expression of the confidence and friendship of

Miss Helen Kittredge arrived Friday
from Boston to spend Christmas with her
parents. Mr. and Mrs. George E. Kit-

Somerville, Mass., to be
her^parents, over Christmas.

former home in
the guest of

Miss Alice- P.

Poor

arrived Monday

from Kansas City, Mo., for a visit with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. O. Poor.
Miss Clara B. Keating of Boston arriv-

Miss Tressa Emerson, who is a student
at Syracuse University, is spending tbs
Christmas holidays with her mother,
Mrs. E. H. Emerson.
Miss
Louise R. Clement will leave
Thursday to take a business course at the
Mary E. Pierce school in Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. C. D. Cross of Hyde Park,
Mass., is spending the holidays with their
sisters. Mrs. H A. Wiley and Mrs. Earl
Talbot.
Miss Mabel C. Swett and Lewis Ellia
of Brunswick arrived Saturday to spend
Christmas with the former's parents^
Capt. and Mrs. C. B. Swett.
Hon Charles S. Hichborn of Augusta
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Bradbury while in Belfast to attend the
dedication of the Bradbury Memorial

was

Hospital.

Mr. and MrsH:nry G. Ingersoll, and
little son, Junior of Exeter, N. H., were
tredge.
guests over the week-end and the holiday
where.
C. H. Brier has gone to North Fair- of Mrs. Ingersoll’a parents, Mr. and Mm
Mr. J. W. Blaisdell was in New York
haven, Mass., to spend the winter with Robert p. Coombs.
recently to consult the world famous his daughter, Mrs. Helen Vattes and
Warren F. Fahy, who ia employed in
the office of the American Railway Exspecialist, Dr. Henry H. Morton. After family.
press Co., at Waterville, came to Belfast
examination he was told that it was not
Arthur,I. Brown went to Mechanic to spend the holiday and week-end with
advisable for him to return to Maine, but
hia
Falls last Friday, to remain over Christmother, Mrs. Rose F. Fahy.
on learning that the patient was to rehis son, Arthur F. Brown, and
with
mas
Wilbert
B. Skerrye, a student at Harturn to Bel.ast, he said, “Go in the mornvard Medical school and Phillip B. Skerfamily.
D.
Dr.
have
You
Eugene
Tapley
ing.
rye, a teacher at South Byfield Dummer
Miss Isabel Frame of Searsport was in Academy, came to spend Chriatmaa with
there; there is none better We learn as
much from him in his annual visit here Belfast last Friday evening to attend the theii parents, Rev. and Mra. Wm. F.
Christmas party given by Miss Louise R. Skerrye.
as he does of us.”

Dr.

Tapley’s patients

hom^ like

The

in Belfast and else-

appearance of tbe build-

ing with its dainty curtained windows,
each with a Christmas wreath, Deautiful
plants, large bouquets of flowers, the

Clement.

MONROE-CURTIS.

Miss Mary E. Pierce came from Boston
to spend Christmas with her mother and

sister, Mrs. Sarah E. Pierce and Mrs.
friends, and a handsome basket of Essie P. Carle.
Morison came from
Miss Avis M.
chrysanthemums and ferns bearing the
greetings of the Hospital League, with Springfield, Maas., to spend Christmas
the message:
May success attend you with her mother, Mrs. Clara A. Morison,
in the future as it has in 'he past,” and and other relatives.
gift of

■

many other minor and necessary details
that add very materially to the convenience of all are due to this body of active

Fred H. Patterson returned to Poland
Tuesday morning, after spending Christmas with his brother and wife, Mr. and

and devoted fr>ends.
During the hours of

Mrs.

tions

inspection delega-

from the League and the nurses

displayed the entire building. Among
the privately furnishe l rooms are one to
the memory of Mr. Charles Bradbury’s
father, the late Judge James Bradbury of
Augusta aud another adjoining it to
Mrs. Bradbury’s mother. The two cot
children’s room, in memory of the little
daughter and son o£ Mr. and Mrs. Thos
childE. Shea, is | ideal and a dream of
hood. Mrs. Norman H. White has furnished the reception room, Mrs Arthui
W. Morse and H. E. McDonald twc
Others wil
rooms ou the second floor.
soon

be added to the list.

The evening’s program included
informal reception with Dr. and Mrs
Several Christmas seTapley present.
R. Allections were sung by Mrs. Basil
Messrs.
leu, Mrs. Melvin O. Dickey,
Prayei
John Parker and A. P. Goodhue.
a

verj

Fitz

W. Patterson.

Miss Edith L. Strout of the Portland
Open Air school is spending the winter
vacation with her mother Mrs. P, LStrout, Searsport

Tdr.

avenue.

Andrews of
East Northport will leave Thursday to
spend the winter with their daughter,
Mrs. Gushee, in New York.
and Mrs. Alton E.

Miss

Frances

Perkins,

a

student

at

Northfieid, Mass., has arrived to spent the
Christinas recess with her aunt, Miss Rachel Anderson, Congress street.
Parker R. N., of the
Skowhegan public schools faculty, is
spending the holiday vacation with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Parker.
MUs

Alice

R.

A very happy wedding and reception
took place in East Belfast Friday evening.
Dec. ISth when Ethyl, daughter of Rev.
and Mrs. Mahlon E. Curtia, waa united in
marriage to Fred Monroe, aonof Mrs. Annie H. Monroe of thia city. The ceremony waa performed at their home in
Swan Lake Ave., Saturday at high noon
when her father officiated with the single
ring service. They were attended by Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. George E. Curtia. They
left on the noon train for Detroit, where
they were guests of friends and relatives.
Last Monday evening at 8 o’clock a reception was held at their home, when about
forty guests assembled to do the happy
couple honor. The house was very prettily decorated for the occasion. The hours
of the reception were filled with merriment with vocal and instrumental music
and several cornet solos were rendered by
Mr. Leroy Green. They were the recipients of several beautiful gifts, including
silver, cut glass, pictures, an a beautiful
mahogany clock, from the stitching room
in the shoe factory, where the bride ia
employed. The party left for their homes
at a late hour, extending congratulations,
and good wis ies for many years of hap-

pinesp.

COLONIAL THEATRE.
Pickford’s Next Picture

A New

Char-

acterization.

Mary Pickford’s latest United Artists
“The Love Light,” which will
be seen at the Colonial Theatre Today
Tburs. Dec. 28, is an entirely different
and an absolutely new characteriza:
nesday, coming here from Bangor where story than
tion
anything in which the World’s
he had been on business.
Sweetheart has heretofore appeared. ‘‘The
! was offered hy Rev. Chas. W. Martin o
Love Light’ has unusual interest owing to
Kev. Harry H. Upton, who is taking a
Brief addresses
the fact that the idea was worked out
i the Methodist Church.
course
at
the
Newton
Theological
special
while Miss Pickford was on her honeyant
Central Maine Power Co.
j voicing cooperation, appreciation
The interment will be in
School, is spending the holidays with his moon. She met Frances Marion in Italy,
Scott Gray.
Willian
Rev.
were
by
given
the
friendship
wife and little daughter at the home of also on her honeymoon, and the two
Grove cemetery in the family lot in
industrial conditions in Vaughan, Mayor C. W. Wescott ant Mrs. Upton’s
worked out the story sitting on a high
The sound
mother, Mrs. J. O. Hayes.
spring.__
rock overlooking the Adriatic and it was
Hon Charles S
Maine were never better exemplified than
Rev. Wm. F. Skerrye.
Mr. and Mrs. Irving L. Perry, Searsport in Italy they secured many of the propby the remarkable growth of power out- Hichboru of Augusta, a personal friem 1
Dreamland Theatre
Comerties and several of the players who supput shown by Central Maine Power
avenue, who left recently in their campBradbury
Charles
Mrs.
aud
'Mr.
of
port Miss Pickford. The players and propany through 1922.
auto for Florida write that they are
western
for them, voiced his owi , ing
perties were brought all the way from
While the year still lias a few days to responded
At last something new in
They southern Europe to California where the
having a very enjoyable trip.
ant I
welcome run, it is possible to estimate that the
etc.,
the
building,
of
Dreamland’s
the
That’s
appreciation
stories.
have not decided where they will spend Italian settings were minutely reproduced
growth of generated power in 1922 comthat tin
announcement for Thursday when the pared with 1921 was at least 17.000 000 followed with lines of oratory
from photographs taken by the two.
the winter.
surround
happy occasion and beautiful
Goldwyn ptay, “His Back Against the kilowatt hours.
Miss Margaret L. Keene returned home
Robert Louis Stevenson’s well-known
cm Tuesday, December 19,the comDany
ings inspired.
Wall,” with Virginia Valle and Shannon
had no love interest,
produced the g'eatest daily output of its
Friday from Augusta to spend Christmas story, “Ebb Tide,”
In a note to Dr. Foster C. Small Rev
Day is shown. This play is largely laughs,
but there is plenty of that quality in the
history more than a half million kilowatt
his absenci
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. K.
Sauer
explained
C.
holds
one
George
electhat
more
action
screen adaptation by Paramount, a George
but it has surprising
hours. This is over 22 per cent
Miss Gertrude Plaisted, assist- Melford product, which is to be presented
Keene.
and said in part;
tric energy than was ever produced by the
tense at times.
ant secretary to Gov. Percival P. Baxter, at the Colonial Theatre on Saturday Dec.
in any one day prior to this
Will you please convey to Mr and Mrs
Archibald Clavering Gunter’s book, Company
tin
30.
The picture ^adaptation is a thriller,
was her guest over the week-end.
Bradbury and Dr. and Mrs. Tapley
"Mr. Barnes of New York,” still holds the
with its peculiar characters and strange
present season has furnished one warm congratulations of our people, tha
record of modern novels for number of
Miss Louise n. Ferguson will leave adventures.
The story tells of a man|s
of the most severe tests of the past 12 at last their cherished hopes have leei
copies sold. Imagine a photoplay of this
he ia
for Maine organizations that are realized, and the thing for which the]
Jan. 2nd. for St. Petersburg, Fla., for the heroic fight for regeneration af er
story produced by Goldwyn and starring years
With Mr.
central
water
power.
on
Miss Loula apparently down and out.
have sacrificed and planned and labored
of the winter.
remainder
T >m Moore! “Mr. Barnes of New York” dependent
An<
Kirkwood smd Miss Lee are George FawMaine Power Company is fortunate in stands completed before our eyes.
is to be the Dreamland’s feature offering
Mason of this city and her cousin, Mrs.
cett, Noah Beery, Robert Hatton and
that the smaller streams upon which it de- it is fitting that the doors ot this beauti
for Fr day.
R.
the
who
is
of
Provi
or
ence,
I.,
Mary Berry,
Jacqueline Logan, making an all-starcaat
some of its power, notably
ful memorial should be thrown open
Jack Holt in a vivid story of stage life, pends for
and the Messalonskee, are in Christmas Day, when the spirit of gooc
will also go at that time to
with
here
Sebasticook
her,
Rita
written
by
“The Grim Comedian,”
condition at present, lhe two larger will, mer.y, and loving service is restinj St. Petersburg, and Mrs. S. W. Johnson
“MOTHER Oh SCREEN” IS ■
Weisman, is Saturday’s feature. It tells good
rivers on which it has power, the Kenne- upon us all like a benediction. With gooc
a story of behind the scenes, of a mother
for
the
winter.
will leave at that time
COMING IN NEW PLaY
bec and the Androsocggin, thanks to their wishes and earnest prayers for the widesl
dared the utmost to save her daughter.
considerable storage, are in fairly service in the ministry of doing good tt
Miss Edna G. Hopkins haa arrived
Also on Saturday a side-splitting 2-reel very
than
as th<
good condition—considerably better
Mary Carr, Heroine in fa. Fox “Over
body, mind and spirit of many,
home from Randolph, Mass., to spend the
comedy.
as the Saco._
years shall pass, we are,
The
Hill”, bcores Again In “Silver Wings’*
Mrs.
Monday and Tuesday comes the play such rivers
L.
with
her
Benj.
mother,
holidays
Siucerely yours,
of Portthat has broken house reco ds everyMr. and Mrs. william T. Starr
C. Sauer,
Robertson.
She is singing in the Baptist
George
“The
White’s
Laughter and Tears Alternate In [Newest
where, Stewart Edward
of their
were guests for Christmas
For the people of the first Baptist Churct church in Randolph of which Rev. Eugene
Picture of Mother Love.
Gray Dawn.” with Robert McKim and land
and family.
is
This slashing story of daughter, Mrs. Henry Smith,
The Hospital opened for business Tues- S. Philbrook, formerly of t is cit
Claire Adams.
""^Silver Wings,” featuring Miry Carr,
county
the
numAroostook
before
Vigilante
a
to
and
Francisco
San
just
Mr. Starr has gone
day with three new patients
pastor, and she is also studying vocal the picture William Fox chose to open nis
be
took possea8ion will hold you spellbound. on business, but Mrs. Starr remains for a
Broadway season and which enjoyed a
music in Boston.
ber of others to be admitted as soon
And don’t forget our small prices of adsuccessful six months’ run on the “lane
be made.
mission—5c, 10c, 17c—always the same. longer visit.__ arrangements can
Miss Mabel A. Craig returned Satur
of white lights” is coming to the Colonial
si
The nursing force is not complete
Theatre beginning Wed. and Thura, J n.
and day from extended visits in Boston and 3-4
of
boa.d
physicians
the
and
Mary Carr, known as “the sweetest
present
She
and in Hartford, Conn.
is not en- vicinity
mother in all the world,” has, in this new
surgeons to assist Dr. Tapley
be was accompsnied home by her sist r, pro uction, the role of a mother who
tirely arranged, but both will soon
Miss Margaret M. Craig, the director of spares the rod and spoils the child—the
completed.
a selfish aon who
physical culture at the Brockton, Mass., child in thisa case being
browbeats
loving sister and a brother.
the
W.
will
C.
who
HEATH.
Y.
holidays
L.
spend
A.,
CLARENCE
His arrogance leads the mother to sacrifice
with their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles the fruits of years o' labor in order to clear
Clarence L. Heath died suddenly of M.
his name from a stigma.
Craig.
PICKFORD
heart disease at his home in Lynn, Mass.,
Thursday, Dec. 28, MARY

A

a

1

a

V. Callahan, of Boston, a representative of the American-La France
Fire Engine Co., was in Belfast last WedRobert

production,

ye,The

tended the basket ball game in the Armremainder of the
ory and later spent the
evening at the Hazeltine Post

Public

moder

new

and

PERSONAL

PERSONAL

|

when covers were laid for 16 at a long
table centered with a miniature Christina*
The color scheme was red and
tree.

etred the table, while at each plate

Appropriate Program
Crowd Attending

and

Comma^r

green.

an

This handsome

enjoyed iheir Christmas tree
Sunday
mon, “The Old and the New.”
Saturday afternoon in the North church
Palestine Commandery, Knights Tem- school follows the morning service. A
Claus
in
the
Santa
of
person
parlors,
plar, held its Christmas observance at cordial welcome is extended to all.
He
Hon. John K. I'unton being present.
11.30 a. m., in Masonic Temple with the
talked to the children for a short time,
Methodist Church.
People’s Methfollowing program: Sounding of assemand then distributed gifts to all.
Previbly, Henry B. Cunninghan; reading of odist Church, Rev. Charles W. Martin,
ous to Santa Claus’ arrival, a program
pastor; parsonage. No. 7 Court St.; teleThe Old Story, Excellent Prelate Frank
was given by the children of the Sun lay
phone, 213.11. Sunday morning service
of
F.^Graves; prayer,; forming triangle; at 10.45., sermon for the New Year;
school, including recitations and songs.
sentiments to the grand Master; grand
Sunday school, 12 m.; the Junior Epworth
Mrs. C. W.
read
League meets at 3.30 p. m
by Eoypent
At noon and also at 6.30 p. m Satur- master s response,
Martin, supt ; the Epworth League for
of
day four trumpters, Win. M. Thayer, Maine Hills; to the Grand
young people at 6 30 p. m. evening serEdwin L. Colcord, Leroy S. Green and the Grand Commandery of Mai/re; revice at 7.30, with preaching.
Wilmer
J.
DorEminent
l onald Knowlton rendered Christmas sponse by Rt.
past grand commander of the
Rev.
The first baptist Church.
carols on the square at the junction of man,
to all Sir
Cieorge C. Sauer, pastor; residence, 13
Main and High streets. It is hoped this Grand Commandery of Maine;
Knights, wherever dispersed; response by Cedar. Telephone 123-11. of this church
may be a precedent as it was greatly enThe appointed services
Eminent G. P. Lombard; to the Grand will be held at
joyed.
10J45 and 7.30 on Sunday
Grand
Chapter of with Bible school at 12 o’clock, and ChrisHigh Priest of the
The weather Christmas was warm, but
tian Endeavor Society at 6.30. The midMaine; response by Eminent Morris L.
week service Thursday evening at 7.30
the sun did not shine during the day.
It
Slugg; to the Grand Master of the Grand
“The Crown of Many
Blessings.”
was most decidedly a
white Christmas,
Lodge of Maine; response by Eminent "Thou crownest the year with thy good
with good sleighing and autoing.
Allen L. Curtis; Peace on Earth, Rev. ness,” P.5 wifi be the sermon theme on
Sunday morning. At the evening service
George C. Sauer; benediction, Excellent
Following their established custom the
a New Year’s eve
program of music and
Prelate.
song will be given, in which Miss Edna
City National Bank presented each of
Mae Hopkins of Boston w 11 be one of the
their employes with a ten dollar gold
The family at the Girls Home were soloists. This inspifing service will be
piece.
distrifollowed by an illustrated address on "A
very happy with the many gifts,
Burning and a Shining Light,” in which
the handsome trees by Mr.
Fifty little children, who had received buted from
old and new, and torchZ. D. Hartshorn impersonating Santa various lights,
The
t ckets of Mrs. Cecil Clay were given a
bearers young and old, will be used.
of the First church
Guild
The
Claus.
public is cordially invited.
fine dinner at Flood’s restaurant Christ(Federated) did everything possible to add
mas noon and they were a happy crowd.
Each little
The First Church, Federated, Rev. W.
to their Christmas cheer.
The members of the Coot Club provided
F. Skerrye, minister; residence, 26 High
child
was remembered with a carefully
H. Mudgett gave the
the dinner, B.
Please do not
telepnone, 86-4.
dressed doll, some wearing sweaters, caps, street;
fail to telephone the minister of any
candy and Everett Hamilton, the flowand dresses with pockets, while the older case of illness or distress where his serviers.
Later they were guests of Walter J.
ces can be helpful.
Sunday morning serones had work boxes with abundant supClifford at the Colonial and all went to
“Heirs of the
The Sewing Circle also sent each vice at 10.45; sermon topic.
plies.
the Christmas tree at the Baptist church
and Their Obliclub of Ages: Their Privileges
Madisses
The
a
apron.
pretty
in the evening.
gations.” A cordial invitation is extended
Brunswick and the Camp Fire Girls o^ to all. Here let no man be stanger.
of careWhosoever thou art that enterest this
The vesper services at the First ehurch North Anson contributed boxes
friends church, leave it not without a prayer for
(Federated) Sunday were most impres- fully wrapped parcels, personal
and for
merchants thyself, for him that ministers,
sive. There was a very large attendance also contributed gifts, local
those who worship here." Sunday School
Ira M.
immediately after the morning service.
including members of all the other supplied confectionery, etc. Mrs.
her Thanks‘‘The day marks the one hundred and
churches.
Especially line and appropri- Cobe of New York,duplicated
anniversary of the founding
ar
twenty-fifth
checks
Christmas
dinner
order;
giving
Helen
ate music was rendered with Miss
Mr.
of the First Church in Belfast.
Pittsof
McLellan
Mrs.
Mary
Several trumpets rived from
D. Wescott as soloist.
Joseph Williamson tells us, in the sixMrs.
of Brooks and
teenth chapter of his History of Belfast,
also added to the Christmas spirit. The field, E. A. Carpenter
N. Y. The “The organization of the First Church
decorations in evergreens, Jerusalem E. D. Tibbals of Brooklyn,
their program with seven members, including Mr. Price,
American
holly and many children also enjoyed giving
cherries,
was completed, therefore, on the twentywas unuswhich
and
recitations
of
wreathes were most attractively arninth day of December, seventeen hun^ngs
of
the
training
under
additional
dred and
ninety-six. Six
ranged by Mrs. J. W. Blaisdell and Mrs. uallygood this year
Two newly ren- members were soon after received by proFlorence
Mrs.
Taylor.
was
made
A brief address
E. P. Brown.
The church continued to flourfession.
were opened for inspection,
by the pastor, Rev. W. F. Skerrye, com- ovated rooms
ish; and on June sixteenth, se\enteen
by
furnished
one in pearl gray and pink
hundred and ninety-seven, the rite of
pleting a service to be remembered by
Mrs. J. W. Manson of Pittslield and the baptism was first solemnized by the pasall.
French
other in pearl gray and blue furnished in tor, ‘ten children oi Mr. Nathaniel
The matinee in Memorial hall Christbeing offered up by their parent.’ It is a
and Helen
McLellan
Caroline
of
memory
mas afternoon under the direction of Mrs.
day worthy of tender memories and some
residents.
Sumner C. Pattee was largely attended M. Patterson, former Belfast
searching of our hearts. The real richness
of our lives depends largely on the spiritespecially by the young people. Music
ual worth and wealth of those who have
was furnished by Mrs. M. O. Dickey asMRS. JOHANNA E. GRAY.
However a family tree may
sisted by Mrs. Pattee, Miss Gretchen
gone before.
appear, it is a thing to be contemplated
The funeral of Johanna E. (Grinnell)
Fletcher, Miss K atriua Kelley and others.
We who are the fortwith all respect.
It was a very enjoyable atfair.
alter R. Gray, took
Gray, widow of
unate heirs of faithful and high-minded
Mrs. Pattee’s Christmas ball in the
Tuesstreet
on
Cross
home
at her
If
fore-bears should realize this truth.
Armory Tuesday evening was a social place
we possess
The floor was day afternoon at 2 o’clock with Rev.
gifts of character and grace,
and financial success.
crowded and the balconies well fill d Wm. Vaughan of the Universalist church it is largely because they were bequeathed
Let us, then, in
to us by a noble line.
with spectators. The program announced
officiating. She was born in Bluehill but
in our last issue was lully carried out and
humility and reverence, gratefully acwas spent in
life
her
of
the
part
greater
The solo numknowledge cur debt to the past and eagerly
received with applause.
seize the opportunity to pay it to the prebers by little Miss Naomi Dean of Cam- this city, where she had many friends.
den and Miss Frances Young of Chicago, Her age was 87 years and four sons sur- sent.
Mrs. Pattee’s house guest, were repeatedG. and
vive her—Edgar W., Frank, Fred
erated)

We are at the close of our third year
in business in Belfast. Your patronage
has given us a steady growth of nearly
33^ each year. This is very gratifying
to us, especially the past year, as retail
business has been dull.

er

First Universalist Church.

FIVE CENTS

1922.

Bradbury Memorial Hospital
Opened

The

young ladiesat home for the Christ- ular services will be held next SunSermon
mas vacation.
With Mrs. Pattee all at. I day morning at 10.45 a. m.
tended the Ha/eltine Post dance in Odd j by the pastor, Rev. William Vaughan,
and music by the choir.
Subject of serFellows hail.

Talbot, Kermit Robinson, Ruth Wight; pleasant
in Odd Fellows hall.
packing missionary box, Flora aurgess, dance
Eleanor Talbot, Helen Morris; the mother
Mrs. Sumner C. Pattee entertained at
packing Christmas dinners, Alice Banks. a dinner Friday evening at Mrs. Li'.zie

There is

CHURCHES

were

tee, including Kev. George C. Sauer,,who
worked early and late to find children I
and also to secure gifts for them. Among !
|
the well Known characters present to en- I
Ruth
FosMiss
tertain were
Christmas,
ter and Jack Frost, Phil Robbins. There
ly encored and showed artistic merit.
were two Christmas dialogues with MarS. L. Shute was floor director
Stephen
gart Hanson, Justin Gray, Marian Ken- and excellent music was furnished by
ney, Emily, Howard, Evelyn Toothaker Marston’s orchestra of Rockland. Mr.
and Caroline Dolloff taking part, with and Mrs. Roscoe Arey catered.
recitations by ,Sheila Upton, Margaret
Miss Louise R. Clement entertained FriHayes and John Dolloff. During the duet,
night at her home on John street
day
Silent Night, by Rev. H. H. Upton and

Miss Helen Foster

THL

_

ters for Santa Claus ou Mouday evening
for there were two large Christmas trees
about 500 of them

At the Waldo County Hospital all were
too busy for special activities, but thanks
are extended their Ladies’ Aid fcr a de-

MAINE, THURSDAY. DECEMBER 28,

Broadway.

33c,__

Dec. 20th, and his remains arrived here
Friday evening to be committed to the
receiving tomb in Grove cemetery to
await burial ,in the family lot in the
spring. He was born in Belfast 60 years
ago, the son of Henry A. and Harriet G.
For many years he
had been a traveling aales man for Dwinal
& Hayward of Boston. His' widow and

(Nickerson) Heath.

her brother accompanied the remains
here and were guest* of Mr. Heath’s cousin, W. W. Blazo, while in the city.

MRS- MARY M. PATTBB.
Mary M., widow of Collins Pattee,
died Dec. 25, at her home in the Walker
house on Church street, after a short illShe was born in
ness with pneumonia.
Stockton Springs 75 years ago, the
daughter of John A. and Sylvinia <Lenfest) Page. She married A.K.. P. Moore of
this city and several years after hia
death she married Mr. Pattee. For many
dressmaker.
years she was a well known
One son, Samuel Moore of Jackson, survives her. The funeral was held at the

chapel in Grove cemetery at 10 a. m.
Wednesday, Rev. C. W. Martin officiating.

A

Happy New Year

With another miler post in sight and another year
beckoning us with its hopes and opportunities for
Service, we stop a moment to reflect upon our
pleasant relations during the year that is about to
close and to take note of the good friends about us.
We appreciate the confidence reposed in us
and earnestly hope that we may in some measure
aid in making your new year one of Joy, Peace
and Contentment

Waldo Trust Company
BELFAST
BROOK8

CA8TINE

UNITY

the dinger of the situation and rallied to
support of the Fsscisti, a new cabinet
was formed and a man named Mussolini

The Republican Journal
Belfast, Thursday, Deo 28, 1922

Mussolini seems to
made premier.
"stalwart” somewhat like the Roose
velt type.
In announcing his policy he
told the Italian people that there must be
of
an end of government management
be

Republican

Journal Pub. Co.

A. 1. BROWN. Editor
r or one square,
ADVERTISING TER'ms.
inch length in column, 50 cents for
each
subsequent
•ne week and 85 cents for

Insertion.
In advance,
SUBSCRIPTION TERMS.
82.00 a year, 11 00 for six months; 50 cents
for three months.

one

He told them that
an iron-clad budget system must be devised.
He told them that a vigorous
1

a

song—

aside
The

a

for yourself, praise from those
whom you led.
find.
At the end of the journey you’ll
A. L. T. Cummings.

bill

plei tiful

was

from overseas, brought and dissemmaninated by representatives of foreign

Secretary

ufacturers and producers. In this counbankers
try it came from international

of the

Treasury,

numer-

of the welfare of those who in
the face eat bread.
of
sweat
the
till
These people told us that this tariff

would largely reduce

our

A load of games so
rge that a truck
had to be chartered to bring it out of the
woods fell to the lot of a party of Portland
hunters.
The total was seven bucks, two
does and many rabbits and birds.

importations

of us
that foreign nations could not buy
result
anless they sold to us, and that the
busiwould be the absolute ruin of the

LOST

of this country. This is a specious
argument but it was utterly disproved by
the
the workings of the McKinley Tariff,
the
Payne-Aldrich
and
Tariff
Dingley
Following each of these enactness

A girl’s blue scarf between the Colo
nial Theatre and Ralph Herr ck’s blacksmith shop.
Finder please notify

Tariff.

MRS. ADELE TURNER.

and exportaments, both importations
in busitions were increased and activity
The presness put stagnation to flight.
effect for about
ent tariff law has been in
is rethree months and already history
itself. Despite all the denuncia-

peating

tion of

the

present tariff bill

on

friend lyacts to lighten her

sorrow.

iSLESflOKO
ing

Mr. Henry Peavey has returned from
the session of the Maine State Grange in

son

daughter, Dorothy.

Mrs. Grace Mahoney and daughter Geneva of Belfast are guests of Mrs. Lida

Mahoney for

a

f

“I
Don’t be
BILIOUS

Bangor.

Mrs.

Capt. L. M. Partridge, passed away Wednesday morning, Dec. 13th, from pneumonia, after several years of failing
health from diabetes. Of a very active

j

few weeks.

bendDizziness,
ache, no appetite, constiall
pation, biliousness
can be avoided by taking
“L. F. ’At wood’s M edit’ i u e.
It sweetensandstr*"gthen9th«

of

cer.

Mr. Joseph Lamb, an old and esteemed
passed to a higher life Dec. 12, at

nausea,

—

stomach, stimulates the liver,
cleanses the bowels *I1<! T,'m
stores these organ* to normal ly
A small
an

healthy action.
nightly is

flo^e

#ff6CtiTS^f

taken

preventive!
Used

nearly70

years.

bottle,
t

Large

50 cts
1 cent a dose,
All dealers.

period they occupied
brother, Capt. John

for

a

short

a
portion of his
Partridge’s house

(now the Libby house) on Church street,
then purchased the present home, which
they have since occupied. Three children
were

and

born to this union, Melvin, Leora
Elfieda, the last named passing to
rs

of age, i

^

■;

---

I

-.

|

once

in

for

been

at 1 p m in the
was held Dec. 14,
Baptist church, Rev. H. I. Hclt of CamInterment in the familyden officiating.
lot in the village cemetery.

vices

here on live
states have 12 or
state with but one
more, and New York
Mrs. Smith
tends to lead to deception.
of the
also spoke at length on the status
illegitimate child and its mother, stating
had
that the mother under present laws
practically no redress as all court actions
for by
against the father must be paid
able to
the woman, few women being
stand the expepse of such proceedings,
fair

as

divorce is

grounds, while

granted

1

I
I

at
*•

f

our

WHAT?
-For Ten

Days Only-

IMPORTED

Beers Red,

—AND—

Round Oak Stoves

Just when you need

a

CALL AND SEE THEM.

A. S. REAL.

Belfast, Maine,

Stove.

MAINE

Hutchinson

BROOKS,
Auto

94

must be

Public.

sworn

location in Boston’s Big Mar-

Established 1848.

Fruit and Produce

APPLES OUR SPECIALTY.

W.'LuRD

Prompt and Efficient Service. Stencils furnished on application
References any Commercial Agency; Beacon Trust Co., Boston.

Justice of the Peace
tf4

No collection

Giles G. Abbott,

no

Collections

pay.

everywher

Creditors Mercantile Agency

Estate, Timberlands and

C. L. FISH, Manager,
35 Miller

Belfast, Maine

Street,
Tel. 370.

TWO-TWO

Better Than

a

Write, call

MuetarJ Platter

Two continued

stories of
high-grade fiction run in the
Boston Globe every day.
Have you read the Boston

T

or

phone.

_

Cough* and Colds, Headache, Neuralgia, Rheumatism

for

and All Aches and Pains

li

ALL DRUGGISTS

65c, jars and tubes
Hospital size, $3.00

m

Globe today?
The Boston Globe is a reliable newspaper and should be
read by all the members of
your

same

Market, Boston, Mass.

Commission Merchants.

t

Heal

COLE, lnc.,

102 Faneuil Hall
ket.

to.

HayfjrJ Block, Belfast, Maine

Naught if Russians Cannot Secure Clothing

to

Almost 75 years in the

Registration

Notary

America’s Food and Medicine May Go for

HALL &

MAINE

License and

APPLICATIONS,

35c and

family.

Buy

costly and dis-

A House Lot

taking
taken over there
try. In the industries
was a marked falling off in production
and a decrease in the quality of the artiAt one time it seemed
cles produced.

WONDERFUL BARGAINS
OverlookiiiK Penobscot Bay.
few lots left, «160 t. fjjo a lot.
Onlj
$2fi down
and easy monthly payments. Ideal
locations ou
street. Only five lot* left at Ocean View
off A orthport Avenue. Buy now ami
later build
your home. Tnese lots are worth 1400 to
4600; will
double in next three tears. The oimnrtun
tv is
yours. ORKIN J. D1CKEV,
laec, juame
4w30
a

••‘“v.

«■***

•ot unlikely

the 8tomachor Bowels.'

Balmoral Red

Magda Red,

BUY NOW.

BELFAST

that which resulted from the
astrous
counovei of the railroads in this

Colic and Pains la

A-TIVES
x.y.

A beautiful dark red— the reddest of reds.

CLARION

lo.

as

LADIES7

1 r

Jonesport Keel, Braintree, Mass., Keel, Westerly, R. I. Reel, Westerly, R. I., Pink, Niantic,
Conn., Pink, St. Cloud, Minn., Red, W isconsin Mahogany, Warsaw, W7is., Red,

Can You Beat It?

H. H.

j

Consider It to hoV
Valuable nedidne

■

< I
LOUR.
alshe25e

We are headquarters fof
red granite. We have in
stock or in transit!

many

■lent ownership of telegraphs, telephones,
railways, and other public utilities. They
c.eated bureaus or commissions to man- ;
content with this
age these utilities. Not
of the manufac
a
many
seized
great
they
luring plants in the country and attempted so run them “in the interest of the ;
workers,” which is one of thd rallying I
cries of socialism everywhere. Attempting to McAdoo Italy, they set up a code
•f working rules for every industry and
utility which they had taken. The gen-

Its purpose was to overelements which were
radical
the
throw
Jnat bringing the country to the verge of
fnancial ruin and political anarchy.
Events soon showed that a very large
maiority of the Italian people realized

hulls.
60c a bov 6 for r;
At dealer1
JLKXsist
Limited,

i

HAYEORD BLOCK. BELFAST, MAINE

government

on

drug and general

stores -or write
KI.MBAI.L BROS & CO. Inc
Luosburg Falls. Vt.

a

that Italy would go from
that
to
bad
worse, but today it appears
Italy has had a surfeit of government
•woership. and the attendant wastefulness and. graft which usually disgrace*
government management of the public
utilities or the industries of any nation.
A few weeks ago an organization known
the Italian
as the Faacisti got control of

kept

fl

During the last three years Italy has
rheen almost entirely under the dominaThese
tion of socialists and radicals.
behalf
about
way
stand
a
took
yeople
and bolshevism.
Tweeo national patriotism
rnThey embarked upon a career of gov

as

I

I

liniment for sore
sprains, stiffness,

Fire Insurance

quite

However,

person.

with the treatment and was
absolutely rid of every symptom of KidTrouble
and
Rheuii; it ism”;
Bey

1

POUSEHOID BALM
Is an excellent famlU
throat, pains in
lust,

THERE IS HOPE FOR ITALy

was

In three weeks time, I felt
like a
new

I

I

MAURICE

and

stooped or attempted to lift anything
and my Kidneys would not act.
Beginning the use of “Fruit*
tlvcs” (I had read good accounts of this
famous fruit medicine in the Montreal
French papers) I soon found
they were
the remedy I required.

to draw interest frcm Jan. 1.

BELFAST,

United States is now exporting more domestic products than any other .nation of
tt,» world.
Dr, Julius Klain, director of
bureau of foreign and domestic comce, says in his annual report, recently
ed: “The American exparter has firm-

severely with Kidney
Trouble and Rheumatism. I had
contracted a bad cold. My back pained
all the time, hurting badly when I

FOR FLETCHER’S

a

wgs

suffering

O A S T O R I A

long
in failing health
time, death coming peacefully at the last.
His age was 82 years. The funeral serhad

THE CITY NATIONAL BANK OF

great that cargo space is sold
weeks ahead and at a premium. A glance
that the
at official tabulations will show

ATE., MARLBORO, Mass.
“Four years ago, when I
learned of “Fruit-a-tives”, I

Cry

Children

1922

so

LOUIS QLOUR
40 LAKESIDE

j

the residence of J. H. Peavey, with
whom he has made his home since.the
death of his wife several years ago. He

Savings Department
Also will credit U. S. Victory Notes, Series A to F inclusive,
Called for payment December 15, 1922, to draw interest fnm December
Credited at

of
exceed those during the same months
from PaDespatches
year.
any previous
tific ports tell us that export shipments

eral effect

control of it are under no inducement to
oaKe it pay. The inducements, on .the
contrary, are to be extravagant It will
always be so. Deticitscan alwaysbe made
up from the public pocket and very often
they will be concealed from public knowledge. A business that has to justify itself
by its balance sheet, even though it has
to yield a profit on its operation, invariably costs the public less than one which
has to make no profit at all, but which
can
be kept going at a Prodigious loss
The whole theory of government ovsnership is thpt the absence of duty to make a
profit will redound to the advantage of the
public. It ought to, but it doesn’t. However, you never can make any of these
jolly theorists see anything so practical as
that. They always say thai because a railway, or a gas works, or any such thing
doesn’t need to make a profit, the public
naturally gets its service cheaper. Hut
that presupposes the management will be
just as careful as it used to be—and it
never is
A I the money that used to go i
for profits (and then some) goes to some j
one else.
The public usually pays about
as
much for the original service; and in
j
addition pays a great deal more for taxes
to make good the leaks. (Editorial—Low- |
ell (Mass ) Courier-Citizen.)

citizen,
;

disposition she kept up her usual round
of household duties until advancing age
BETTER MARRIAGE LAWS NEEDED
and a slight shock deprived her of these
Better marriage laws in this State
privileges and almost failing sight prevented her reading, a great deprivation. were urged by Mrs. Maude S. Smith, secSoHer mental faculties, however, remained retary of the Children’s Protective
undimmed to the list andiher memory ciety, at the meeting of the women of the
Mrs.
unimpaired. She was born Oct. 29th j Lincoln Club held in Portland.
is
Smith stated that it is a possible thing
1832, in the part of Prospect whic
the daughter of for a girl of 12 and a boy of 18 to be marnow Stockton Springs,
(Stinson) ried in Maine and for that reason she
Isabelle
and
Parker
Lewis
Mr.
that the laws be passed whereby it
to
Mudgett, the eldest of thirteen children. urged
would make it impossible for parents
is at
She married Oct. 2nd, 1856, Capt. Lewis
give their consent until the girl
She commendM. Pa.tridgeof Prospect and for a time least 16 and the boy 18.
laws in the State as beintf
they boarded with her parents, coming ed the divorce
to the village to live in 1859.

with federali/ed enterprise—or even a
municipalized one. It is that the men in
ter

Mr Harry Bibbidge an 1 wfe re spendthe winter in Hodon with their

U. S. War Savings Stamps Due Jan. 1, 1923

the

ly grasped the opportunity presented
is entrenched in the worid markets in
better fashion than ever before.”

kindly

so

At Cost for Cash.

ground that it would shut foreign goods
for
from this country, our importations
been unusuhave
November
and
October
the year.
ally heavy for this season of
The annual revenue receipts therefrom

are

her sister,

the higher life when about 8 ye

Tel. 76-3.

riends who

Owe Hi. Health To
The Famous Frrit“Fruit-a-^.
Medicine.

would attend the luckless manager reto an eager set of stockholders.
The latter officer would be incontinently
dismissed as no good. If he is administering a public utility, with recourse to the
public treasury for whatever deficits he
produces, no one seems at all concerned to
get at him tie and the politicians between
them invariably contrive to run the machine in the most costly way po-sible and
there is no penalty whatever for doing it.
One may at the very least refresh the
recollection as to what is always the mat-

He is

Louise Bickmore

Mr. Mellon.

regardless

and little

Evelyn Newcomb, bashful maid,
Beatrice Rand
Andy Hobbs, country boy,
Frederick P. Morrison
Jeffry Brixley, New Yorker, Leon Grant
Avis Partridge
Elsie Brixl y, his wife.
Constance Loring, their niece,
Orrilla Lampliier
Edna Grant
Murphy, the maid,
of the late
widow
Mrs. Mary Partridge,

the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad(has
asked for Interstate Commerce commission authority to issue $250 000 in equip- ;
ment trust certificates.
The
company
proposes to buy 300 new box cars with
Funds from the cer ificates and with other
resources at its disposal.

and importers. It came from a
who are not proous class of Americans
ducers, w ho toil not neither do they spin,
to
who have nothing to sell and desire
the
cheapest,
can
buy
buy where they

all the

KIDNEY TROUBLE

sponsible

«ome

Mr. Ernest Mahoney
Somerville,
The Seniors of the High school have Mass., was in town to attend the funeral
decided upon Jan. 10th as the date for of his uncle, Mr. Amos Mahoney.
their play and a cordial invitation is exThe Ladies' Aid supper at J. S. Mul“This
tended to the public to attend.
len’s last week was a success and $16 was
The name of the play is
means you.'*
received towards the church funds.
“Forest Acres” with the following cast:
There will be a joint meeting of the
Lemuel Crockett, a farmer,
Bureau for
Farm
Morrison
planning work on Jan.
Raymond
Pearl Hatt S. A baked bean dinner will be served, I
Mrs. Crockett, his wife.
Mavis Pari.idge also pastry of ail kinds is solicited
Elizabeth 1
dau*hters
\ Fred’k Lampbier
Hepsibah j
Tranquility Grange will hold its annua
Leon Grant
Hiram, his son,
of officers Saturday evening,
installation
business
man,
Franklyn Arthur,
Edward Arnold Dec. 30, (Master Herbert Gould of MeMiss Lucy Ruggles, school teacher,
gunticook grange acting as installing offi-

—

came

H.

sett. Mass, and
Bauldry, in rrovidence, R. L,
before joining her nus ana in Boston.

few hundred dollars for old age.
Chamber of Commerce of the

The increase of gold holdings in the U.
S. has been approximately $1,000,000,000
during the last three years. So says the

to

FRET Al Iss ijjf

It is not difficult to see why public
ownership involves wasteful operation.
The public doesn't have to make anything
If there is a loss, the people
pay its way.
There is
it
make
to
up in taxation.
have
no sort of penalty for waste, such as

a
le to g<> about, and is
A
good
music, he writes.
hearing
paper by Professor Sweei ser, on his musical reminiscences, is to he read by Miss
Charlotte W. ('nlhurn, before the members of the Women’s Alliance of t his city

better.

UINCOLNVILLE

Carleton

sent

the passage of the
It
and persistent.

Mrs.

wi h

by mail or to the pleadings or a promotor. After studying the situation from
all points of view the best advice given
EXPORTS AND IMPORTS
was: “Consult some banker who is well
was
force
in
now
inter; and
The tariff law
reputably known, as to the value
mittently under discussion in ’(Jongres8 of any security offered.”
meantime
the
In
a
year.
for more than

propaganda against

many

will make visits with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Harry W. Griffin, in Mattapois-

State of New York is leading off in a nation wide effort to induce people to payno attention to the wiles of a prospectus

Reward

but

to

for the winter.

in order to set

hurt,

thanks

daughter.

wishes to extend her deepest

assisted her during her mother’s |i’.lness>
who so thoughtfully sent the beautiful
flowers, loaned the automobile and did m

and Mrs. George H. Hopkins and
little George, Jr., left on the boat Dec. 18
for Boston, where Mr. H. has a situation

—

Now you're weary,maybe, and footsore.
Beep cheerily on.for the goal’s just ahead;
Be a finisher, don’t lag behind;

Leora,

Miss

Mr

they go—
The lovely years !
Into our hearts we feel their beauty grow, old time economic and financial atrength
we
only by “devotion to au increase of proThrough them the memory of our life
know,
duction, a cutting down of both public
Its joya, its fears.”
and private expenditure and saving in
everv possible way,” or in other words
below,
this
“And yet
nappiness
(Which all would gain, but few know by sacrifice and hard work by all classesIt is worthy of note that in another public
how)
Is not io time or place confin'd,
address he said: “I agree with the Ameri*Tis seated only in the miDd:
cans that Europe must first put her own
Let seasons vary as they will.
he use in order before she can expect
Contentment leaves us happy, still,
Makes life’s vain dream pass smooth helpful co-operation from
America.”
awsy
►
Mussolini. Viva, Fascisti.
Viva,
s
And Life itself a New Year Day.
Philip Freneau.
Promotors and sharpers cheat the peoIt is easy enough to start on a road
ple of thia country out of a vast amount
With a crowd of friends going your
of money every year by glibly inducing
way*
a load
tbem to invest in stock certificates or
shoulder
to
outset
the
at
hard
Not
bonds which have little or no value.
If your’re feeling courageous and gay.
The real test will come as ihe shadows These investments fakirs take a great
part of their ill-gotten gains from people
grow long—
And the weight of the burden is more
who for years have worked hard and
of
half
Than when you fust left it, with
economised until it

most

the benefit of patrons.

the plaything of designing interests both at home and abroad.
He told them that Italy can regain her

and

us,

And the

alone at the horn

the travelling public will be
know she has returned and that
the “Auto Rest” will again be opened for
away,

glad

campaign must be waged against radical
ism and internationalism which has made
the Italian nation

"They come, they linger with

hundred tickets have been sold.

Mrs. Eben Libby returned from Lincoln
It was thought she might reDec. 18.
main through the winter when she went

be cut down one- half.

QUOTATIONS.

a

The
pleasing and comforting manner
The Seniors have a doll—Miss Louise— floral tributes were beautiful and a fitnamed for the wife of the Principal, on
ting remembrance for one who had alsale at 10c a ticket. The tickets are going w
ys loved and cultivated them in her
fast and those wishing to hold the lucky
Great sympathy is
years of activity.
number must not delay too long. Already
extended the daughter, who is ihus lett

public utilities and industries and that
they must be transferred to private ownership. He told them that all existing
useless bureaus must be abolished. He
told them that the military payroll must

«ge

Rev. E. W. Webber officiating in

Costly Public Control.

>ww*»r

Sweetser of
Professor Frederick R
New
Searsport and Belfast, who i* in
York this winter, writes Belfast friends
that he is steadily improving in health,
ana that he hopes to return here in Mav.
He was forced to give up his piano
teaching in this city and Searsport the
past year on account of ill health, and
his many friends in this locality will be
very glad to learn that he is now much

of her mother during her declining years.
The services were held Friday afternoon.

ton last week.

a

Good News from Prof

Melvin is living on the Pacific coast and
Miss Leora was the constant companion

SPRINGS

Messrs. William H. Morrison and Geo.
H. Hopkins made a business trip to Bos-

wss

PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY

be

STOCKTON

I
;

PythiaHbck lei-

“If Russia’s children, and adiilts
as well, are to be saved from death
this winter from exposure—after
the charity of America has brought
of
last
them through the famine
winter, they must be supplied with
clothing.” This is a concensus of
opinion of the American Relief Adfrom
staff in Russia,
ministration
down to the inHaskell
Colonel
spectors, according to their reports
head of the
Hoover,
to
Herbert
A. R. A.
From every part of Russia where
been
feeding
has
A. R. A.
the
children and adults, and has been
Instituting sanitation and medical
service and inoculations to save
literally millions of lives, the story
is the same—that the children lack
even the barest essentials of underwear,
shoes* stockings or outer
themwear, with which to project
aalvw against the rigors of the

For twenty aoiAnd the need of Pood Remittance.
Russian winter.
sent to the A. R. A. at 41
aid in this direction tor adults, too, lars,
Broadway, New York, the following
of
reis indicated by statements
or their equivalent In valcently-returned workers, who state articles,
emue, will be delivered to any desigRussian
that in cases where
nated person In Russia: 4 2-3 yards
ployes have been given a blanket
fifty-six inch twenty ounce dark
for extra services the blankets have
blue wool cloth: 4 yards of thirtyalmost invariably been made into
8
cotton lining;
Literally millions of two inch black
overcoats.
of twenty-seven inch flannel:
shoes
no
yards
have
children, say reports,
16 yards of unbleached muslin: 8
—an item which in itself may make
black Ivory buttons: 16 small
Amto
large
to
them
go
for
it impossible
black
Ivory buttons; 16 small white
kitchRelief
child-feeding
erican
2 spools No. 30 black
buttons:
bone
have
and
stockings
Free shoes
ens
cotton thread; 2 spools No. 40 white
children
for
250,000
been provided
foot- cotton thread.
without
who are absolutely
One package will clothe one adult
whole problem is
the
but
wear,
winter, and reor two children all
of
general
reach
any
the
beyond
mittances ordered for general relief
funds now available.
neediest
cases,
for
be used
The American Relief Administra- will
thousands of which are heart-breaktion, to meet this emergency, has
ing.
put Into effect a Clothing Remitas
tance, functioning in every way
does the now world famous Hoover

Expert Kiano Tuning
and

Repairing
McKEEN,

LLOD D.

BELFAST, MAINE.
Phone 126-4.

COLLECTORS NOTICE OF SALE

TO LET~
A pleasant furnished room with
light,
heat and a bath. Three minutes
walk
from post office. Apply to

I _MRS.

AUSTIN JEWETT.

WANTED
* HOUSEKEEPER for a widower without children.
Work light with modern
conveniences.
For particulars apply
THE JOURNAL OFFICE

Unpaid

taxes

on

lands

situated

in

»

the town of Palermo, in the County of

the year 1922.
.....u.
of
lhe following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners in the tow
^ 01
the year 1922, committed to me for collection for said town °?
and
IDter
June, 1922, remains unpaid; and notice is hereby given that if said taxes,
e
are not previously paid, so much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay
therefor, including interest and charges, will be sold at public auction at Brsn
Hall at the Town office in said town, (the same being the place where.the
.# o’ew*
town meeting of said town was held) on the first Monday of February, l*3**
a. m.
j p fa
P R Porter. Land bounded on the north by land of C F Downer, eaat by
■outh by land of P R. Porter, west by China town line. Acres, 40; value, ♦
Wm Jones Heirs of. Land bounded on north by Sheepscott bake, east by
g
river, south by Sheepecott river, west by land of L B Hisler.
for

**•*£!
gj||0Gf^*Jj

lajtP

tall^
’gpgeott

Vslnj ^gbSON.

for the f***
Collector of Texea for the Town of Palermo

December 18,1922.

^

CATARRHAL DEVFNESS

GRANGE AGAINST
48-HOUR LAW
Three Slate Conventions

Go

on

Record

Opposing the
Proposed Act

Jesse French & Sons

Master

New
Hampshire
Declares Measure Would
Damage State
of

the

In

conventions

of

Body

three

Upright and Grand Pianos
and Players
Choose

New

one

uid children.
These conventions were: Maine at
Bangor, New Hampshire at Portsmouth and Massachusetts at Boston.
The Maine convention went so far
to instruct the members of the
as
legislative committee to appear bethe legislature at Augusta and
I [ore
i oppose any move for 48 hours and
it was also arranged to have local
Grange bodies inaugurate exhaustive
discussions in the matter and present any action that may be taken
to the law-makers at the biennial
■

Herbert
N.
Sawyer, master of the State Grange,
roundly denounced the proposal to
Inflict a 48-hour law on the Granite
state, declaring that its passage would
prove a serious detriment to the
sommunity and work immense damage to both industry and agriculture.
The resolution declaring opposition
to the passage of the law was passed
slmost unanimously, despite the efforts of a few friends of the measure to prevent action.
According to the report in the Boston
Herald, “The New Hampshire
itate grange in the last few hours of
its annual convention may, according
:o many politicians, have given the
leath blow to a 48-hour law in this
state (New Hampshire) when the

Hampshire

mi

<

own.

F'oi Sale by

n-'V

A

&

1

to
Blow
Senate.’

be

administered

In

^ew l’civernment Wool
Underwear purchased by
us
to Bell to the public direct at 75c.
EACH. Actual retail value 12.5“ each.
All sizes, Shirts 34 to 4b -Drawers 30 to
44.
Send correct sizes.
Fay Postman on
delivery or send us money order. If underwear is not satisfactory, we will refund money promptly on request.
Dept.
24, The Filitrim Woolen Co 1476 Broadtf47
way, New York, N. Y.

2 500 000

the Stomach, Liver and B wels.
Blood. For Constipation. Relieve
ligcstinn, Biliousness. Sick Hear ...he.
At druggists. ] uane
T-v
in.
10c. 25c.
I’ht-nacal Co., sole proprietor, V O. Box
City Hall Station, New York. Sec
ur
on each box.

Timely Warning Offered by Charles
Coolidge Partin of Saturday
Evening Post

House tor Sale

The critical situation of the industries of New England and their continued decline in national importance

T

v*

Gardiner, Me. Can be in Belfast any Sat
J. F. SYLVESTER,
urday p. m.

WANTFD
Some reliable party to Logg, saw and
stick one half /million feet of lumber.
Good chance. Enquire of

_B.

O. NORTON.

Two Show Cases

For Sale
Inquire of
B. O. NORTON.

Low prices if taken at once.
FRED T. CHASE,
43tf
25 Main Street, Belfast.

WANTED”

MAN

A good
To sell goods in each county.
paying position for a man acquainted
with farming.
Experience not necessary
but honesty and industry are
Steady
work.
Cobb Co., Franklin, Maas.
4w50

TO LET
A SMALL RENT AT
2 1 UNION STREET.

Clocks and Clocks and Clocks
BIG BEN, LITTLE BEN, SLEEP METER,
BLUE BIRDS and AMERICAS, $1.19 to $2.98

THAYER—

-DEALER IN-

-£? Watches-

Jewelry,

Diamonds

BELFAST,

Silver Ware*£-

and

MAINE

Potted Plants for Christmas
[ inexpensive plants are
The'.Searsport Drug^Co., Searsport:

now on

sale at Fogg’s

CLEVELAND CHERRIES, CYCLAMEN,
SMALL

FERNS,

GERANIUMS,

Market, Belfast,

and

DRACAENAS, FUCHSIAS,

PARLOR

ARTHUR K. .STANTIAL.

IVIES,

PRIMROSES.

Searsport Avenue

Collector’s Notice of Sale
lands

situated in the town of Freedtm, in the County of Waldo, for the year

of the 4S-hour law have overlooked the fact that, by increasing
the pay and shortening the hours of
labor, the purchasing power of the
loflar is reduced."
Such a move win result in the closing of the textile mills in New Hamp-

by land
Pounded
F. W.
Emery & Rose. H. G. Barlow lot of ib acres.
Bounded on the north by land of A. H. Russell; east by land of W. C. Hussey heirs: south
by land of H. K. Bradstieet; west by land ol A. R. Bradetreet Est. .Amount of tax, $11.00.
F. K. Hussey Heirs.
Bounded on the north by main road; east by land of Ruben Sibley; south by land of Mrs.
Josie Barnes; west by land of Mrs. Jcsie Barms and N. B. Russell. Amt. of tax due, $11 00.

we

tf labor in the cities are detrimental
to labor on the farms."
now
No Chance for “Bloc
resolution
the
of
The
passage
Hakee impossible the much talked-of
“bloc” and gives a new angle to the
labor situation In New Hampshire.
Many of the mill-workers who went

Hi strike last February and returned
only a few weeks ago have been led
to believe that the passage of the
Now,
law was practically assured.
fc to daimed that the grange deter-

mination to prevent the enactment of
toe measure means that the labor
leaders counted without consideration
■C the hosts of opposition among the
tenners.
At the New Hampshire meeting
there were numerous declarations
(avoring the appointment of committoee to appear before the Legislature
ml fight the proposal at every point.
Xfcto matter will be decided later.
According to the Boston Globe:
•following the denouncement of
the proposed bill, in the annual address of State Master Sawyer, memdiscussion
in
bers
were
lively
throughout the day. Conservatives
believed an Indorsement of Mr. Sawyer's address should be made, while
ether delegates favored an active
campaign immediately to defeat the
bm in the Legislature this winter.
ft was brought out that four state
senators-elect and about a hundred
tn the lower House are members of
the Grange.
"Indications are that the talked of
labor and farm bloc in the state will
be Impossible."

CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children

In Use For Over 30 Years

ZsZdL&BSS
Try

This.

Get a box of Mi-O-Na Stomach Tableta
*t A. A. Hovvea & Co., and atop all diatreaa. Relieve* indigestion, or money

back.

on

—

charges*

Bridges,

Keene lot of 25 acres.
on the north by land of Percy Bessie; east by land of Percy Bessie; south
Johnson; west by G. W. Bridges homestead. Amount of tax due, $33.00.

G. W.

of

S.

S, Smith Lot.
Bounded
tax due,

our

mills closed and the industrial cenThe
ters bankrupt and desolate?
lumber of spindles operating in New
England today is not keeping pace
■1th those of the South, and the hours

Stomach Oft?

Unpaid

taxes

m

on

the

south by land of W. H, Rockford; west by Albion town line.

Amount of

$2.75.
ith Lumber Co, (P. M. Turner place) 130 acres.
Bounded on the north by A1 Dion town line and land of Mrs. Joeie B|rnes; east by land of
Sadie McFarland and F, E. Hutchins; south by land of Sadie McFarland and Ben Johnson;
Amount of tax due, $27,60.
west by road to Anderson place.

Stanwood. George. 160
Bounded on the north b^ land of George Wagner; east by Joseph Pearson place, south by
Palermo town line; weBt by land ol David Dow. Amount of tax due, $33.00.
Thurston, F. L. C. B. Keene Lot and Mill Property.
Bounded on the north by C. W. Wescotc lot; east by land of C, E, Knowlton Est.; south by
laud of F, E. Taylor; wes. by county rosd. Amount of tax due, $33 00,
Mrs. Florence Wentworth Estate. 33 acres.
Bounded on the north by land of R. B. Penny estate and main road; south by land of M.
E. Busher; west by land of R. B. Penny Estate. Amount of tax due, $22.00,
acres.

...

18 acres.
B.
Bounded on the north by main road; east by Sand Stream; south by Freedom Lumber Co.;
Amount of tax due, $44 €0.
west by main road.
Peabody. Francis S. Harding Lot, 50 acres.
Bounded on the north by lai-d of Charles Wainirg; east by lard of R. P. Ayer; south by
land ol Willis WainiDg; west by lard of Willis WaiDir.g. Amount of tax due, $19.00,

Wiggin, J.

E. G, BURNHAM,
Collector of Taxes for the Town of Freedom, 1922

3W5l

Collector’s Notice of Sale Of Lands of Non-Resident diners
STATE

Unpaid

taxes

on

OF MAINE
lands situated in the town of Montville,

in

As-

of

There Is No Substitute
for Quality
When you buy a house you make sure that the foundation, the walls and
the roof are constructed for permanence. Buy a motor car in the same way.
The sturdy body of the Studebaker Light-Six Sedan is an admirable example of substantial body building. It is constructed of the finest materials
and with a high degree of craftsmanship to give years of satisfactory service
no makeshift construction merely to meet a price.
Eight stout ash pillars, from floor to roof, insure permanent strength and
rigidity. The four wide-opening doors are a real convenience in getting in
and out. Broad windows provide clear vision in every direction.

Mr. Parlin declared that the manufacturers of New England are facing
the most serious industrial problem
of any part of the United States and
in support of his assertion ottered a
number of quite startling facts and

—

Among other things he said:
"New England manufacturers have
increased very materially in the past
decade, measured in dollars of inBut when compared with the
crease.
development of the total value of
manufacturers’ output in the United
States, New England has not held her
own.
in other words, on a basis of
percentage of total United States output measured in dollars, New England
has declined from 30 per cent of the
total United States output in 1870 to
11 1-2 per cent in 1919.

VJ

u

LIGHT.SIX
SEDAN

$1550

Decline Since 1880

1S80
Cotton goods.75%
Boots and shoes .70%
Woolens and Worsteds.. .55%
Paper and wood pulp....45%

47%
52%
64%
31%

45%
Jewelry
Hosiery and knit goods. ..27%

12%

Four doors that swing wide
Heater. Eight-day
open.
clock. Thief-proof transmission lock. Cowl ventilator. Side coach lamps. Rain
visor and windshield cleaner.
Inside locks on three doors
and outside lock on righthand front door. Dome
light. Mohair velvet plush

the County of Waldo, for the

year 1922.
N. b. The name of this town waa formerly uavia Town.
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners in the town of Montville,
aforesaid, for the year 1922, committed to me for collection for aaid town on the 8th day of
notice ia hereby given that if said taxeB with interest and
May. 1922, remain unpaid; and
so much of the real eBtate taxed aa is sufficient to pay the
charges are not oieviously paid,
interest and charges, will be Bold without further notice at
including
amount due therelor,
in eaid town, (the same being the place where
public auction at the North Ridge Meetinghouse,
the last preceding annual town meeting of eaid town waa held) on the first Monday of Februm.
a.
o’clock
ary, 1923, at nine
to Freedom;
F. B. Chapel. Bounded on northwest by road and Thompson place; north by read
of acres,
east by Stephenson place; south by road ficm Downer’s Corner to Ualldale, Nc.
60. Value. $400. Tax, $19 20.
Land bounded on north and west by land of F. A.Myric* and Prank Whit
Mrs Maria Prescott.
comb: east by land of Prank Whitctn.b tnd road to Bellaet; south by land of V. ThompL. Nath; south and west by E. Belgard and road leading to Freedom
W.
son estate and
Tsx on real estate, $38.40.
village. No, ol acreB. 160. Value, $800.
M. Whittier
Seth Mills. Bounded on north by land of M. Whittier; east by land of C. H. and
Pretdom town Hue, Number of acres,80.
south by land of J. R. Thurston estate; west by
teal
estate.
$4.60.
Value, $U0. 'lax on
Bounded on north and eaet by land W. J. Knowlton; south by Georges
Mrs Lenda Cooke.
No.
of acite, 8.0, Value, $100. Tax on real estate, $4 80
rivor.
river-west by Kingdom
west ty land of W, P. Jones
Berta E Rich —Carney Shure lot, Land bounded on north and
to Liberty, aotuih by D Boynton
estate so-calleo; east by road from Centre Montville
road. No. of range, 14. No. of acres, 86. Value,
estate; west by Carney Shore and county
$200. Tax on real estate, $9 60.
V. Jackson; east by M. E. HarBerta E Rich—R 1 Morse lot, Land bounded on north by J.
so-called. No. of
riman place, so-called; south by F. A. Ramsay; west by A. S. Mayhew,
No. of acres, 20. Value, $200. Tax on real estate, $9 60.
range, 14.
south
Berta E. Rich-Alien lot. Bounded on north by county rose; east by T. W. Nickerson;
and L. A. Poland land. No. of range, J).
by Seaiamont line; west by land of R. R. Howes
40.
No. of acres, 18. Value. $60. Tax on real estate, $2
land of E. G.
Berta E. Rich—Nash farm. Bounded on north by county road; southeast ny
Poland corner to
Howes ana F. W. Nickeraon, Sesrsmont line and the road leading from
No. of acrea,
Morrill village, west by road leading to Centre Montville. No. of range, 20.
95. Value, $260, Tax on real estate, $12 00.
land of L. E. Hawke and ChaSt
Berta E. Rich—Part Erakine place. Land bounded on north by
H. P. Barker; couth and west by
Harriman; eaat by G. H. Oxton; south by road leading by
of
No.
so-called.
range,
16, No. or acres, 34. Value, $200.
Harriman and Thompson lano,
Tax on real estate, $9.60.
H. Fuller andU.S. Lowell,
Berta E. Rich—Pofter lot. Bounded os the north by land of C.
northwest by land of W.
south by land of G. S. Lowell; southwest by land of F, Mayhew;
to land of Cram; t>. W.
northwest
Ricker farm! aoutneaat by land ol Ricker and Harriman;
to place of beginning. No, of
by road to Walter Ayer farm, eo-called; thence by road
Value. $600. Tax on real eatate. $24 00.
acres, 380.
land of L, T. RanMrs. W. H. Kuhn, bounded on north by land of Preston Boynton; eaet by
Tax due, $19.20.
dall estate; south by land of D. Boynton. No. of seres, 32. Value. $40
land of P. L.
P, L. Knowlton home farm. Ellis place, weat by land of S. J. Turner; east by
from
roed
Liberty to Belfast
Knowlton; south by road to S. Montville to Kingdtm; west by
JAMES J. CLEMENT,
Collector of Taxes for the Town of Montville for the year 19-Dec. 18, 1922— 8w51

Studebaker stands for comfort,

quality
o.

durability.

and

b. factories
BIG-SIX

LIGHT-SIX
5-Pass., 112• W. B.
40 H. P.

SPECIAL-SIX
5-Pass., 7/9' W. B.
50 H. P.

7-Pass., 126f W. B.

Touring_$975
Roadster (3-Pass.).. 975
Coupe-Roadster
(2-Pass.)- 1225

Touring_$1275
Roadster(2-Pass.).. 1250
Roadster (4-Pass.).. 1275
Coupe (4-Pass.)_1875

Touring-$1750
Speedster(4-Pan.) 1835
Coupe (4-Pass.)— 2400
Coupe (5-Pass.)_ 2550

Sedan._2050

Sedan- 2750

Sedan_ 1550
Non-Skid Cord

\

60 H. P.

Tires, Front and Rear, Standard Equipment
S.

Terms to meet your convenience

THE BANKS GARAGE

41%

and
wool
materials of cotton,
leather into New England; second, it
finished
is more expensive to get the
product distributed from New England
than it is from central or southern
cities; third. New England does not
and cannot in the future produce sufficient food to take care of her factory

THIS

"This means that this food which
is the largest item in the family budget of a laborer must be shipped into
New England, and this gives one element of labor cost in excess ot_ that
in either the central West or South
where food is more abundant in the
With the increased
nearby market.
freight rates and increased difficulties
in shipping, the transportation handicap of New England has Become more
serious.
Falling Off In Bank Clearings
“What advantages lias New England to offset her handicap in transportation? There was a time when
better
had
fact! ries
New' England
of
the
financial support than those
newer sections of the country, but today capital is available to finance
adequately the plants that are in competition with New England manufacin
situation
business
The
turers.
New England as compared with the
country is probably, at least in part,
reflected by the figures of bank clearings which decline from more than
10 1-2 per cent of the total in 1895 to
4.6 per cent in 1921:

England Bank Clearings
Percentage of Total United States
New

.10-5
.8-4

.7.2
.5.9
.5.7
.5.0
.46
tor

many years
has been an asset to New England
manufacturers; but quality has little
that
sales value unless
quality is
recognized by the buyer. A reputaand
wholesalers
with
tion for quality
retailers has a certain measure of
value, but from the necessity of the
case, wholesalers and retailers must
give close attention to the relation beA market
tween quality and price.
that depends solely upon the good will
of the wholesale and retail trade is
endangered whenever other manufacturers can produce equal quality at an
equal price, aud the great factories
of the central West and South are
every year learning to produce better
goods and to get the costs of manufacturing lower.
a
manufacturing
“Frankly, from
standpoint, considering the manufacturing handicaps under which Nt vv
England operates, it seems* to me that
it will be exceedingly difficult in tne
years ahead of us to maintain a sufficient margin over other manufacturers
in furnishing quality at a price to inmarher
sure the maintenance of
kets.”

j

rooms with all modern convenifor light housekeeping. For particulars apply to
Mrs. C. W. LANCASTER,
Street.
Tel.

Sever il
ences

The subscriber
EXECUTOR'S NOTICei.
hereby gives notice thmt he has been duly
will and testathe
last
of
Executor
appointed
ment of
RACHEL M. BRADSTREET, late of Palermo,
All oern the County of Waldo, deceased.
ons having demands against the estate of
same
the
to
desired
deceased
are
aid
present
or
settlement, and all indebted thereto ere
eaueeted to make payment immediately.
EBEN H. FOSTER.
Palermo, Me.. Nov. 14,1922.

YEAR

STUDEBAKER

A

-Results CountTHE PIONEER ’CHIROPRACTOR]

—m-—.

___

We have

a run line of shingles
in our yard on Primrose street
at reasonable prices, delivered

without

charges.

MILTON B. HILLS
Tel.

f' HAND

Georgia A. Davis
80 MAIN

MADE

Collars
Made of Chinese crass linen, also
voile and net. and trimmed with
reallace. CufTs or front to match
if desired.

Call and
nal office

see

ihem at the Jour-

AMYL. WILSON,
SUE M.

^
^
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PIPES, CIGARS & TOBACCO
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bnlngsoltbestoma emkhihe blood.
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famous medicine.
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The Circlet !,

|

.1
1pe-ru-hA1
1
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Nemo Hygienic-Fashion Institute
120

1

WANTED
CHICHESTER S PILLS

74 Main Street

W^.
V*7li>X
fJS &m

S

r
f

Undertaker

'—r

with Blue Ribbon,
other. Buy of your
Ask for Oil
KM-TER 8
DIAMOND ItKANI) PILLS, for 8$
years known ?s Best, Safest, Always Reliable
boxes,

Belfast,

Notice

We wish to inform the public that we
are doing business all the time and if you
wish to buy or sallrMl estate of any kind
we would be phased to talk with you.
E. A. STROUT Farm Agency,
ROY C. FISH, Local Manager,
Room 2, Odd Fellows’ Block, Belfast, Me.

tf47

ORRIN J. DICKEY
Insurance
IPhone 316-3

SOLD BY UKlliliIb 1 h tVLKYWMtKt

Kitchen

Range

185,

Belfast, Maine

Dr. A. M.

Lothrop

DENTIST
Colonial Theatre

Building^
27tf"*

TELEPHONE 336-3

J. AUSTIN McKEEN.

FINE HOME FOR SALE
Two story, modern frame house. 8 rooms.
City water, 1-4 acre of land. Situated on
Northport avenue, 1 3-4 mile from po8t

office. Excellent summer or year round
MAURICE W. LORD
dwelling.
tf45
Hayford Block, Pelfaat, Me.

i
AUTOMOBILE
TRIMMING
Auto tops, curtains and cushions made and repaired. Slip
covers for all cars.
Special
Ford Sedan slip covers.

Fire, Liability, Automobile
PYTHIAN BLOCK.

Box

Drank.

Low price second hand parlot
nnd kitchen stoves.

License 377.

Tel. 61-3

sealed

no

Hand

State price first letter.

FOR SALE

Licensed Embalmer

Maine.

Second

A
THE DIAMOND BRAND.
LndlrRl AikyourUrufflrtfor /A
• Diamond Br«nd/A\

1 Take

W. L. COOK

East 10th SuN.w York. D.p'tM.

^Mmj

for Christmas

Presents.

than a Brassiere. It’s

”t gat it. tend acfaal
Ifyoar dealer can
mama, addrmaa and
*100. me II tend the Circlet prepaid. Suae 34 to 49.

gcooaiBSsa

R lWU.d

mon

Stlf-Adjusting, and amply slipe an)
the head, daapa at the waist aad aadar«. and smooths aat ugly lines.

Fine Line of Confectionery iu

Fancy Boxes

2 to 4 o’clock P. M.

IfatS
..

Prices $1, $2 and $3

STREET

Monday, Wednesday and Friday.

_-ncacgs3^

205_

Special
TO LET

IS

■

population.

247-12_Miller

name

upholstery.

raw

“Quality of product

The

EQUIPMENT

1919

“What is the explanation of this
phenomenon? A glance at tbo map
shows that New- England is disadvantageously situated from a transportation standpoint.
And this disadvantage works against her in three ways:
First, it is more expensive to get the

1895
1900
1904
1909
1914
1919
1921

Seats are of generous proportions with deep springs to give lasting comfort. The upholstery is of mohair velvet plush, as durable as it is attractive.
The heater will give warjnth and comfort on cold de$rs.
The Light-Six has proved its reliability on the highways of the world.
The ample power, quietness and remarkable flexibility of its motor are a
source of continuous satisfaction. It is easy to handle in traffic. Constant
gear shifting is unnecessary because it throttles down to a walking pace in
high gear. Vibration, which is so annoying in closed cars, is virtually
eliminated.
The low price is due to complete manufacture by Studebaker in one of the
most modem and complete automobile plants in the world. Middlemen’s
profits are eliminated and the savings are passed on to the buyer.

MODELS AND PRICES—/,

He went on:

THE GIFT THAT GROWS.
The following

recent

Advertising Clubs at
Providence by Charles Coolidge Parlin, manager of commercial research
of the Curtis Publishing Company of
This
Company owns
Philadelphia.
and issues the Saturday Evening Post,
the Ladies’ Home Journal, the Country Gentleman and other publications.
sociation

Marked

WILL

a

England

Mr. Parlin presented figures showing the marked decline in production
from 1880 to 1919 in all but one of the
six leading industries. The exception
is woolens and worsteds, but against
that is the fact that an increased decline has resulted since 1919 in sevand
boots
eral industries, notably
shoes and cotton goods.
Following
are the New England production percentages offered by Mr. Parlin in
what he termed the “characteristic
industries'’ of New England:

1922.
The* following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners in the town of Freedom for'the year 1922, committed to me for collection for Baid town on the first day of
ven that if said taxes wit.
interest and
June, 1922, remain unpaid; and notice is hereby g
are not previously paid, so much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay the
will
and
be
sold
notice at
without
interest
further
charges,
amount due therefor, including
in said town, (the same being the place where the last
public auction at the Town Hall said
town was held) on the first Monday in February, 1923,
preceding annual town meeting of
at 10 o'clock a. m.:
Bridges, G. W. Boulter lot of 46 acies.
Bounded on ti e north by Unity Town lire; cast bj E. W, Keene’Jot; s< uth by land of Ii. P.
Ayer; west b> main road.

ihire, he believed.
Mr. Sawyer said further: “Do
if New Hampshire want to see

clearly pointed out in

were

address before the New

figures.

FOR SALE

Two International 6 horse pow
er engines, one with
friction
clutch.

garaga..

Avenue.

tmong thousands of farmers generilly and particularly among members
»f the grange!
State Master Sawyer in his address
leclared that there is no justice in
standard-hour day and that the
work
maximum hours of a day’s
ihould not be fixed by law. He said:
“The hours of labor in industrial
tenters are out of proportion to those
Adaf the rural parts of the State.
vocates

Expert

ALfiOLA PILLS

pc-

the

According to the statements in the
Boston Herald, however, there seems
Sttle hope for such a result and it
Is apparent that certain Democratic
igricultural leaders, who labored to
bring about the organization of a
“bloc," reckoned without regard to
the determined spirit of opposition
the
48-hour law which exists
to

an

MOST SERIOUS IN THE NATION

agriculturists, th'at many persons

led to believe that the house
Bf representatives was almost certain to pass the law, leaving the death

by

Toledo, Ohio.

ON SALMOND STREET.

01 Bttiiuut Uiiflerwear

week for women and children."
Many Unwarranted Assertions
There have been so many unwarranted assertions about a "farm-labor
bloc,” by means of which it was
inderstood the
farmer representatives would support the 4S-hour law
Si return for the help of the labor
rotes in changing over the taxation
laws
which have proved obnoxious
were

Critical Situation in the New
England Stages Told

Druggists.

modern improvements and
MONFOE, ME [ All address
is No. 88 Highland
My

B. H. WEBBER;

Body practically unanimously adopted a resolution opposing a 4S-hour

jo

for your

j

"QUAL'TY FIRST. FIRST QUAI H

England state granges held last week
resolutions were adopted opposing a
working week of 48 hours for women

session.
New
In

47 years and

Known to fame for

free.

Cir*
F.

Excellence”

“Unquestioned

HOW INDUSTRY
IS SLIPPING

dition*

PIANOS

RESOLUTIONS

STRINGENT

9ASS

«■-»
treatl«* greatly relieved L'
ment.
HALL'S CAT.'HRI MKMCINE
Catarrhal
constitutional re mei«* a
Deafness is caus. i b\ an inflamed con.*• Eustadition of the m<
hnini of
AV
i],
a inflamed
chian Tube.
you have a r>
imperfect
hearing, and
rely closed,
Deafness Is
less the inin bf r* an
flammation
1 your hearing
be
-b■*•*.
may
,j
,er
HALL’S
CATARRH MI.I *1 .N
icts through the
blood on th* rmi'
ares of the gysten
th>
dudni’
.nflammation and
assist in
Nature In v toring normal con-

LORD & CO.
Tel.

343-3^|

8INOE 1882
At 72 Main Street, [Bel/aet.

\

Charles R. Coombs
Undertaker

B.
h

Women Need More
and Better Blood

the material, did the wont, installed the
fixtures and lights as a free gift. 12 boys
and their leader attended the State Boys

To be strong, well, equal to demands
of home, society, office or shop.
It is a Jact proven bv thousand* of
grateful letters that Hood’s Sarsaparilla is remarkably beneficial to
young or older women.
The most common ailments of
w mien drain and weaken the sv ster
and sometimes result in anemia, nerroris weakness, general break-down
1
Hood’s Sarsaparilla gives tire i i
more vitality and better color, m ;
*
stronger nerves, and contrnm
tin- length tad etijoyirn-

Carleton Robconference at Lewiston
bins reported for Troop IV, organized
numbers 20

department of Blue Birds is now being
organized. Summer camp w’as held at
Fast Belfast with the addition of invited

A Record of Merit
Contained in Annual Repot
tist Ch-tch.

s

at

the

Bap-

The annual meeting of the First Bap"

hell Thursday evening,
It was well attended and
Dec. 14th
much enthusiasm prevailed Letters were
read from many non-resident members
-ifts of mo.iey for
during the roll call.
the work of the church were enclosed in
fiat church

was

JfcNNIb

D. MCGRAY.

on
The death of Mrs. Jennie D MeGray
Mrs
of
home
the
at
occurred
Nov. 27,
she had
Betsey Ingraham with whom
The death came
been staying for a time.
been sick only a few
as she had

It now’
less than a year ago.
suddenly
regular Scouts and a numbei of others days, and although everything w as done
$160
who have not yet made their tests.
which care could suggest there was no
w’as raised for uniforms and equipment.
help. Mrs. MeGray was born in Waldo,
The summer camp was m de at Brooks- July 18, 1855, the daughter of Wellington
The
She receivville with 16 boys and two leaders.
and Louisa<Durham> Shorey,
Camp Fire G rls reported throu h Miss ed her grammar school eduiation in the
A
Helen Foster; 20 flirls being enrolled.
local schools, and wishing to extend her

■

*■

MRS.

|

$60 was expended in the work.
guests.
Thus more than $5000 has passed through
the treasuries of th church for i*s many
sided work.
At the meeting Thursday evening, Dec.
21, the following officers and committees
were elected for the ensuing year: Clerk,
Miss Maude E. Mathews; treasur.r, Gerald W. Howard; mission treasurer. Miss

Are You Interested
in Maine’s Development?

education to a higher degree she attended and gradu ted from Castine Normil
School. After graduating she took uo the
profession of teaching in the rural schoots,
and continued until her marriage to John
MeGray of Unity, later liviiginKnox
She was a member of Sunlight Grange,
and had many friends. Having a fondbe remembered
ness for children she will

Ella I. Smalley; auditor, Willis B Fletch- bert McGray of Ayer, Mass, and seven
superintendent of Sunday school, grandchildren, also four brothers, Waldo
the
many of these. The clerk reported
Charles E. Rhoades; board of aasessors, Shorey of Belfast, Bert. G. Shorey of
Ten were
present membership, 185.
Alton K. Braley, Charles H. Twombly, Montana, Charles W. Shorey of Wald0
■eceived by baptism, live lost by death Herman H Coombs, Ernest S. Webber,
Ser
and Raymond Shorey of Montana.
and transfer.
B. B. Greenlaw; membership committee, vices were held at her late home in Knox
The church treasurer reported that 82,- Mrs. Fannie M. Robertson, Mrs. Idella D.
where relatives and friends gathered to
880.74 had been received during the year
Miss Gladys Michaels, Mrs. Geo.
Rich,
Rev. Thomas Martin of
pay her respect.
lor current expenses, repairs, etc. All Dunton, Edwin S. Perkins; benevolence,
officiated. The floral offerings
Brooks
a
and
met
been
current obligations have
Mrs. Mayford Morris, Mrs. Edwin S. Per- were: A
pillow by her two sons and their
The
food balance ia in the treasury.
Mrs Earl L. Talb t, Miss Lou L.
kins,
of chrysanthemums by
bouquet
wives,
raised
81080
mission treasurer reported
Smalley, Mrs. J. H. Morris, Mrs. William Waldo Shorey and wife and Mr. and Mrs.
an
has
j
fcr missions. The Sunday school
Holt, Mrs. Mary J. Randall; music com- Ralph Mosher, Mr. and Mrs. Charles W.
enrollment of 220 besides 24 in the home j
mittee, James H. Cilley, Benj. L. Rob- Sborev a bouquet of chrysanthemums;
department and 27 in the cradle roll. ! ertson, Miss Bertha Z. Hayes; visiting
Mr. and Mrs. George Farrar, a bouquet of
1275 was raised for the work of the year.
Mrs. Bertha K. Robbins Mrs. pinks. The bearers were; W. P. Richardcommittee,
seven
banquets
served
The Sewing CirTe
George C. Sauer, Mrs. Henrietta Marsh, son, S. A. Hudson, F. A. Kenney, and W.
and had three sales. It has ''eld 38 meet- j
C. E Rhoades, Mrs. Flora R. Holt; M. Kelsey.
The interment was at East
i Mrs.
15.
of
attendance
mgs with an average
social committee, Mrs. Earl L. Talbot, Knox cemetery.
It has rendered service of many kinds ; Mrs. Warren A. Niohols, Mrs. Mabel G.
itand has made an unusual record for
Howard, Edwin S Perkins, Albert L.
a.
H. S. BASKET BALL
self; 81052.58 was earned during the year, j Cuzner; missionary committ e, Mrs. B.L.
from t e
been
have
given
sums
Generous
Miss Idella D. Knowlton, Mis"
Two interesting B. H. S. basket ball
of : Robertson,
treasury to the church, to the work
E. Mathews, Miss Ella I. Smalley, games were played in the Armory last
Maude
the Red
|
repairs, to the Waldo Chapter of
as
ne Spencer
Friday evening with Hillard. Buzzell
the Mrs. Chast
Cross, to the automobile fund, to
H. Twombl.y who had served referee.
B. H. S. Midgets won from
The
Charles
Waldo County Hospital and to other |
the Islesboro High in a score of 39 to 15
forty consecutive years as treasurer, de
worthy causes. The visiting committee dined reelection on account of other bus- and the B. H. S. from the B H. S. Alumthe
par- ;
made 188 visits upon families in
Ho had missed only one au- ni 20 to 12. The summary:
iness cares.
■b. The charity committee expended
L H. S.
nual meeting during this term of office.
Midgets.
for
and
bedding
852 for food, clothing
rb Leach
Davis If 3
rb Webster
needy families, besides giving many
AUGUSTA M. ALEXANDER.
made over. MRS
fb Lee
Wadsworth if 5
pieces of clothing, new and
c Crosby 2
The social committee, among other
Mrs. Augusta M. Alexander, one of Clement c
rf C. Pendleton (1)
Colcord lb 4
things, prepared the annual parish sup- the oldest and best known residents of Adams rb 1 (1)
lb Sellers
Good musical Northport, died Dec. 20th at the home of
per and entertainment.
Rogers rb 1
service has been ei joyed during the year her son, William Alexander. She was
Alumni
Through the work of the music commit- the daughter of James and Marian (Stet- B. H. S.
rb Roberts
The funeral was held Bowen If 3 (1)
tee. Charles Buzzell reported for Troop son) Drinkwater.
lb Parker
Grady If 1
at 2
c Salter 2 (1)
HI of the Boy Scouts. There are 25 at her late home of her son Sunday
Tompkins c 3
held p. m.
rf T. Durham 2
Brown lb
members. The summer camp was
rf J, Durham (3)
Hoffses rb 2
■t Lake Quantabacook, with 17 boys and
Levi L. Rogers, who has been seriously
leader. Among the good turns rendered
ill for several weeks, is gradually gainMary Pickford in the Love Light, two
electri
by these toys was the wiring for
ing. His brother, William A. Rogers, comedies and White Eagle is on the promemout
on
the
to
be
of
aged
able
now
of
one
is
who is also ill,
sity of the house
gram at the Colonial today.
bers of the church. The boys furuisheJ his piazza pleasant days.

Maine grow are
Maine Powei

people who want to see
standing sQuarely behind Central
The

ami a nunc
always having a nuu
She leaves to mourn their loss
for them.
two sons, Bert McGray of Knox and Ro-

as

Company.

er;

is
They know this Company is developing power,
extending its lines, is helping to bring industries to
Maine.

They
Maine

Maine company,
owned by Maine people.

know it is

men,

a

managed by

always been
met, its preferred stock dividends always paid.

They know that its bond

They know that the Company is in a sound financial position and that its gross and net earnings are
now showing a steady increase—that it weathered

CENTOA^IAINt
POWER CP
send for a new circular.
It tells .you facts about
the

situation

the war-time strain, the bad days of inflation, that it
went ahead developing power and serving the people and that it is giving good service and earning
fair profits.

you will

find interesting.

1

interest has

j

To finance the development of power that is now
going on (6,800 horse power) and for similar work a
limited amount of preferred stock is now available.

price is $107.50 a share, the yield

The

Maine Power

Central

Company

Maine

Augusta,

Over 9.000 stockholders.
64 conseuctivc dividends

Over #3,000,000 gross income.
Over 40,000 customers.

LAYas-BUST

is 6 l-2%net.

_

They can’t loaf

I

to get cheap.
They can’t wait for eggs
or BUST dry mash.
Lay they must if they eat LAY
he will if you insist
Every dealer can get it, and

and accept

no

substitute.

Send your dealer’s

and address, and we w ill
Year Book, containing 72

our

and sporting goous

free to

users

of

our

given

feeds.

Send today.

The Park & Pollard

Company
Boston, Mass.

Buffalo, N. Y.

Originators of Dry Mash
COPYRIGHT 1983 BY
THE PARKA POU-ARO CO.

Alliance

cathedral,
I “eautiful
bluest of blue

Abroad

name

1923
list of useful household
pages, 175 illustrations, and

send you

Craig Takes the

Mrs.

First Church
friends

(Federated)

enjoyed

a

and

delightful

very

a

few
travel

talk at their regular meeting last Thursday afternoon when Mrs. Charles M,
Craig described her visits of the past
She also had some very insummer.
structive pictures to illustrate several of

places.
She began with Holland, telling many
about Rotterdam.
interesting things
the most noted

In Rotterdam she
Delft and The Hague.
visited the church which was built in
1200, and she said that never before had
America seemed so young to her. She
went to the top of the so-called White
House in Rotterdam, to get a view of the
harbor and the immense amount of shipping and found Delft like a sleepy New
England town, in spite of its large number of inhabitants, and-remarked particularly about the large number of bicycles,
She said she could easily avoid automo-

was

assassinated,

the bullet hole atill

The Hague is a
with very modern
buildings in the new part, and just a step
Here is
away is the old part of the city.
Peace
a wonderful picture gallery, the

Hall A Wilkins, Belfast.

Brooks Grain Co., Brooks, Me.

little

one

afternoon.

she sav; only the

for it only rained a
From Milan she

went to Venice, and there had many deVisiting Holland, Italy and Switzerland lightful trips over the Canals, in the little
The members of the Aliiance of the steamers and
gondolas, and had an inter-

lent

1I

skies,

I

biles and other vehicles, but that it was
hard to keep out of the way of the bicyIn Delft
cles for they came in droves.
she saw the place where William the Si-

!

and

in the wall.

being

seen

very

beautiful city,

esting timi studying the mosaics in St.
Marks
In Venice seeing “Tintoretto’s
Paradise.” During the time there she
saw

no

vehicles whatever, not even a
In Bologna, Pisa and Flor-

baby carriage.

ence, she saw many wonderful thingsi
in the latter city visiting the Pitti Gal-

lary, which

hss the choicest pictures in

the world.

From Italy Mrs. Craig went to Switzerland. She visited Lake Como, then Lake
Geneva, being at Lausanne, where her
cousin lives.
She went to the Castle of
Chalon, and many other places of interest,
and particularly noted the narcissi, which
grow wild, and which make the fields
look as though they were covered with
snow.

In

Berne

she

saw

the

trained

timel\ appropriate remarks. At the close
of the exercises Morrill Sunday school
pleasantly remembered the aged ones and
the shut-ins by sending Xmas, boxes to
36 people, each containing an orange, bag

Children of the Primary department of
Morrill Sunday school held t >eir annual
Christmas tree at the vestry Saturday
afternoon, Dec. 21. About 25 little ones
were
present and quite a number of
adults.
They had a little program of
song and recitation followed by games
and refreshments of assorted cake, cocoa
an
candy. Then Tileson Maynard in
full costume as Santa Claus suddenly appeared and after a brief speech of welcome, assisted by Leona Woodbury and
Katherine Hunt, proceeded to distribute
the pleasing variety of fruit with which
a
Each
large tree was heavily laden.
little one of the Primary department absent or present received two gifts, a box
of candy and nuts and some other little

of popcorn, cluster of white and also purple grapes, candy, Christmas card and
May the
Christian iove and sympathy.
pleasure be as great to those receiving
the boxes as it was to the Sunday school
in preparing and sending them. At the
same time the young ladies’ class sent a
sunshine box to Miss Proctor of Searsmont, and the young men’s class sent 110
to one of their number who goes soon to
a

sanitarium,

A large number of our young people are
with us for the holidays—Leona Woodbury from her school at Mount Desert;
Stella Berry, substitute teacher in Bosof mathePearson, some months before her de- ton; Frances Merriam, professor
Wellesley; Hele Merriam from
cease.
Sunday, Dec. 24, the church was matics at Business
College, Boston; Ada
prettily decorated with small pines and Burd tte
from Bangor; Gladys Achorn
Christmas bells.
The pastor gave an Achorn
WoodXmas, sermon and there was special from Normal school; Dr. Lin wood
K-Sdu
pleasing service of song, in the evening I bury located at Methuen, Mass,; Til son
Weymouth, student at Colby;
! there was also a special m isical program Maynard, teacher of High schoo. at
1 by the children and also by the choir. Searsmont.
Rev. and Mrs. Nathan Hunt both mad

gift—a loving Christmas offering provided by the beloved superintendent of the
Primary department—Mrs. Lilia Hatch

]

bears, and the quaint old fountain; visited
Interlarken, and got some wonderful |
views of the Jungfrau.
From Lausanne
she was able to make many side trips, and
altogether had a delightful time.
Mrs. John R. Duntou read some interesting Congregational news. The next
meeting will be held on Jan. 4th when
Mrs. William S. Simpson of Fairfield will
be the speaker, and will take for her subject, Chile and It’s People.
The meeting was opened as usual in the
North Church parlors, but was soon adjourned to the city building on account
of some trouble with the furnace.

MOKKILL.

Mrs. G. E. Sheldon wt nt to Boston last
Palace, and the Queen’s summer palace, week for hospital treatment.
where
called the House in the Wood,
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Rhodes of Knox
Motley wrote part of his “Rise of the were visitors-in town for a few
days last
in
Leyden week.
Dutch Republic.” She stopped
and saw the University founded by WilMr. Jamea Harding, Civil War veteran,
liam the Silent, as a reward to the people had an ill-turn recently. His son, Edgar
beHarding of Belfaat, was out and cared for
for holding out when the city was
him two nights.
sieged by the Spanish. In Haarlem, the
and
Miss Josie Young, teacher of the village
tulip fields were well worth the trip
was sick with a bad cold and unshe learned that New York City had the school,
able to teach but one day for the
week,
exclusive right of its sale of the bulbs. going to her home in
Lincolnville last
The houses were very quaint and little, ^Thursday.
with regular cupboards for the beds, and
Seventy-eight pupils at Su day school
shelves for the babies to sleep on. Here Sunday morning, Dec. 24th. Can some
also was where Peter the Great of Russia other amall town give a like report? The
Reds and Blues are a tie at present. Both
stayed for a week, and himself practiced sides are favored in
having auch bright,
Craig
Mrs.
Holland
From
carpentry.
active women as captains, and both sides
went to Italy, over a very interesting are favored in auch ready and willing
the workers.
route, first visiting Milan, to see

Look Wen—Wear Wett
Stylish, shapely light-weight Rubbers,
made to fit all styles of shoes, supply the
needs of yourself and your family- from
our new

“Ball-Band” stock.

Teh million people

wear

“Ball-Band

,

because they know the Red Ball stands
for comfort, good fit, More Days’-Wear.

“BAL Li>BANir
Tuttle,

Lower Main

Street

remiiMSil

As the Old Year Ends
it is

our

pleasing (duty

appreciation

to extend

a

Dec- 28

Thursday,

HOLIDAY SALE

word of

to our many friends in Waldo

County.

To finish out the third and last week of the most successful sale that this

We thank them for their

hearty suphas enabled us to record 1922 as
that
port
the best year in our business; at the same
we

time

pledge ourselves

store has

to maintain the

prices,

BERT L. DAVIS STORE.
Again

we say

0 Main

lie

Vere of Brewer will arrive Thursday to
visit her sister, Mrs. Burgess, and other

^‘"England
LfpubVbes

automobiles.
Central Maine Power
referred Stock.

nd Star

Co.

A letter has

—

1“

Bootery advertises lirst

fier latest

Success

Capt. Smith, who wa s
in charge, wishes The Journal to expres s
his thanks and appreciation to the people
of Belfast for their'generous giving.
been received from

-wsisttRw

—

All

•'

Rqsftef and
©fenxg ^jsqfagej?
USUAL PRICES
shoe
factory
The Leonard-Stevens
opened again Tuesday after being closed
several days.

DRY GOODS

Marshall Post, G. A. R.,
elected the lollowing officers for

Thomas H.

best and the dancers report a very pleasant evening as the tloor was in fine con-

the receivers of
This will be
Bank.
I Belfast Savings
is expected
6 per cent dividend and it
the de1 checks will all be mailed to

dition and

Spinney

floor director.

The

mem-

and Orrin J. Dickey had charge of the
decorations, which were very attractiveThe balcony was draped in white, with
flags, the stage was similarly treated,and
from the corners of the hall to the center
chandelier many pennants were used,giv-

at
this week and also open an office

home, where he will practice,
of
ttomas II. Marshall Circle, Ladies
G. A. R., will give one of their deli.s

was

Frederick G.

bers of Aurora Rebekah Lodge catered,

btor, by next Saturday.
lr. Robie B. Hardy of Auburn has
forled the rent in the Barker house,
Georne
Mrs.
and
Mr.
;ly occupied by
Thompson, He will move his family
!

not crowded.

ing

a

brilliant effect.

The U. or M. alumni Reunion. The
Waldo County branch of the U. of M.
Alumni held a very pleasant reunion in

dinners at 12 o’clock Tuesday, Jan.
the Post is invited. All sisters

when

dining room at the Dutch
urged to be present and furnish lib— Restaurant last
Wednesday evening.
ly. The dinner will be followed by a The special guests were President Clart installation of the Post and Circle,
ence C. Little, N'r. Towner, the AlumDi
le Emma White Barker Tent, D. of
secretary, Representatives William K.
will meet Wednesday, Jan, 3rd, when Keene of Belfast and A T. Nickerson of
Swanville. President Charles S. Bick:nic supper will be served in Memoford, one of the most loyal of the U. of
Hall. There will be the aunual in- M. Alumni and also one of its trustees,
banquet table, where
ation under the direction of Mrs. M. presided at th
The storm kept
ellison when all the new and also the j covers were laid for 20
President
a
number from attending.
iflicers, obligated members and invit- |
Little, always a most entertaining speakrests are urged to be present.
er, was very frank and convincing as he
the window of the Gerrity store on dealt with The Needs and Aims of the
ral street is a very interesting and University.
He wins readily the confiible exbihit of mounted butterflies,the dence of all he meets and his intense inerty of Miss Emmie Lewis of Court terest in the U. of M. makes him a great
t, formerly of Brewer. The mounts, i acquisition to the State. At a smoke
h are all of foreign butterflies and in talk that followed with the social hour he
i instances rare specimens, were col
also spoke informally on his research
i by the late Charles harriman of work. Secretary Towner also pleased his
st, who as a seafaring man traveled ; audience with showings number of mov
world over and gathered the speci- ing pictures of the pageant given last
from many parts of the globe and ; summer at Orono on the University’s
nounted them in expert fashion in a 50th anniversary. His machine was also
glass case.
Mr. Harriman was a an ob ect of interest as it can be ad
ew of Miss Lewis’ father. —Bangor
justed to suit the size of any room and
nercial.
operated on any electric light wire.
the private

1

DURANT..
Star Automobiles
days against any and
guaranteed
all imperfection to any owner of a new car, so one
takes no chances in buying these cars.
for NINETY

are

They are noted and have a great reputation
for their power and economy in running.
Before you buy let us give you a ride and you,
can see for
yourself the lines and working of the
cars. It will be no expense to you.
Durant Delivered $995
Star

“

$505

Waldo Motor Company
!35 Main Street, Belfast, Me.,

Agents

for Durant Four, Durant Six and
Star Automobiles.

FRANK H. COOPER, Sales Manager

officer of the guard, Leonard O

White.

M ude G. Wentworth of this city.

All interested in learning of the benefits to be de ived from the Business and

family who have
several
years, have
in
been living
Bangor
J.

i

remember that they are cordially invited
to attend the meeting in the Universalist

c

Miss

Belfast, where Mr. Olson is
with Clarence E. Paul in the

returned to

Garage business

359.

There

organizer, will be present. Miss
Veazie will be the guest of Mrs. Essie P.
Carle while in the city.

will

Dec. 31, at 4 p.

removing

on

be

a

special

meeting of

:

j

The

m.

Freedom

or

phone orders given prompt attention.

TOYS | i
more

joyful

is the coming
of Christmas,

for rehearsal.
Canning

Co

when

The

Montreal Y. M. C. A.

we

have the

wherewithal to

following certificate of incorporation has
been issued from the Attorney General's

buy

the

things

that go with the

Christmas season!
And it is so easy and such a pleasure
to put aside a little every week, in anticipation of the happiness it will bring
to others, as well as to ourselves.

<

The Christmas Club now forming affords every member of this community
of
an opportunity to add to the joy
living. Do not fail to join it

Waldo Trust

Company

BELFAST, MAINE
Branches at Brooks and Unity.

He has been gen-

Littlefield’s eral secretary o' the “Y” at Athol for
APPOINTMENTS. Sheriff Littlefield has two years and comes to \rruiti With
announced the following appointments: wide fund of experience.
D puty and turnkey, C. Maurice Littleheld of Belfast; deputies, Percy L. HupWebper of Stockton Springs, Elmer
ster of Searsport, Silas E. Bowler of Palermo, A. J. Lowe of Brooks, Ephraim
Matinee 2 30 Evening 7 and 8.30
Littlefield of Swanville, post office BelHarry Brown of Unity,
fast R. F. D
Frank H. Cooper of Searsmont, post ofTHURSDAY,
fice Belfast, R. F. D., J. H. Peavey of;
VIRGINIA VALLI in
Lincolnville, Walter J. Bean of Mont“HIS BACK AGAINST THE WALL”
ville, post office, K. F. D., Thorndike;
A Goldwyn Play in 6 Exciting Acts.
Guy Ellingwood of Burnham; special B
i A R R deputy, Ansel A. Powers of
FRIDAY
Bangor.
TOM MOORE in
The Waldo County Hospital. On
“MR. BARNES OF NEW YORK”
account of the unusual amount of work
Mrs. Charles H. Simmons and Mrs. MelThis Favorite at his Best.
vin Wood are assisting the nursing force;
on day
the
latter
and
on
night
former
SATURDAY
the
duties.Miss Edith A. Sanborn of
JACK HOLT in
Waldo has completed her course at the
a
“THE GRIM COMEDIAN”
Hospital Training School and will take
Mr. and
rest at the home of her parents,
Life—Intense and Vivid.
Stage
Mrs. I. G. Sanborn, before taking up
exthe
State
take
work again. She will
MONDAY and TUESDAY—2 days
amination at the next session of the
Robert
N.
degree
Board for her R.
STEWART EDWARD WHITE’S
admitted last FriSprague of Waldo was
Josie
Miss
“THE GRAY DAWN”
patient....
day as a surgical
Knowlton, R. N., of Pittsfield is on night
House Recoids Everywhere.
Breaking
Miss Maude K. Russell of this
duty
WITH
of Stockton
Dunaver
Donald
and
city
Springs were recently operated upon by
and CLAIRE
McKIM
ROBERT
Drs. Eugene L. and Carl H. Stevens.
the
and
ADAMS._
The former is very comfortable
latter, while seriously ill, was improving
10c. and 17c.
5c.
ALWAYS
Wednesday morning.
“

Mail

How much

Washington street.

and large brick fireplace, making it !
‘‘Freedom Canning
office in Augusta.
possible to add to the comfort of their
at Freedom to build a
organized
Company
guests. Their nandsome antique writing
factory, lease and operate the
desk is also seen to good advantage and canning
stock, $10,000, all of which
capital
same,
in
the
is as convenient as it was
regular ;
paid in; par value of
nothing
is
common;
writing room.
$10; five shares subscribed; direcshares,
The Jolly Eight were entertained Sattors, President, George E, Bryant, of
urday evening at the home of Mrs. Frank
Freedom; treasurer, Perley S. Cross;
E. Bramhall. Cards were enjoyed until
Charles E. Bellows, Bert C. Bryant and
10 o’clock when all adjourned to the dinPercy F. Bessey.”
Tiny Santa
ing room for refreshments.
Thomas S. Smith of Athol, Mass., has
Claus surmounted the ice cream and at
been
elected as general secretary of the
:ach place were small red candles. From
M. C. A., to fill the position
tangled bunch of red ribbons each Augusta Y.
vacant
by the resignation of Frank
made
one
and
at
the
end
of
it
juest. selected
takes effect January 1.
which
iound her special gift on the pretty Condon,
was empowIt was a very happy The “Y” house committee
Christmas tree.
board of directors to select a
the
ered
by
ivening.
will be
man, and a meeting of the board
Company K of the 103d Infantry will
held to ratify the house committee’s
jive a military ball in the Armory Monchoice. Mr. Smith is a brother of “Jeff’
lay evening, Jan. 1st. The matrons will
Smith of Waterville, State Y. M. C. A.
re Mrs. Clement W. Wescott, Mrs. Hersecretary, the entire family of five brothsert H. Stevens, Mrs. Norman A. Read,
He
ers all being engaged in "Y” work.
Mrs
Harry A. Foster, Mrs. John E
is a graduate of the New Brunswick norkVright and Mrs. Melvin O. Dickey,
mal school and of Springfield Y. M. C. A.
rhe guests of honor will include General
college. He began Y. M. C. A. work at
rlanson and Colonel Bigelow of Portland,
Bar Harbor end went from there to Attleof
the
instructors
Brown
Dexter,
Major
Mass. During the war he was in
boro,
>f the Maine National Guard of Infantry,
war work and later became
Canadian
;hef Coast and Field Artillery and Resecretary of the northern branch of the
lerve officers.
Frank

REMNANTS

]

Members of the degree staff are requested to meet at the Lodge room Sunday,

Jones & Whittier, proprietors of the
Windsor Hotel, have made a great change
for the better in their office by

sheriff

stock of all

17 MAIN STREET, BELFAST

/

Aurora Rebekah Lodge Thursday evening, January 4, at 7.80, when the degree will be conferred on four candidates.

State

some

our

counter-mussed articles, including

STORE,

and

Oscar Olson

associated

urch Monday evening, Jan. 8, when
G. Gertrude Veazie of Bangor, a

the partition between it and the writing
In its place they have a handroom.

or

Orrin J. D.ckey, real estate and insurance, has sold for Sarah Wight Peterson
of Rockland, Mass., formerly of Belfast,
a lot of land on
Wight street to Mrs.

and quartermaster, Dr. George E. Morgan; chaplain, A
W. Hassan; officer of the day, Roscoe E.

Kendall; adjutant

Professional Women’s Association should

to clear

our

Telephone

ensuing year: Commander, James
Dunton; senior vice commander, Capt. E.
S. McDonald; junior vice commander,
die

Smith;

begin inventory, and

RANDALL’S

Light, will be shown but once at the
evening performance. There will be two
comedies and the serial, White Eagle, in
addition to the big feature.

_

El

on

Because of the length of the show at
the Colonial today, Thursday, Dec. 28,
the feature, Mary Picgford in The Love

Isaac

stock at

counters at one-half and many items at one^
fourth their regular values. If you will look in our window you will see
a few of these specials which we will be glad to show you at prices on
which the manufacturers’ cost will not be considered. You
will find this is stock clearing time in every sense of the word at

Charles

re

we

slightly soiled

placed

will be

Khofographed by

have

our

Flannel Night Gowns, Handkerchiefs, Sweaters,
Silk Waists, Hosiery, Underwear, Etc.

®ntfen,and directed
by prances Marion

..

\a order has been
‘second dividend by

to offer*for the

SURPLUS, ODD LOTS and

LIGHT"

_

an-

j

January 2nd

"THE LOVE

Her

bert A. Snow, formerly of East Belfast,
that he expected to leave the Azores
ml January sale.
H. A. Snow, comand family publish a with his father, Capt.
Wm W. Rogers
j mander of the steamship Warbler, Dec
.j
ltd of thanks.
They will arrive
Co. publishes New ; 20th to join relatives.
The Waldo Trust
Snow has been rain New York.
Young
3
ear’s greetings.
picture , dio operator on the Warbler for some
Dreamland Theatre publishes
time. He plans to make a visit with
logram. .1 n,.Kliukp« a rarri....
of thanks. I friends here and in Brooksville some
Bank, gives no- time during the winter.
The Searsport National
meeting.
ce of annual
The b. H. s. Orchestra. Under the
ofTers three
Randall’s Dry Goods Store
direction of I.eroy Green, the following
sale.,
lys’
publish a High School pupils are practicing for an
E. L Savery and daughter
orche tra, which gives promise of one of
ird of thanks.
the best in the school’s history: First
a card of
publishes
Russell
K.
Maude
violins, Edwin Clifford, Harold Kelley,
tanks.
Ralph Snow; Second Violins, Franklin
two chil- Adams, Wilfred Howie, Leora Emery;
and
B.
Rogers
Mrs. Dorothy
for Piano,
Marian
Dickie, Leah Colson;
have been in Camden
en, who
of Mr. and Flute, Edward Poor; Alto Horn, Linnow
guests
are
me time,
wood Pattee; Mandolins, Mona Burgess,
Ts. Byron B. Rogers.
restaurant Gena Seeley; Trombone, Carrol Pottl ;
his
sold
has
Fred M. Dutch
Thurston of Saxophones, Paul Davis, Hazel NickerPhoenix Row to Roscoe
of Water- son; Drums, Alfred Gannon; Cornets,
Whitcomb
H.
VV.
iox and
Russell Knights, Roland Fletcher, Alton
Jan. 1st.
le, who will take possession
Marsano, Earle Alienwood.
in any businot
engage
will
Dutch
The Christmas ball in the Armory last
ss this winter.
♦
HAanital i
Wednesday
evening was a most enjoyiiiccvius
\ special
Memorial Hos- able feature of the season, although the
Hue of the Bradbur>
will be held at the hospital Friday storm deterred many of the visiting canwill be done fo, tons from making the trip as planned
2p. m ., when sewing
There were also several other gatherings
all members are
and
room,
opjrating
in the city on the same evening.
The
led to be present.,
McKeen’s orchestra was of the
filed for payment of music by

McMahan’s

you in

left last Friday.

advertises

going

Prices That Cannot Fail to Interest Every
Thrifty Shopper in this Vicinity

cheerful|spTrit comes

Members of the Silvation Army, who
Belfast the past week soliciting funds for their Christmas work,

“sirs'\lida

Sweetheart

curls, hef

have been in

Mahoney and relatives pubof thanks.
card
a
ish
Webster publ.sh a
Mr and Mrs. Leon
thanks.
ard of
advertises Durant
Waldo Motor Co.

we are

from every department of

\'

glorious
snnile and

relatives.

Telephone and Telegraph
in regard to toil
an adv.

v

PKKKM)
wjtb-all her

Miss

Theatre publishes picture

'\

l

MARY

was

~new advertisements
Colonial

Vo M's

Lila Perkihs of South Penobscot
the guest over Christinas at the
home of Capt and Mrs. J. W. Burgess,
Searsport avenue. Mrs. Florida C. De-

The News ot Belfast

The

i

Belfast, Maine

Street,

I

I

fT

THANK YOU.

BERT L. DAVIS
8

held,

Next Three Days Spe< ials

standard of excellence, both in quality and service, together with reasonable
that has always characterized the

high

I

ever

>

We

Pay by Check.

You Can

Azency at Castine
i

Use^it Anywhere.

DREAMLAND^

....

Copyrighted and Licensed by CHRISTMAS CLUB (a Corporation)

^

>

The S. J- Court convenes next Tuesday with Judge Warren C. Philbrook of
Waterville presiding.
The mails during the past week at the
Belfast P. O. have been the heaviestd in
Late trains
he history of the office.

daily made the distribution doubly hard
Great credit la due
for postal employes.

each and eveiy clerk and carrier who not
only worked many hours overtime in orof
der to make prompt delivery on day
arrival. On Sunday the genera! delivery
and parcel past window was open from
9.30 A. M. to 11 A. M. and every piece of
mail of every description was delivered
afterj in the city by carriers. Christmas
of adnoon all parcels were in the homes
fact
the
Considering
dressees by 5 p. m.
that as many as 145 Backs of parcels
credicame in on each train it is a very
record for the office.

|

table

Reduced

Prices

Before the January stock taking, I will make ATTRACTIVE PRICES on my large stock of

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Silver and Plated
Ware
My entire line of Knives, Scissors, Leather Goods, Toilet
Sets and Games will be CLOSED OUT regardless of cost.

FRED T. CHASE
25 Main Street,

(Tel, 84-11)

Belfast, Maine

RfllSlflfl

the

Family*

Pa spruail more m«>>-up arouiwl ilw Home llww (wIlW on

f

MV UAN05.
HONE'*, UIMAT HAS

1

l hapPe^o

to

_

vcOr I

feKAHHA SEE-

V^LET

^

1
!

Mrs. Augustus Sweetser left Friday for
Derby, called there by the illness of relatives.

«

David Kane leftFriday for boston ca 1ed there by the critical illness ot his bro-

Towers,

who

with his family

Union St. and will take possession

soon

The stock purchased from M. A Cook
1 by Frank Flanders of Searsport, has been
George Davis arrived recently
! added to and a new stock of confectionery
Lubec, called here by the critical illness and cigars put in. Mrs. Flanders has
I
of his brother, Daniel Davis.
opened a gift shop with many attractive
Miss Gertrude Lloyd is at home from novelties.
Her stork of millinery goods
the schools in that town having will be
reduced
of at
Thomas Kane.

from

|

Milo,

rates.

Searsport A. A. basketball
ed

reported in the family of Grover Pease on
the back road to Belfast. Schools will be

A. A.

Castine

the

team

defeat-

team at Castme

good fast game oi
basketball. Searsport lovers of the game
are hoping for some good games here Le-

Wednesday,

rived home recently.
Another case of scarlet fever has been

greatly

disposed

f

account of scarlet fever.

Mrs. M. S. Dodge who has been visiting
relatives and friends in Bar tiarbor, Tremont and Ellsworth, since August, ar-

Dec. 13, in

a

The local team promises to.be
fast aggregation of players, and is put-

i fore long.
a

lots of practice, but thus far, on
account of the quarantine for scarlet fever

ting

closed until further notice.
W. Webber had the misand sprain her ankle on
ile walking down town
uome in the west village.
y

in

in town,

no

games have been play ed here.

II

uci

The Ladies’ Aid of the Methodistchurch
held

church

on

at

spoite

the

The room

on

Thursday

Dec. 14.

prettily decorated with

was

pine,

red berriesand poinesttias, the work
of decorating being do.ie by Mrs. E. W.

Methodist

Sunday morning, Dec. 17.

Gilkey

In the report of the school entertainment given Thanksgiving week, in Union

inen

and

table

Mrs.

Sumner Small.

The

in charge of Mrs. C. O.
Mrs. W. R. Gilkey. The

was

Sawyer and
fancy table was presided over by Mrs. N.
F. Atwood and Mrs. Sumner Small, and
Mrs. James Cunningham and Mrs. J. F.
Ean es sold pillow slips.
The apron table
was in charge ot Mrs Mclvina Hichborn
and Mrs. Shepard Shute; the candy and
dolls were sold by Mrs. J. R. Davis and
Miss Lucie Carr; and cooked food was
dispensed by Mrs. Charles Green and MrsGeorge Towle.

achoolhouse, the item should have read
Grammar grades instead of Intermediate.
Daniel Davis who has been ill at the
borne of his daughter, Mrs. Miles Towers,
for the past *eek, is in a serious condition. He is attended by Dr. S. C. Pattee
of Belfast.
A party including Mrs. I. H. Havener,
Fletcher, Mrs. Story Trundy,

Mrs. Elson

Mias Florence Colcord and Miss Harriet
Roulstone motored to Bangor, Dec. 16,
for the day.

successful before Christmas sale in

a

the church vestry

E. H. Brewster of Portland, general secretary of-the state Sunday School
Rev.

Association,

*^5 li

THt

WOPLO-)

^---f

mm
f

.r

Children Cry for Fletcher’

.fTl

»«
«t
] Con«<v MtNSTHS.*>v

‘LOOfet

•

The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has bee
in use far over thirty years, has borne the signature nr
nn
the tapper all these
w?
„__
years
JUSt t0 Pro^ect the coming
Do not be
generations.
deceived
All Counterfeits, Imitations and “Just-as-good” are
but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of1
and
Children—Experience
Infants
against Experiment.

long illness. * e was born in Penobscot
1863, son of James P. ami Phoebe
(Morey) Perkins of Penobscot. Hr mar-

Fred Perkins died at his home in Mount

! Ephrain

road

Saturday,

Dec.

16,

after

ried Miss Jennie Leach of
Mr

Early

him.

survives

who

was

|

their married life

years

He

vices

Dec.

Mrs. Annie Moore has gone to Brooks,
where she has employment in the pants

N. F. Atwood officiating.
Funeral services for Mrs

pass

mas.

P. M., Kev.

13t i, at 2

M, K. Rogers

gone to

M.s AJdie Durgin of llarpsweil is visiting relatives in town until after Christ-

held in the Methodist church

were

Melrose,
the winter.

Rsnisdell has

R

.1

A dauuhter, Priscilla Maxine, was born
Dec. 14 to Mr. and Mrs. Earl Thompson.

was a

Wednesday,

Mrs. Perley C.
recent'y.

Mas-'., where he will

by the C. O. Sawyer Hardware
member of Sears Lodge, I.
O. O. F.f and also of Mariner's Lod.r.
Funeral ser
F. and A. M. of this town
five

Co.

Miss Gladys Hathaway went to Bangor
re she has employment.

last week, wh

Perkins moved toSearspoit
employed for over twen y-

and Mrs

where he

in

Penobscot,

Eveline Wis-

factory.

well Bither, who died at her home on the
Swanville road Dec. 6lh, were held from

Miss Dorothy Rollins has been passing
two weeks with relatives in Belfast and

the homeon Saturday Dec 16, Kev.Harold
E. Le May of the Searsport Congregation-

Islesboro.

al church officiating.

The

placed in the receiving tomb in F.imwood
cemetery to await

interment,in

in the Village cemetery. Mrs
horn

in

renort

in

The Trov students at the Maine Central Institute are at nome ,for a vacation

remains were

iHliU

the

j

spring |
Hither was !

I

»

illv,

tlifs itannhlar

ierve

on

Small

has

been drawn to

the traverse jury

at

see

was

his brother Levi,

who

is

visit her brother,

>

c

nd Marlba ( True)
part of her life

Wiswell. The

Mrs. Ida E. Marden, widow of the late
James Marden of North Searsport, died
at

her

home

Sunday, Dec.

10lh,,at

the

Mrs. Marden was born
age of £8 years.
in Swanville in 1854 the daughter of John
and Jane (Parsons) Nickerson.
She is
suivived by two sons, Alnion Rivers of
Worcester, Mass., by a former husband,
and Owen Marden of North Searsport,
with whom she made her home
She also
leaves her father, John L. Nickerson of
Swanville; a sister, Mrs. Fred Nichols of
Searsport, and a brother, Edwaid Nickerson
of Waldo.
Funeral services were
held from the home Tuesday afternoon,
Rev. N
F. At woo.i of the Methodist
church of Searsport, officiating.
I liter
ment will be made in Swanville.

Cli11vi.6ii Ory

;erm

the next

Mr. Vance, aral family

Pembrooke t arter, our rural mail
was confined to ins home in Freedom last week by a severe cold.
C.

VS

T'.

cideut

Chester
was

ou the way to Auburn.
The car
overturned and the top demolished,

but the

occupauls escaped without

sen-

ousinjury.
The Ladies’ Aid society held its annual i
sale and supper the af.eruoon and even,
mg of I)ec. 8.

able,

Lut

The weather

about

was

unfavor-

50 partook of

the line

PKObAlt

NO I lltS

FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTO R I A

Will Be of Immense Benefit to Maine in Many Ways. Indications Point to Its
Being One of Country's Most Successful State Owned Piers. Will Be 1,000 Feet
in Length a d Equipped With Everv Modern Facility for Handlirg Its Business.
•

ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE. The subhereby gives notice that he has beeu
duly appointed administrator of the estate of
scriber

ORIS A ANNA PENDLETON,
late of Islesboro. in the County of Waldo,
deceased. All persons havn g demands against
the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same tor settlement and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment immediately to my. authorized agent, Robert F,
Dunton, Belfast. Maine.
RICHARD D, PENDLETON.
Brooklyn, N. Y., No 14,1912.

BANGOR

I

a

CASTORIA

CASTORIA

The Kind You Have
THE

always

CENTAUR

COMPANY,

Always Bought
YORK

CITY.

Y
IN

^ IN
TINS
LOAVES
y-ASH. YOUR. GROCER^

Charles B Norto.i.late »t Belfast, recessed,
other
r
-'etition that Bernes O. Norton
uituble person may he appointed admimstrano bond
that
or of said estate.
Application
>e
required from said administrator is conaintd in the petition for probate triere<»f. Peition presented by s. id Bernes O. Norton,
ieir-at law of said deceased.

]

1

|

PNEUMONIA

«

BELFAST

Send at once for a physician, but begin imme-

diately “emergency"

with Vicks, This
does not interfere with any
internal medication thedoctor
may prescribe.
treatment

Estate of Chailes b Swift, late of Belfast,
'etition of Ralph 1. Morse, * xecutor, for dedays at 5 pm
ermination of collateral inheritance tax
Leave Rockland Wednesdays and Saturdays
at 5 p. m ; Camden 5.45 a. m.; Belfast 7.15 a
Estate uf May G. Moore, late of Searspor.
m., for Bucksport, Winterport hi d Bangor,
’etition of Car*. E Rice, executrix, for deterAt Boston cot nection is made via the Metnination of collateral inheritance tax.
ropolitan Line express freight steamers for |
EstBte of Alfred A. Ginn, late of Prospect,
New York and points South anc West.
’etitio of Josephine G. Banks, executrix, for
of collateral inheritance tax
letermination
MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
Estate of Samuel R Bennett, late of SearsPortland-New York Freight Service.
Petition of Maynard M. Brown, trusnont.
Direct freight service between Portland and
ee, that he may be licensed to sell and convey
New York is resumed from the New State
or private sale certain Trai estate
it public
Pier Portland, Maine.
utuated in Searsmont belonging to said deThr< ugh rat»s m d direct track connections
ceased and described in said petition.
with Maine Central at d (Iran oTrurk RailEstate of Dani I H. Ifarriman, late of Pros*
roads.
)ect.
Petition of Harvard E. Harriman, ad’
GEO. E. DUNTON, Agent,
ninistrator, that he may be licensed to sel*
Belfast, Maine.
ind convey at private sale certain real estate

Probate Notices

NEW

oOe/i cions f

LINE

Leave Hunger Mondays and Thursdays at
11,00 a m.; Winterport 11 45 a. m ; Bucksport
12.30 p. ni ; Belfast, 2 00 p. m ; Camden. 3.00 p.
m ; Rickland
6.00 p. m,; due in Boston the
following me rning about 7 a. m.
Return—Leave Boston Tuesdays and Fri-

held in the evening.

baby with

for yourself

In Use For Over 30 Years

EasierD sifisimp Lines, Im
STEAMSHIP

baked bean supper. The receip s amounted to $4U above expenses.
A social was

use

Do not lose sight of the ractlhat Union
Harvest grange, Center Montville, has a
iadv Master-elec:, making two in this
county as far as reported.

It is logical that pouring drugs into the
stomach will not cure catarrh in the
head.
Hyomei, medicated air, reaches
Guaranteed by
the seat of the disease.
A. A. Howes & Co.

1 hornpson met with an auto acrecently while driving in Man

would

a

GENUINE

carrier,

of court.

ter, Mrs. Alfred Bradford.

you

harmless substitute for Castor Oil,
Paregoric.
Drops and Soothing Syrups. It • is pleasant. It contains
neither Opium, Morphine nor other narcotic substance.
Its
For more than
-■ge is its guarantee.
thirty years it has
bet a in constant use for the relief of Constipation,
Flatulency
Wind T^lic and Diarrhoea; allaying Feverishness
arisine
therefrom, and by regulating the Stomach and
Bowels, aids
the assimilation of Food; giving healthy and natural
sleen
The Children’s Comfort—The Mother’s Friend.

Carl Foy will serve as traverse juror
from this town at tin January term of S.
J. Court at Belfast.
Mrs. I) B. Durgin went to North Vaslast week

to

remedy that
Castoria is

ill with

typhoid fever.

salboro

relieve your

Never attempt

What is

Belfast lerent

i

was

in Freeiom

There was burn Dec. 13 an 11-round
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Lucius Walton of
Walton was Miss
Mrs
| Waterville.
i Ethel Thompson, tormerly of Montville.

yf two weeks.
Gilbert T.

to

Allen

Virgil Morse is rejoicing over a three
lhe buildings of W. Norris, known as foliar cash prize, received last week for
was
spent in
greater
rquantity of improved yellow-eyed
he old Basstord place, were totally desCalifornia and she came east !2 years
yeans, sent by him to the Lewiston seed
11.
Dec.
lire
by
last
her
royed
to
life
the
, ihow for exhibition.
ago
spend
years ;of
at the old home.
She is survived
by
Miss Angie Uarcelon is in Somerville,
one sister, Dora Wiswell of Searsport.
No Need to Swallow Drugs.
Mass., to spend Christmas with tier sisof John
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has occupied the Mosman house on the
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Mrs. E. A. Buker who has been ill fo'
several days at her home in Elm st wai
taken to the Waldo County hospital or
Dec. 16 the attending physician having
Walter

Lawrence left Monday for
Boston, where she will spend the winter
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ltuated in Prospect belonging to said deceas*
?d and described in said peliiton.

Estate of Doris E. Gilpatrick of Belfast,
The aub
ADMINISTRATRIX NOTICE.
j
Inez E. Gilpatrick, Volney I'. Gilpatrick both I
scriber hereby gives notice that she has been
Petition of Clem-nt W. I
j( Danlorth, Maine.
duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
To all persons interested in either of the
Wescott, guardian, that he may he licensed to !
AMOS A. COLCORD late of Belfast in
»ell and convey at public or private sale cerconvenient bring'em in tr ide face to
the County of Waldo, deceased and given
estates hereinafter named:
t!i *ix>t; or
n
lace and got your money
:ain real estate situated in Montville, belongthe
law
directs.
All
of
bonds
perin
fhiii
I
At
a
Probate
held
at
and
shipment*
Court
in
said
Belfast,
to
said
wards
and
described
your accumulation. A
petition.
ng
sons
having demands against the estate of
of furs held axide for >t en days. Satie*
said deceased are desired to present the same I for the County of W aldo, on the second lues
Estate of Herbert M. Meader, late of Belr furs return*
Prices
guaranteed
factory
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are \ day of December, in the year of our Lord one | mont. Fust and final account presented for
etl.
We pav transportation ootb way*.
illuw&nce by Charles H. Meader, executor,
requeated to make payment immediately to j thousand nine hundred and twenty-two, the
for
matters
been
following
presented
having
DR
B.
A
IA
COLCORD.
Estate of Alfred A. Ginn, late of Prospect.
the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it
Belfast, Me., Dec., 12, 1922.
for allowis hereby ordered, that notice thereot be giver* f First and final account presented
ince by Josephine G. Banks, surviving executo all persons interested by causing a copy of
within
held
at
and
trix.
At a Probate Court
Belfast,
this order to be published once a week for
for the County of Waldo, on the 12 day of
three weeks successively before the second
Estate of Otis K. Ryder, late of Belfast
December^ the y ear of ur l.iid Lineteen Tuesday of January A'. D. 1923, in The Re- First and final account presented fur allowhundred and twenty-two,
publican Journ,«\a newspaper published and ance by Alma J. Ryder, adminntratrix.
Hannah Frances Crockett heir at law of the printed at Belfa..:, in Bald County, that they
Estate of Robert T. Tyler, late of Frankeetate of Charles H. Wrignt late of Northmay appear at a Probate Court to be held at
fort.
First account presented for allowance
port in sain County of Wsldo, df ceased, hav- tee Probate Office in said Belfast on the second by Frank L 'lyler, executor.
well
Tuesday of January, A. D. 1923, at ten o’clock
ing presentee a petitic n praying that she, the
pays quite so
Estate of Jane E. Thayer, late of Winterin the forenoon, and be heard thereon if they
said Hannah hrarces Crockett of Nortbport
careful watch.
port, First and final account presented for
as
see cause.
in said County or seme other suitable person
allowance by Joehua H. Thayer, executor
be appointed scminiatratrinx of the estate of
that the powers of re-1
Edward M. Cunt, late of Thorndike, deceasEstate of Charles C, Nickerson, late of W insaid deceased.
ed. Will and petition for probate thereof and
for
First
and
final
account
presented
6 sistance be not broken down. I
terport.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice that letters testamentary issue to Lettie C. allowance
administraAlice
M.
Nickerson,
by
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
Hunt White, she being the executrix named
trix.
this ordei to be published three weeks suctherein aid pres nts said petition. ApplicaEstate of C. B. Cushman, late of Montville.
cessively in the Republican Journal, a news- tion that no bond be required from said execuFirst account presented for allowance by S.
paper published at Belfast, that they may aptrix is contained in the petition for probate
at
E.
held
Belfast, thereof.
Bowler, administrator.
pear at a Probate Court, to be
within and for said County, on the 9th day of
Estate of William A. Masen, late of Belfast.
of
late
deceased,
Weslev
F.
Woods,
Unity,
•of pure
January, A. D. 1923, at ten of the clock be- Will and
First and final account presented for allowpetition for probate thereof and that
on is “"•“I
fore noon, and show cause, if any they have,
letters testamentary issue to Maude F, Woods, ance by Loula A. Mason, executrix.
P cod-liver
not
should
the
of
said
why
prayer
petitioner
Freegrown
of
she being the executrix named therein and
late
many
H.
Estate
of
William
Blake,
daily by
be granted.
ot
presents said petition. Application that no dom. Petition of Robert F, Dunton, adminisas a means
ELLERY EOWDEN, Judge
said
executrix
is
conbond be required from
trator, de bonis non, that he may be licensed
A true copy, Attest:
the
for
fit
sale
in the petition for probate thereof.
at
or
tained
to
sell and convey
private
public
Chas E Jo hmcn, R«gisUr
Isadora Z Carle, late of Belfast, deceased. certain real estate situated in Freedom betask. Be sure
Will and petition for probate thereof and that longing to said deceased and described in said
U a Prebate Court held at Belfast, witbin and
ask
and
your drui•
etterB testamentary issue to Hattie C. Bickfor the County of Waldo, on the 12 day
petition.
ELLERY BOWDEN.
• gist for Scott's Emulsion,
of Ltctmber, in the year of out Lord nineford, she beiDg the executrix named therein
Judge of said Court.
and presents said petition.
teen tuncied and twenty-two
Jk Howne Biotin
A true copy of the original. Attest:
Harriet J. Patterson, late of Winterport, deFzra A. Carftnler, brother ard heir at. law
E.
JOHNSON.
CHAS.
Register.
ceased. Wi 1 and petition for probate thereof
i>f George W. Caiperter late of Brock in said
bounty of Waldo, deceased, having presented and that letters testamentary issue to Daniel
A. Warden, he being the executor named theret petition praying tbst be the eaid Fzra A,
Notice is hereby given that the following
Uarpent r of Brooks in said County or acme in ano presents said petition.
appointments have been made by the Probate
other suitable person be appointed adminisDaniel W. Hanson late of Jacksor, deceas- Court, within and for the County of Waldo
trator of the eBtate of said deceased.
ed.
Will snd petition for probate thereof and and State of Maine:
Estate of Adelbert J. Hichborn, late of
Ordered, That the aaid petitioner give notice that letters testamentary issue to Wott L,
to all persona interested by causing a copy of
Shibles, he being the executor named therein Stocktcn Springs. Robert F. Dunton of Belthis order to be published three Weeks succes- snd presents said petition. Application that no fast appointed administrator de bonis non DeStreet.
sively, in The Republican Journal, a newspaper bond be required from said executor is con- cember 12th A. D. 1922.
published in Belfast, that they may appear at a tained in the petition for probate thereof
Estate of W illiam H. Blake, late of Freedom.
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
Delia M. Cunningham, late of Belmont, de- Robert F.Dunton of Belfast appointed administnd for said County, on the 9th day of Janceased. Will and petition for probate thereof trator de bonis non December 12th, a. D. 1922.
uary, A. D. 1923, at ten of the clock before
and that letters testamentary issue to Georgia
Estate of -lames Eaton, late of Winterport.
noon, and chow cause, if ar y they have, why
G. Beckwith, she being the executrix named
da
Leora B. Eaton of Winterport appointed adthe prayer of said petitioner should not be therein and
Maine, by bie mortgage deecI
-trJil
Waldo W*
presents said petition. Applica- ministratrix December 12, A. D. 1922.
w ^
3. 1921, and recorded in the coo*
granted.
tion that no bond be required from said execuPage 468.
Book
of Frankfort
Deeda.
late
338,
ELLERY BOW DEN, Judge.
of
Estate
George
Peirce,
trix is contained in the petition for probate
of
A true copy. Attest:
U*&*f
George A, Peirce of Newton in the Common Federal Land Bank
thereof.
the la*80'
rius. E. Johnson. Register.
lua|plaO
wealth of Massachusetts appointed adminis tion, established under
Wellington E. Dunbar, Iste of Belfast, de- trator December 12th, A. D. 1922. Ruth P. States of America, and h“vl"*r ...field, i" •*!
l’f
Will and petition for j robate thereof
ceased.
of business in the City
wesltb d
Webber of Bangor, Maine, appointed agent.
\t a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
and that letters testamentary issue to Welldutr*
County of Hampden a..d
F.
late
of
in
of
Robie
Morrill
on
the
Estate
Meservie,
of
vacation,
for the County
l*
Waldo,
ington D.,Dunbar, he being the executor named
MasaacbuaeUs, in federal
Charles Meservie of Morrill appointed execu16th day of December, A, D. 1922.
therein and presents said petition.
the follow 8
numbered
one,
(1)
gurob**'
tor December 12th, A. D. 1922.
Marietta Ryan, late of Belfast deceased.
estate, situated in the toT Maine, to s'1'*
A certain instrument, purporting to be an
Estate of Eliza F. Olson, late of Belfast. County of Waldo and Bute o
Will and petition for probate thereof and that
guru**
authenticated copy of the last will and testacertain lot or parcel of land
letters testaroentsry issue to Walter G. Hatch, John Oscar Olson of Bangor appointed execu
ment and the probate thereof of Tt.omas B.
partof |f*
12th A. D. 1922.
described as follows, I be no
a plan
Homer,late of Philadelphia, Pa., deceased, hav- he being the executor named therein and pre- tor December
16th W
Estate of Tnomas J. Brown, late of Belfast. numbered three on ri. 7 D<
ing been presented for probate with petition sents eaiu petition.
dated lba (alfcslt
Fred W. Rankin of Belfast appointed executor by Daniel Stewart Junior,
praying that the copy of said will be allowed,
Harriet E. Horne, late of Belfast, deceased
^
and
of August A. D. 1816
filed and recorded in the Probate Court of said Petition that Horace E. McDonald, or some December 12th, A. D. 1922.
coroer
at the northwest
^ ^
Waldo county, ar d that letters testamentary other suitable person may be
Beginning
H.
late
of
Belfast.
Lewis
of
Estate
Hart,
adwest
appointed
thence southerly on the
itsk*
be issued to Charles LeB Homer and Char- ministrator of said estate. Petition presented Jennett L. Hart of Belfast appointed execurods “ ^
two hundred thirty-two
lotte LeB. Holmes of Philadelphia Common- by said Horace E. McDonald, brother and trix December 12th, A. D. 1922.
^
1
southern
east
atones; thence
wealth of Pennsylvania, without giving bond, heir-at-law of said deceased.
^ M;d ■*•
Estate of Hudson C. Brown, late of North- fifteen mile line to the east It
]ail
in, accordance with the request of said teBtator
Annie B. Davis, late of Belfast, deceased. port. Mary BJ Brown of Nortbport appointed
north °f8W
cluoing all of said lot
as expressed in said instrument.
Petition that Ralph 1. Morse or some other executrix December 12th, A. D. 1922.
said
across
tioned course
*o W
, t gold
es.d ‘ot
Ordered, That the aaid petitioner gives notice suitable person may be appointed administraEstate of Kate Staples, late of Stockton sere, on the south end of
to all persona interested by causing a copy of
tor of said estate. Petition presented by Alms
<«•
FredL. Blanchard of Stockton Milliken by Nathan P.
this order to be published three weeks suc- E. Colwell, daughter and heir at law of said Springs.
Springs Appointed executor December 12th, hereby conveyed eontaimt
cessively in The Republican Journal, a news- deceased.
more
acres,
Bdred
thirty-two
a. D. 1922.
QUy
paper published at Belfast, that they may apHannah Velons Kelley, late of Dincolnville,
held at Belfast,
^
Estate of Ellen P. Ryan, late of Belfast. the same
pear at a Probate Court, to be
C. Ellmg
podge by
within and for aaid County, on the 9th day deceased. Petition that Ansel S, Kelley or Lillian V. Ryan of Belfast appointed adminis- wood, ternando
suitable
T
some
other
M. Ellingwood by
person may be appointed tratrix December 12th A. D. 1922.;
of January, A. D,. 1923, at ten of the clock
A,
o( D***
dated March twenty-eighth
before noon, and show cause, if any they have, administrator of said estate. Petition preEstate of Willard B. Curtis, late of Belfast. corded in Waldo County Keg
sented by said Ansel S. Kelley, widower snd
should
not
of
aaid
the
petitioner
why
prayer
I. Morse of Belfast appointed adminis- Book 381. Page 423.
of
laid
Ralph
heir-at-law
deceased.|
be granted.
0 f uud
trator with the will annexed December 12th
And whereas the condition
brokw,
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge,
Estate of| Henrietta Ginn; late of Prospect A. D. 1922.
and 'of
broken
bean
ha.
Attest*
true
A
lit Petition ol Josephine G. Banks administratrix
copy.
»•
of
reason
Estate of Daniel Reinberg, late of Tarry
therefore, by
uod
t has. E. Johnson, Register.
lor determination ol collateral inheritance
*
(
town. New York.
Marjorie F. Reinberg of dition thereof. It, othe
ure „f
tax.
Tarrytown, New York, appointed executrix Springfield, claims notice for that o<
this
Estate of Frenk Rokes, late of Sesrsmont December
and give,
12tb, A. D. 1922. Robert F. Dunton
.n‘b«
Petition of F)ors*E. Rokes, widow, for an al- of Belfast
appointed agent.
this
lowance out of the pereonal estate of said deState of Mams
and
do
Finder ceased.
A WEED CHAIN, 30x3 1-2.
Dated at Belfast, in said County of Waldo camber A. D. 1922.
k 0f
R
Bank
Decemplease return to
The f ederel Land
Eetate of Henrietta Ginn, late of Prospect. and State of Maine this 19th day of
GEORGIA DAVIS,
First snd final accouut presented for allow- ber, A. D. 1922.
th*1* **
,ta Attorney
80 Main St, Belfaat
Attest: CBAS. E. JOHNSON. Register.
3.49
ance by Josephine G, Banks, administratrix,
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SEW STATE OF MAINE PIER AS IT WILL BE WHEN COMPLETED

eipal facts about this immense pub- whereby cars are set on and off the
lic enterprise should, therefore, prove wharf by both the Portland Terminal
of interest to everyone in the Pine Company and the Grand Trunk RailTree State. It is to be 1,000 feet in way. without charge.
The most modern of sheds are to
length, and will be. in every way, the
thousands of dollars in lower freight “Peer of Pier3" along the entire be built on the new pier, one of
and will be unex- which, that located on the eastern
better
deliveries, increased Maine seacoast,
rates,
celled by any other on the Atlantic side, la to be 500 feet long by 90 feet
more
and
a
transportation service,
It will be 144 feet wide in width, of which one 300 foot secseaboard.
favorable opportunity to reach the at its outer end, 240 feet at the ti-n is to be two stories in height
markets of the world, is rapidly near- point where the New York steam- and built especially for handling the
trans-Atlantic
It was originally ers dock, and 320 feet at the point immense
passenger
ing completion.
hoped to have the big structure where the Boston steamers berth. business which goes to Portland, esthe
winter
months.
ready before the end of the present The total area of the immense struc- pecially during
year, but delays In getting steel and ture, including land approach and There w'ill be up-to-the-minute fafor
and
to
cilities
due
strikes
half
handling
materials,
and
a
passengers with
other
acres,
pier, is to be seven
other causes beyond the control of and its total cost will be $1,500,000, full provisions for their inspection by
the port directors, have advanced the of which the City of Portland gave the health, immigration and customs
date of completion to early in 1923, outright, by donating the site nearly services of the United States. There
is already one shed constructed and
one-fourth or $350,000.
possibly February or March.
The pier, however, is doing busiAny ship that floats may be docked in operation for the New York steamness, notwithstanding the fact that at this pier, for it has 35 feet of wa- ers, 60 by 290 feet, with a floor area
it is a long way from being finished. ter at mean low tide on its eastern of 17,000 square feet, and another 60
The Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc., side, and from 35 to 20 feet on its by 380 feet for the Boston steamer3
On its eastern side it with a floor area of 22,800 square
is using It for its regular Boston and western side.
New York services, and Diimerous could easily dock end to end, two feet. The total floor area of the shed3
other ships have already tied up to average freight ships, for very few will be 138,600 square feet.
The equipment of the pier will inIn fact, of them run over 500 feet in length.
it and discharged cargoes.
few state owned piers have a brighter On the other hand, however, the pier clude inclined dock elevators for handoutlook for future business than the can also take care of the great trans- ling cargoes to and from ships with
by* the Atlantic liners which are now cross- side ports, cargo beams for “burtonone now being constructed
State of Maine at the port of Port- ing the ocean, several of which run ing” cargo from and to ocean going
land.
Already the annual income of to Portland in winter, and it has ships, a crane for handling heavy carthe pier i3 averaging in the neigh- also been built to handle the antici- go, and electric tractors and pilers
borhood of $25,000. and this will be pated increase in the size of the and warehouse tractors for handling
Its south end cargo, within the pier sheds.
greatly increased as more of it is ships of the luture.
The port directors have also arfinished and becomes available for is 144 feet across, and this may be
use.
A very interesting fact in con- utilized for docking smaller craft; ranged with the Grand Trunk Railso
that
galleries
nection with the pier is that all of the j while its west side is able to handle way
conveyer
present business has been obtained | Coastwise boats ranging in length will bo built onto the new State Pier,
connecting with the two immense
without advertising, and there is, from 500 feet down.
The pier has been admirably plan- grain elevators owned by that system
therefore every reason to believe
that when its advantages begin to be ned so far as traffic is concerned, so that these structures will be made
exploited throughout both the eas- and every railroad running into Port- available for the State Pier and It
tern and western hemispheres that land can 3end its cars down onto it will thus be possible to handle grain
its business will increase by leaps and the freight in them may be dis- from them at the State Pier Just as
charged directly into the ships lying easily as it is now at any of the
and bounds.
Apparently the majority of the peo- alongside 'the wharf. * On the other Grand Trunk wharves, t
Statistics show that the majority
ple of Maine know comparatively hand the cargoes of the ships may
little about the great structure which be discharged directly Into freight of State piers have proven to be a
they are building and which. It is be- cars, thus saving very heavy trans- wonderful investment for the states
lieved, will prove, so helpful to every portation costs by reducing loading that have constructed them, but exIn all, 110 perts declare that no publicly owned
one of the 18 counties of the State, rharges to a minimum.
and to every town and city within freight cars may be stored on the pier has a brighter outlook than the
State pier, and arrangements have one now being built at Portland by
their borders.
4 brief review of some of the prla- been made by the pier directors the State of Maine.
State of Maine Pier being
erected at the port of Portland, and
which it is believed will save the
people of Maine many hundreds of
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Master of the

his address at the open
State Grange

at

Hangor

ijl

and
ago, voiced his own views
of nearly all wel1
sumab'y the views
members of the order on several

,nfew
*

days

by

Slale n>atters, by saying:
black cloud at pres
“The one enormous
the Stale horizon of civilization is
*" t on
threatening storm of the burden of
State
taxation Nearly every town, every
is rapidly inoreasing its
nd every nation
out of all
burden of public expenditure
to the normal income of its

the tax, as is true of many
or excels the total income
farm*, equals
then in substance the
of the properly
to
,the State and
ownership has passed
becomes a tenant paying rent
the owner
of taxes.
in the form
“These constantly increasing taxes,
are the result of a rapidly
the world over,
growing tendency toward paternalism or
State socialism, which in time will deor remove
itroy 'he government itself,
•II incentive for the individual to achis
immediate
cumulate property beyond
need, and will take such a large part of
toiler's wages that it will leave him
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will be associated with the League of Nations.”
Sir George Paish declared that the responsibility for world trade depression
rests with the United States; its refus3*
to purchase Europe’s goods, and its refusal
to enter the League of Nations
The retiring British premier, Lloyd
George, m an address in Whitfield Tabernacle, London, said: “John Wesley and
tieorge Whitfield will take America by
the hand and lead her into ttie golden
portals of the League of Nations.”
Is

and

no

rauiei

uuuuieu

ai

entanglements.
^eor#e Paiah

would matte the Unit
States responsible for all the woes of
,,**■ economic and financial. He would,
1
could, compel the United States to
boulder the burden of Europe, while Great
n* the rea* Lead of the League of
efions, gathers in the plums.
Enr ,cunning and ca*m diplomacy the
are n°ted.
When it comes to
Rrn-u
flush
interests, ail English statesmen,
ot wtlat party, get together and
the same tune. Then is the time
r.ncle Sam to look wise and keep his
w*»ther eye open.

N.1,-

ch.m?tter

Ancient History.
He was the
only one of all the wedding
•nests who dia not
appear in a happy
*.m® of mind. He only adorned the

,,L?nd

looked lugubrious.
"hat's the matter?” cried out an ex?*fant young man.
“Haven’t you kiss“the bride yett”
—Tk »lately,” he said with a gulp.
‘0*

m

American Legion Weekly.
■
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Revolutionary

matter

was born with the name "John Paul”
and there Is much doubt as to whether
he was the true or the adopted son of
the Scotch gardener In whose cottage
he spent the first 12 years of Ids life.

You can buy chain
the foot at any hardware store.
For a box to stnnd upon a porch

by

Crawford,

uuthor of “The Sailor
Whom England Feared” and one of the
leading authorities on the life of John
Paul Jones, admits that “mystery surrounded his origin with an Impenetrable veil” and that he encountered great
difficulties In his efforts to sift the
false from the true, the legend from
the facts.
The generally accepted
story is that John l’nul was horn In
the little village of Arblglund nnd
that his father was a poor man, half
gardener and half fisherman, while his
mother was of pore Highland stock.
Rut Crnwford expresses more than a
doubt that the Pauls were really the
I
boy’s parents, but has been unable to
delve further Into the mystery.

floor, railing, or ledge, it is best to l«t
the corner strips project as shown In

|

j
Fig. 2, to rnl.se the box

so there will
be n circulation of air bendath.

You will need an 8-inch and a 10inch board for the box shown in Fig.
3. A carpenter can supply you. With
the exception of the ends (A. Fig. 1),
the box is made of straight pieces.
Ends A are easy to mark out and cut.
as you will see by the pattern in Fig.
5.
Round the corners of the square
projecting block with a plane or chisel.
Back and bottom boards B and C (Fig.
4) are of equal size (Fig. 5). In assembling the parts, nail the bottom to
tile back board, first, then nail the two
boards to the edges of the end pieces,
and then fasten the front board to the
ends and bottom.

Baccalanrate, Class
sped by on wings,
Maida
absorbing, colorful.
A

tuted themselves her escorts and she
radiated smiles and fox trots and tetea-tetes

impartially.

Of them all, Maida felt herself particularly drawn to Bob’s roommate.

Henley.
“Carter’s got one case on the kid.”
Bob confided gloomily to his brother
as they struggled with collars and ties
and studs in the latter's room the
night of the Senior hall.
“Not the only one." grinned William.
Carter

"I’ll
say
breaker.”

sis

is

■■■■"*

r——.

—.—.—i

•“Cold-blooded little creature, like
"l isten to
all girls,” grumbled Bob.
me, Bill, and I'll tell you a mighty
good way to cure her. Carter would
be just the fellow to do it, too. Now,
just suppose—”
William listened to the proposed
scheme in silence. Then, “Cut It out,"
he said bluntly. “Don’t play w ith lire.

Besides—”
But at that moment the wet, tousled
head of Carter himself‘was poked in
at the door.
“Hey, fellows, got a

<

j

I

towel?”
The Senior ball had gone Its gay
way for several hours when Carter
first found himself alone with Maida

j
(

cool, dimly-lighted balcony.
say, Miss Tremaine," “will you

marry me?"
Malda’s heart really did lose a heat.
Where were her thoughts of her fiance
ns she scanned Carter’s handsome face?
Then she drew a little half-sobbing
breath as one whom emotion overpow-’

of its final resting place.
But there is doubt in the minds of
many as to whether this is actually
tiie body .of the famous commander of
tiie “Bon Iiomme Richard,” just as
there will always lie a mystery surrounding the actual Identity of the
man who commenced life ns John

prs.

This

“Why—why—Carter?

is

sud-

den, but I—I guess so!”
Maida's glance was cast modestly
downward or she might have been
startled to see un expression of
sternation, almost horror, creep
ihe face of the man who had just
posed. He swallowed, Hit his lip,
UUSlrltII11

rus^

derful.

I—I’m at

HI‘3

a

conover

prothen

‘3

loss

for

words.

My—my good fortune—”
At that moment two tall Ilgures
blocked the balcony entrance. One was
Bob. "That you. Muldu? Well, here’s
a

surprise."

Maida turned quickly. “Stan 1 You
darling! How did you manage?" She
drew him aside in seeming forgetfulness of the others—even of the man
she had Just practically promised to
marry. And there we can safely leave
them for a moment while Carter, with

fastened to the box ends, and to the
window frame, to support it (Fig. 3).
The pedestal box shown in Fig. 6
should be square.
Perhaps you can
find a large box that can be cut down
for this. I suggest that you make the
box 18 inches square by 7 inches deep.

Paul, the

Figure 7 shows a cross-section. Cut
the legs out of strips 2 Inches wide
and % inch thick,
and
cut
holes
through the box bottom, at the center
of each side, for the legs to stick
through (Fig. 8). Nail the legs to the

navy, battleships, cruisers, destroyers,
The
submarines, transports and all.
bureau of the census has Just issued
figures for 1919. according to which 2.432,591,000 pounds of soap was manufactured In the United States that
That is 1,218,295 tons.
These
year.
figures are for all forms of soap.
Figured on the basis of the present
estimated population of the country
there is produced each year twentytwo pounds of soap for
every person
In the country, although there is perhaps no commodity which varies more
In point of individual consumption
than this one. More soap Is being produced in proportion to the population
than in the output of twenty years
ago—about five pounds more for every
individual in the country.—New York

box sides.
The shoes on the leg ends are built
Block B is of
up as shown in Fig. 9.

face like a thundercloud, dragged
Bob out of hearing and pitched into
him without mercy.
“A nice mess you’ve got me Into,
telling me your sister was engaged
and daring me to propose to her!
Hang it, she’s accepted me."

Maida, bubbling over, was reliving the last few days with Stan.
“Oh, my dear, It’s been just wonderful. My last mad fling! I’m ready to
settle down, for I’ve been to my last
Senior ball, flirted for the last silly
time and accepted my last proposal 1"
Too Familiar.

Hail, four years old, had been going to
Sunday achool for some Itime, when hia
teacher one Sunday asked the class:
“Who wants to go to Heaven?” and all
hands went up but Hail’s. The teacher
asked: “You don't want to go to Heaven?" and Hail answered: “No, thank
you.” Teacher »sked why, and Hail replied: “It has not been long since I came
from there."—Asa Bennett, in Wilmington News.

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTO R IA

of a Scotch gardener.

Quota of Soap.
If nil the soap tlmt Is manufactured
annually In the United States could be
floated—and much of It could be—It
would represent a tonnage not greatly
less than that of the United States

a

But

son

Herald.

Rune in the Cat Family.
A Nova Scotia woman haj3 a cat
A few
with six toes on each paw.
days ago it gave birth to three kittens,
one had five toes, one had six and the
third had seven on each paw.

Peculiarity

the winding

stream.

!

days, I dream, I dream.

The two gray barns with g ,bles wide
Their spacious mows stowed full inside
With clover sweet, and timothy, too,
Enough for the long winter through.
Th

house

beyond, which graced the spot,
ample for a city lot,
Fond memories twine about those
halls,
As ivy clings 10 old
abby walls.
^itn rooms

Mother is Sitting in her easy
chair,
hrect of form and face so
lair,
Knitting away by the dull candle light
snuffing oft’ to make it burn bright.
father’s

near in the firelight
glow,
with head o’er his
paper bending low.
just beyond on the lighted wall
silhouettes there darkly fall.

And
I wo

Toys

were

and roughly made,
I tiey hadn t the
patent mark, of trade,
r or all such ills I
lound a cure
In the charm of nature’s
lure.

child.

The pussy willows that ne’er grew low—
(I scarce could reach them on tiptoe)
Their branches spread above the pool
W here oft’ I’ve
quailed the waters cool.
W ith line and bait I cast about
Aad fish again for the speckled trout
That dart along in the silvery stream
Over it rocks in the sunlight gleam.
I walk again thru the waving grass,
Lower the bars for the kine to pass;
They pick and browse on the way along;
I list’ to the mghtin2ale’s evening song.
I see the beechnuts turning
brown,
Now they come whirling, twirling

Falling softly

at my

feet,

Though thousands of miles

now

inter-

vene,
Time nor space can bedim the scene,
Or dull one note in the glad refrain
Of childhood days that passed in Maine.
—Mrs. Cora Thomas.

Seattle, Wash.

HUMPHREYS’
the treat-

“Every living thing”
Humphreys’ Remedies,

ment of

mailed free.
PARTIAL LIST OF REMEDIES
FOR
1. Fevers, Congestions, Inflammation*
2. Worms, Worm Fever
3. Colic, Crying. Wakefulness of Infants
4. Diarrhea fti Children ami adults
7. Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis
8. Toothache, Faceaclie. Neuralgia
£*. llearluche. Sick IIeadacl:*\ Vertigo
"iO. Dyspepsia,Indigestion. Weak Stomach
13. Croup, Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis
1 C>. Rheumatism, Lumbago
2 0. Fever and A^ue, Malaria
1 7. Plies, Blind, Bleeding
29. Catarrh, Influenza, Cold in Head
70. W hooping Cough
27. Disorders of the Kidneys
30. Urinary Incontinence
34. Sore Throat, Quinsy
77. Grip, Grippe, La firiTpa
40 Induces Repose uad
Natural Refreshing Sleep
Fo: sale by druggists everywhere.
HUMPHREYS’ liO.MKO. MEDICINE CO.,
Corn r William and AJiU Streets, New York.
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Two Sailings Weekly
Tuesdays and
Saturdays, 3 P. M.

1

without the sound of the
mer resorts,
locomotive whistle and did not miss the
was

emblem ot civilization. That was in the
good old stage coach days, now gone forever, when there was time enough for
everything, when a day or two additional
In the length of a trip was no consetoquence; when what could not be done
Jay could just as well wait unti^ next
But along about 1880 a railroad
week.
was built, a narrow gauge to be sure, but
still a railroad, and since then there has
been scarce a day, omitting Sundays and
times when there was either a snow block-

id

or

a

washout, that

there hasn’t been

it least one train into and one out of
langeley. But on Nov. 19 this train service n orth of Phillips was discontinued
intil some time next spring or next sumA howl of protest went up, of
ner.
The road
1
lourse, but it was of no avail.
loesn’t pay; the automobile has practilally driven it out of business and that is
ill there is to it. One train a day will
•un from the junction on the Rumford
falls branch to Oquosssc and the mail
rnd passengers, if there are any, will be
mauled on runners to Rargeley village, a
Rangelev is
distance of gome 11 miles.
iff the map altogether, for the winter, it

(

would

seem.

2C ??'n* ,?t*re8t

1 OOl. reicrsourK

X $51.28
$96.15
Ocean

Si $42.82
RT°^d $79.23

Steamship Co. of Savannah

STATE OF MAINE
situated in the Town of Monroe, in the County of

Waldo, for the

year

on

ch*:*e8.

Pwner
£)am?
brank *if
Johnson.

Amt of Tax
D«scriptioi of Property
Land b >unded on the north by the county road; east by land of
Edgar Smart; south by branch of Marsh River; west by land
of .Sarah Buzz *11; with
buildings 66 acres.
$35.20
William E Knight.
Land bounded on the north bv land of Charles
Twombly; east
by land of E C, Dickey and Hiley E*t.; south by land of Arthur S. C >nd »n; west
by town road; with buildings 47 acrea...
19.0$
W. B. Tryon.
Land bounded on the north by M »rsh River and branch; east
by Mersh Riv^r and land of Laura Brown; south by Marsh
River; west by land of M. F. M >ody; with building* 88 acrea.
51.40
ETHEL H TWOMBLY.
r,
0
lo 19--—3v5l
Dec
Collector of Tax as of the Town of Monroe.
..

Collector’s Advertisement of Sale of Lands of Non-Resident Owners
STATE

OF MAINE
on lands situated in the town of
Njrthpnrt, in tns Cnnnty or Waldo^for the
1922.
year
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners in the town of Northport aforesaid, for the year 1922, committed to me for collection for said town on the 25th
°'1922, remain unpaid; and notice is hereby given that if said taxes with interest
and charges are not
previously paid, so much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay
the amount due therefor,
including interest and charges, will be sold at public auction at Eltax?,

wella Hall in said town of
Nortbport
tewn meeting of said town was
o clock a, m.
annual

(the

held)

same
on

being

the

the

place

where the last

preceding

first Monday
of February.
1923. at nine
*
*

Lull Heirs. Cottage and lot, corner of Main and
George streets. Value, $400.
estate, $13.40.
A. McDonald.
Skating Rink. South Shore. Bounded by land of A. P. Benner and I. M. Cobe.
Value, $800. Tax on real estate, $26.80,
Charles A. Gray. Two lots on Maple street. Bounded
by land of Lizzie Hincks and Carrie
Sperry. Value, $250. Tax on real estate, $8 38.
J S, Tribou. Lot on North avenue. Value, $50. Tax on real
estate, $1,68.
W, H. Morrison. Wood land.
Bounded by land of L. G. Swift. Starrett heir*, J. H. Mendall
and Isaac and Henry Hills.
No. of acres, 17 more or less. Value. $275. Tax on real
estate, $8.53.
HENRY G. HILLS,
n
to
,0,0
o
u
*c. 18, 19-.-— 3wol
Collector of Taxes for the Town of Nortbport for the year 1922

^ra_^'-

M

on

real

Collector’s Notice of Sale of Lands of Non-Resident Owners
Unpaid

taxes

on

lands

STATE OF MAINE
situated in the town of Swanville, in the Cnun tv of Waldo, for the year

1922.
The following list of tax?1? on r*ul estate of non-re3ident o vners in th9 town of Swanville
aforesaid, for the year 1922, c > u n
?d to ms for colleen »n f m* sail town on the 29th day
of April, 1922, remain unpaid; mi
>tice is hereby giv »i th it if siid tixes with interest and
charges are not previously paid, s > mich of the real m.U9 tix*l as is sufficient to pay the
amount due therefor, including
.*f*at and charges, wul 6^ a >1 i vithouc further notica at
public auction at Town Hall in sit I town, (the same being the place where the last preceding annual town meeting of sai tiwi wa3 held) on the first Monday in February. 1923, at
nine o’clock a. m.
Mrs. M. 4. Higgins
Lind h»i»iei oi the north bv land of E, C, Marden; east by Lake;
south by land of J. Marden; west by road. Tax, $3.49.
J. R. Bean.
Lmi bounded on the n irth by land formerly owned by Phebe small; east by
land formerly owned by W n. Seeking aid W n. Riborts; south by land formerly owned
by C. O. Peavey; west by Waldo line. Tax, $1,40.
Percy M. Flanders, Land bounded oi the north by land formerly owned by J, C. Redmond;
east by land of J. C. Durh im; south
by land of J. C. Durnam; west Dv land of J. C. Durham. Tax, $9 77.
Levi Harve^.
Lin d bounded on the north by lan 1 f >rm »rly o wae d by A. T.
Harvey; east by
land formerly owned by D E Seekins and Cyrua Roberts; soatn by land formerly owned
by Wm. Seekins estate; west by Wildo line. Tax, $2.79.
H. P. WHITE.
Collector of Taxe3 of the Town of Swanville
Dec. 18, 1922—3w51

Collector’s Notice of Sale

$36.65 KTTPd $67.83

Savannah

lands

real estate of non-resident owners in the Town of Monroe,
for the year 1922, committed to me for collection
for said town, on the 23rd day of June 1922L
remains unpaid; and notice is
hereby given that if said taxes, interest and charges are not previously paid eo much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay the amount due
therefor,
and
will be sold without further notice at
public auction at Town
Hall in said Town, on the first
Monday of February, 1923. at nine o’clock a. m.

7 Boston to Savannah
; First-Class Passenger Fares, Boston

STATE

OF

MAINE

taxes on lands situated in the City of Belfast, in the
County of Waldo,* for the year
1922.
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners in the
City of Belfast,
for the year 1922, committed to me for collection for said city, on the ninth
day of August,
1922, remain unpaid; and notice is hereby given that if said taxes, interest and charges, are
not previously pail, so much of the real es tate taxed as is sufficient to
pay thj amount dua
therefor, including interest and ciarg^s, wilt be sold a: oubi»c aaecioi at cm odi!
of the City
Clerk, in the Memorial Building in said city, on the first M mday of February, 1923, at nine

Unpaid

»

o’clock,

Pier 42, Hoosac Tunnel

Docks, Bostou

The City Nalional Bank of Belfast
The annual meeting of the stockholders of
ihe City National bank of bellast lor the
choice of directors and the transaction of
any
other business that
may legally come before
them, will be held at their banking rooms on
Tuesday, January 9, 1923, at 10 o'clock a. m.
^ W. WEaCOTT, bresidOnt
Belfast, Me Dec. 7, 1922.
4w5e

a. m.:

A. Baker.
Lot on S, E. corner of Congress and Bradbury streets. Bounded north by
Bradbury St, east by Bradman, south by City of Belfast, and west by Congress St. Tax,
$9 80; div., 1; lot, 39; acres, 1-4.
Winifred G. Kerwin.
Land bounded by line of lot 25 and Bangor road. Tax, $7,35; div. 23
*
lots, 25 and 28; acres, 12-16.
Alonzo A. S^ekina.
Lmd formerly of Wn Cjininghan Hairs. Tax $1.95; div., 3; lot, 27;
acres, 7.
Lil y

Dec.

19, 1922

EDMUND WILSON, Tax Collector, 1922.

Collector’s Notice of Sale of Land of Non-Resident Owners.
STATE OF MAINE.
taxes on lands situated In the town of lslesboro, in the county of Waldo, for the
year 1922.
The following list of taxes on real estate of X m-resldout owners in the town of Lslesboro, aforesaid. for the veir 1922, com mitted to ill) for c >lle-tiou for said town on the 30th day of May, 1922,
remain unpaid; and notice is hereby given that if sai l taxes with interest and charges are not previously paid, so much of the real estate taxed as is suttideut to p iv the amount due therefor, including
interest and charges, will b) sol i with >ut further u >tice at public auctiou at the Town Hall, in said
town, (the same being the place where the last prece ling atiun.il town meeting of said town was held)
on the first Monday of February, 1923, at nine o’clock a. m.
Heirs of S. H. Birbour. Laud bouulel on the North by lan 1 of Okas. Burr, East by Town rond^
South by lan Is ot'Helen Rv ler. Frink Mivo
it f. I*. Bragg, W ut by land of hoirsofL. A. Know 1t m.
•; / lue of land, $100; value buildings, $390; tax, $14.00.
A lor of land at Ryder’s Cove, 1-8 acre, value, $50; Tax, $1.75.
Annie B. B irry. L m 1 boun lei on th X >rch by Sa n u »r St.. E ut by lan 1 of hairs of W. S. Penile*,
ton, S mth, by lau l of h»irs of W. S. Peulletm, Wost by fowu roil. Tuis lot is at Hjvtos Poiut1-6 acre; value, $25; tax, $.88.
Ellen Catherine Davis. A lot of laud at the Fairfield place* it beiug lots No. 4, 5, 2. 21-li) acres;

Unpaid

Cleaning and
Repair Work
done oc poison and Columbia phono
graphs. Work done only by appointment or phonographs can be left at
CARL B. WESTON,
address,
84 Waldo Avenue.
3m45*

WANTED
TO BUY ALL RINDS OF JUNR. Anyone who has any to sell please telephone
or send postal and I will call. Good prices
for old paper.
SAM FREEDMAN,
Cross Street, Belfast.
39tf

Trucking
prepared to do all kinds of trutkand piano moving a
Leave orders at the stable,
specialty.
corner of Main’and Cross streets, aud the}
I

am

Furniture

will receive prompt atteution.
Telephone connection.

W. W. BLAZO & SON,
126 Waldo Avenue, Belfast.

Revolving Bookcase
HOR SALE
For particular! apply at the

JOURNAL OFFICE.

-ether as shown.

Time was wuen rvanseiey, now one of
the most famous or Maine's inland Bum-

J*xes

on

The follow ng list of taxes

Tax

Doctor’s Book on

||k

Unpaid

down, Unpaid

In Autumn’s music, low' and sweet.

with

Collectors’s Notice of Sale.

.ew

I chased the butterflies and
the bees.
And rested beneath the old
elm trees,
Indulged in all those fancies wild
i»at are wont to
please the guileless

ng.

Cow Mothers Lambs.
A dairy cow In Glasthorn, Northants, Eng., having lost its calf, is acting as wet nurse to four motherless
The cow and the lambs are
lambs.
Inseparable, and the excellent condition of the lambs shows that the cow
makes a capital foster mother.

;he same width ns the leg strip, and 4
nehes long, blocks C are of the right
vldth to lap over the leg strip and
Mock B, by 5 Inches long, and block D
s of the same length us block C by the
•lght width to lap oyer their edges as
ihcwn. The pock/t formed hf blocks
3 and C is to receive an end of the leg
Notch these strips
jraces E (Fig. 10).
it their centers so they will tit to-

the old home farm by

Of childhood

after liis memorable naval
exploits, John Paul Jones finally died
in France his death was practically
unnoticed in America
and the only
record of the^plaee of ids burial was
that left by a friend, for use, as he
said, “If America should ever wish to
perform her duty to the one to whom
she owed the most.”
Whether this memorandum of the
grave was correct is a matter which
caused much discussion about a century afterward when Gen. Horace Porter, American ambassador to France,
discovered after a long search what
was alleged to lie the body of John
Paul Jones, exceptionally well preserved in a leaden casket filled with
alcohol.
Tiie measurements of the
body compared exactly with those in
tiie possession of tiie Navy department
at Washington, hut the total absence
of other distinguishing marks raised a
doubt as to tiie real identity of the
body—though United States officials
agreed to treat it as if it were the real
remains of the naval hero.
A squadron was sent to France to
escort the body home and France paid
great official honor to tiie man who,
a century before, had fought with distinction under many flags. When the
casket
finally reached the United
States it was received with much
pomp and ceremony and conducted to
tiie cradle of tiie American navy at
Annapolis—where It remained in obscurity under n flight of steps for
many months awaiting the completion

If the box is to stand upon a narwindow sill, so the bottom will
project over the sill, chains must be

CFIILDHOOD.

play,

On

When,

row

heart-

little

some

Paul's brother was adopted by
R Virginia planter by the name of
Jones and, when this planter died he
left ids estate to his adopted son upon
condition that lie take the same name.
The brother, in turn, died shortly afterward, willing the property to John
Paul upon tiie same condition. Thus
John Paul became John Paul Jones,
the name by which he is known and
revered.
John

temporarily

was

war.

In the first place, “Jones” was not
the real name of this hero, but one
adopted by him in inter years. He

ui*u

But Bob threw back ids head and
There is no logical connection between i
Wesley and Whitfield, and Uncle Sam’s laughed. “Oh, boy!" he murmured.
entrance into the League of Nations. "I’d have given something for a sight
Lloyd George indulged in a bit of political of you when she did It!” Then he
(egerdemain or spiritual seance when he sobered. "Don’t worry. It seems old
invoked the aid of two colonial divines, Bill
thought it was a shabby trick to
whose greatest work was in England, and
her wise to our
who went to the colonies as evangelists, play on her and put
and sis, out of sheer
little
scheme,
mturnmj to England and more delightful
deviltry, played up. Thank the Lord,
Americana revere ttie memory of Whit- Stan chucked business and came. I’d
i “*ld and Wesley, but they revere the rather chaperon a Cook’s tour of
memory 0f Washington and Jefferson schoolgirls thun one engaged girl with“10r*> who warned against foreign politi- out her ring!’’
n

iijr

so.

danced from one frolic to another.

yssrs.

independence.

nnr

hangers (Fig. 1).

dazzling galaxy of youth had consti-

“I

of

tlie

exciting,

on a

Ubviously there are powerful reasons
why the statesmeu of Great Britain, regardless of party, are anxious to induce
Uncle Sam to put his legs under the round
table of the league, and help carry the
burdens and responsibilii ies of Europe’s
war, and the expenses of the league, with
its costly machinery.
Lloyd George failed to bring Uncle Sam
across.
Bonar
Law thinks he would
achieve a great triumph and win the everlasting gratitude of the British people if
he could induce Uncle Sam to change his
mind. Politics, the
responsibility of
government, including the solution of the
big problems Lloyd George could not or
did not solve, is back of Premier Law’s
touching appeal.
Lloyd George calls upon the spirits of
John Wesley and George Whitfield to
“take America by the hand and lead her
into the golden portals.”
Wesley and
Whitfield both were Englishmen, and
rendered the American colonies great service in the realm of religion ami spiritual
thought; but to neither does the United
States owe any portion of its independence, political or industrial.
The seeds sown by the colonial divines
were
essentially, if not wholly, spiritual,
end in most cases
royal. Most of the sermons of that time were against all thought

of
be

use

cnn

The top band provides a substantial
surface to screw screweyes Into, for

Alumni
day,
day tiie hours

strange that well-informed

not

VISIT to the United States Naval
academy, at Annapolis, Md., will
almost certainly Include at least a moment's pause before the magnificent
crypt where lies what are supposed
to be the remains of the first and one
of the greatest of America’s naval
heroes—John I'aul Jones. But an examination of the facts in the case will
show that there Is as much doubt as
to whetlo r this is really the body of
the American commander as there Is
about the true identity of this personage, whose career from birth to death
Is one of the unsolved riddles of the
A

Thc^op

dropped.

British statesmen are oblivious of the fact
that the American people in 1920 voted to
keep out of the League of Nations? This
verdict may not have been sufficiently
ioud to penetrate London fogs and the
British intelligence office. But the fact
remains that the attitude of a large majority of the American people toward the
League of Nations has not changed in two

it

GAR.

hanging-tv^r

engaged, and Stan's perfectly willing.’’
“Aw. go on, MaUla, that Isn’t fair,”
protested Bob.
"Let the kid alone," Insisted William,

Republican.
same day, three

trust that the time may come, when in
other, it (the United States)

W

rimy
Figure 1
shows ii
and
g. 2 a
bin 1 should he
pedestal box.
cut out of a board % In h thick, to
make a thick h- mi to th< box. the bottom hand s.rlps
and cunn'i strips
should be cut out of a board % Inch
or % Inrb thick
The adc oitnge in
is that
putting on the latter strl;
ill
no eal the corners and hotthey
tom, "here boxes are generally rough
ly put together. Use nails that an
'long enough to drive through the
hoards and clinch upon the Inside. The
nulls will hold better, and the earth
; tilling will conceal the
clinched ends.

There had been a little session with
Boh ami William on the way up from
the station regarding Stanley, whose
stanch admirers they were.
"Now, Bill." pleaded Maida, “don’t
mention ring.
No one's to know I'm

the

some way or

u

■siamey,

Coaxing Uncle Sam.
English statesmen renewed their etTorts
coax Uncle Sam to enter the League of
Nations. The new premier, Bonar Law,
in a public address at Glasgow, said: "1

I'y the

designs

how:

statement, did not say

which is printed
in
form should be read by all.
recommends
that
a
committee
"The
definite and substantial amount of all
moneys raised by the State be expended
on the country or third-cl ss roads; and
also that a tax on gasoline be levied as a
partial means of maintenance of all road*.
The people of the State desire good roj s,
but believe that more economy and common sense be mixed with the engineering
skill so that much more good enough
roads could be built for the money.
"Personally, ill view of tiie fact that
the ten million dollars, now allowed for
bond issue, can be reissued as fast as it
becomes due, thus making
perpetual
debt of ten million dollars on which to
tile term
and
shortening
by
pay interest,
the
of the bonds largely increasing
amount to be raised each year; I believe
the State should adopt the policy of pay
The farm road bond issues
as you go
are groaning under the burden of heavy
taxes.”

to

IND

shall be thinking of you every single
moment."

“Their report

on

V

come!”
"Wish 1 could, dear, but It's out of
Stan spoke decisively.
the question.”
"Now, how about those Irresponsible
Won't they let the
brothers of yours?
cat out of the bag?"
"I ll manage them," promised Maida
easily. "And you’re u dear, Stan. I

pamphlet

National

PORCH AND

WHO WAS JOHN PAUL JONES?

DENS

Otily, well, you can
fun
much
anybody's
fiancee vv .did have tit the senior bail
and chapter dances without the man
if only you could
she's engaged to.

improvement.

Recently, and

FOR

see,

imagiue

a

From

(Copyright by A. Nr ly >(.,| )

myself.

behave

meeting last March of the Maine
Federation of Agriculture Associations a
committee was appointed consisting of F
F. Washburn, L. E. Mclntire and W. G.
Hunton to recommend a plan for road
At

Newspaper tfyndlcata.>

to me. Am I right?"
Maida nodded a duffy Ivobbed head.
“Precisely. Stun. AuaV, of course. I'll

“The expenses of the State of Maine
for 1010 was in round numbers $4,000,000,
•nd last week it was reported that the
Budget Committee had been asked for

HISTPRYS
MYSTERIES

I

«

Maida, just what is this
last hii,d (ling Idea';" he asked ten
derly, slipping an arm uhout tier slim
“You
waist and drawing her close.
want to go on to the hoys' commencement without your ring, keeping it «
terribly dark secret that you belong

the
in poverty.

■

UcOlurt

RAYBOLD.

she should settle down'; She was ten
years younger than himself and lie
loved her for her very youth and liveliness and yearned for the time when
her gay spontaneity should lie definitely in his keeping.

proportion

inevitable consequences.”

LOUIS

"Say you don't mlml, Stun!
Just
tins once:" coaxed Stanley I unison's
elmrnnng fiancee. "Its my lust rent
lling before 1 settle down forever,"
The iiuiti gazed stnillngiy down into
the girls lace. Was it impossible that

citizens
“When

next two years.
$24,000,000 for the
“The wealth and population has not
materially changed in that time nor has
the ability of the average farmer to pay
changed It is not so much where you
as
the direction in
are at a given time
which you are going that leads to danger.
“The danger signal of high .taxes is
surely flying and,unless we rail a halt on
expenditures we shall surely suffer the

H.

By

informed

import8"1

handicraft
$«SS«SSiS55$if^'
| rSSS5SS»i

MAIDA'S PROPOSAL

A DREAM OF

In meadows green the mind’s
away
Where graze the sheep and the lambkins

Jlche?
When you're suffering from

headache,
backacke,
toothache,
neuralgia,
or

pain from any other oause, try

Dr. Miles Anti-Pain Pills
or two and the pain stops
Contain no habit-forming drug*

One

Have you tried Dr. Miles' Nervine?
4>Jk gwr Orafftol

value, $175; tax, $6.13.

Heirsof Houston & Otis. Land b>uu led on the X >rth by laud of Amiriah Trim, Eist by land of
Walter A. Coombs, S mth by land of Cissie M. B.okect, West by Ceuter line. 8 acres laud; value,
$80; tax, $2.80.
Lena B. Sad ller. Land bona led on the u »rch by laud of E. L. Nash; east by laud of E. L. Nash; south
oy town roil; west by lau 1 of E. L. Nash. 1-2 acre. Value, $25. Tax, .88.
Heirs of Wm. A. Wym m. Lan l bounded ou the north by laud of heirs of Mrs. W. E. Haynes; east b J
town road; south by lan l of Myron Farnsworth; west by laud of Mrs. iV, K. Hiyuss.
2-J acres
Value lau 1, $lo»; value buildings, $209; total, $300. Tax, $10.50.
Merrill R. Co-mbs. Laud bounded on the'north by land of lslesboro Lan l an 1 Improvemoilt Co.; east
by town road; south by lau l of heirs of VV. M. NVuitcomo; west by West Peuooscot Biy. 29 acres.
Value, $490. Tax, $i4.00.
t » v
Heirs of F. «) Cure. L111 > »a l l m th) n v.n
ml ill la 11 of V. F. Q i. u >y; ent b
land of Xithmiel Hitch; south by lau l of Nathaniel Hitch; wjsc by t»wa real. 1-2 a;re. Value

$50. Tax, $1.75.

J. A.

3w5i

PENDLETON, Collector of lslesboro

Collector’s Notice of Sale of Lands of Non-Resident Owners
STATE

OF

MAINE

Unpaid taxes on real estate situated in tile tawn of Stockton Springs in the County of Waldo for the
year 19*22.
Thu following list of taxes on the real estate of non-resident owned in the town of Stocktou Springs
fur the year 1922 committed to me for collection for said town on the 15th day of May remain unpaid;
ami notice is hereby given that if said taxes, interest and charges, are uot paid, so much of said
real estate taxes as is sutlicieut to pay the amount due therefoi, including interest aud charges, will bn
sold at public auction at Hichboru’s Hall in sai l town on the first Monday of February, 1923, at nlnn
o’clock

a.

in.

Allen. Frank A. Lots numbered 3 and 4 on Clark lot, Plau Book N >. 1, Page 5 of Waldo Registry of
Deeds. Amount of tax, $2,05.
Delano, Charles A. Ltti l of 17 acres. B mulel ou north by Pr ispeot town (line; east by Peuobeoot
river; south and west by Lila ▲. Crocker. Amouut of tax, $6.23.
Hawes, Susan M. Lot of land b mu led on u orth by J. P. Stowers heirs; east aul south by B. B, Her
rill heirs. Amouut of tax, §2,05.
Lynn, Peter D L >i No. o'» on Treat place, eist sile of mill roil. Piau recorded iu If aide Registry
Book 1, Page 9. Amount of tax, $1.23.
Suivthe, John T. Four lots on Treat place, form»rly of iza Adams aul Charles Murphy ou east side
‘oi mill road recorded in Waldo Reg. Book i. Page 6. Amt. of tax, 4.92.
Springer, Rufus F. Four lots of land 36 1-4 acres. 25 acres bounded on north by B. B. Sanborn, east bp
E S Patterson, south byJ.S. Eaton, west E. D. Bickinore; 6 acres, bounded on; north bp
Samuel French Heirs, A. G. Black, Emery D. Bickinore, west by Harding Road: ft acre*, bounded
on north and east by A. G. Black, south by James Staples, west by Bunion lot; 1-4 acres bouuded on
north by C. A. French, east by Ponobocot River, south by R. M. French, west by Highway Ido
Cottage. Amouut of tax due, 12.34.
Purtnton, Mrs. K. B. Homestead, 112 acres bounded on north by A. A. Staples, east by Ponebocot
River, south by Sarah French, west by Harding Road. House, stable, ft bams, 90 aeroe, bounded
on east by home lot, north by A. A. Staples, south and west by Howard L. Bennett: 3 acres bounded on north and east by Howard L. Bennett, west by Harding Road; 8 acres, bounded on north bp
B. F. Rice Heirs, east by Purinton. south by James M. Treat, w<»t by Samuel G. Staples; 9 acres,
bounded on north by Howard L. Bennett, east by Harding Road, west by Samuel G. Staples Holm;
20 acres, bounded on north and south by Frank S. Harriman, oast by Willis A. Young, south bp
S. M. H. Grant heirs; 49 acres, bounded on north by Purintan, east by Sarah H, Bates, south bp
Chas. A. French, west by Harding Road. Amount of taxes, 120.58.
\
White, Mrs. Martou L. Lot bounded ou north aud east by A. M. Ames, south by Was* G. »*—
Heirs, west by School St. Amouut of tax, 2.95.

8. B. MERRITHKW,

Collector of taxes of Stockton

Springs,

Me.

If you want busienss advertise every
week in 1923.

Saturday attrrnoon the children in the
six grades—Mrs. Farris’ achooi, Mis*
Randell’s and Mrs. Harding’s, had a
Christmas tree accompanied by quite a

Chester Bru e,

son

of Mrs.

Bessie E

Bruce, It ft on Tuesday to enter school at
He was accompanied
Good Will Farms.
by Rev. George C. Sauer, pastor of the
The chi'dren marched from First Baptist church.
Among the other
program.
the school building to the Cong. chaf*el, Belfast boys at Good Will is Maurice
the
and
where the exercises were held,
Johnson, grandson of Mr. and Mrs. W |
following program was given:
A. Johnson on Bay view St., who is msk- !
Song, Alice Evsns and Margaret Arnold ing a Ibie rscord in the grammar school >
Paul Nickerson and Carl Emns Jrpartmi nt.
Rec.,
Grades Lgind IF
Rec
Mrs William B. Swan received news
George W insiow
Rec,,
of the sudden death
Drill,
Pupils from Grades V and VI Wednesday morning
vt illiain A. Fau ce. of
George Seekins of her brother,
Rec.,
No
Clarence Arnold Toledo, O io, formerly of this city.
Rec
but his
Nine boys, Grades III and IV particulars have been received,
Exercise,
first

The Surety
of Purity
There arenomiracles in cooking. What goes into the food
must

inevitably

come out.

Grades 1 and II death resulted from the effects of being
fire in his apartments.
t on.
y a
Willard Wass c
Elizibeth Harriman ! He was taken to a hospital, wheie lie
Grades III and IV
Dexlci Black
Rec
Rec
Roy Grant
Six girls, Grades III and IV
Exorcise,
Lerov Nickerson
Rec.,
BANGOR IINE
Song.
Evelyn Holmes
Rec.,
VI
V
and
Five girls,
Christmas Gifts,
SCHEDULE
Grades I and II
Song,
Rec
Emerald Dunham
SlEAMSHH' BELFAST
Eva Evans, Eleanor ( oo«e ana
Song,
During the clone of navigation at Bangor,
Helen VV ass
will ienvo VV interport on
Light boys and girls Steamship Belfast
Klnderpolka,
and Thursdays at 10 00 a. m ; BucksValmore Bennett Mondays
Rcc.,
2 00 |p. m.; Camden,
j port 12.00 noon;Ro Belfast.
Closing song.
calami ami Boston!
00 p. m for
Boston
lueatlajs and FriReverend
Mr.
Return-Leave
were
made
Remarks
by
^
knight. Thanks are extended to Mrs. days at 6 p m
Leave Rockland Wednesdays and Saturdays
Charles S. Foster lor aid in getting the
Camden 5.45 a. m.; Belfast 7.15 a
Christmas tiee and in the decoralions. nt 5 p. m ;
for Bucksport arc Winterport.
The cbil rcn did not exchange gifts this m.,
At Boston cor r*ction is made via the Met
year, as usual, but each one was presentsteamers for
rop litan Line express freight
ed with a bag of candy from the bounti
New York and points South anc West.
fully laden trees following the exercises.
MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE

Even the baking perfection
that results from the use of
Royal Baking Powder is no

Song,
Rec.,
Rec..
Song,

miracle.
It is simply the result of absolute purity entering the
and emerging again.
food

|

—

WINTER

Royal is made from Cream of

Tartar derived from grapes.

It Contains No Alum
Leaves No Bitter Taste

SEAR5PORT

I

Silas Ridley had the misfortune to los
a valuable team horse recently.
Barge Spring finished discharging coal
and sailed Thursday, Barge Exeter is due.

in the spring.
Searsport in

Mrs. Williams

was

born in

1855, the daughter of Mr.
Savery. For about
Jonathan
Mrs.
and
twenty years she resided in Coeur d
Alene. Idaho, where she successfully cona

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Coombs of Belfast
guests on Monday of Mrs. Coombs’
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred B. Smith.

STOCKTON

Miaa Sally Dow arrived Saturday from
Danvers, Mass., and is the guest for two
weeks of her mother, Mrs. Cora Dow.

Christmas holiday
week.

season

The

Liucolnville,

buge boulder, which Capt. Albert
Blanchard selected last summer, has been
presented to the town of Sear-port by
Mrs. Lulu N. Patterson, to be placed in
Mosman Park, upon which will be placed
a tablet bearing the names of the boys

SPRINGS

and vacation of one

f our-horse team and the aid of

Miss Isabel Frame is at home from the
Boston School of Physical Education, to
spend the holilays with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. John Frame.
Twelve Searsport young people attended the second in the series ofd ances given by the Belfast Dancing Club in Odd
Fellows’ Hall Belfast.

Here’s hoping our friends both far and
passed a very merry Christmas and
will enjoy a gladsome, bright New Year.

near

Manager John H. Wardwell gave a
dance Christmas night with music by
Spencer and Doyle’s orchestra of Bangor.
Miss Alice Verrill went to Belfast Satto spend Christmas with her mothShe returned
;r, Mrs. Annie Verrill.

jrday

Roscoe Alien of Syracuse, N. Y., was
in town recently on business connected

ruesday.

a

funeral services of

The

Mrs.

cater-

MRS. A LIDA MAHONEY,
MRS. GEO MAHONEY,

day afternoon. Rev. William Vaughan
officiating, and was largely attended.
Mrs. Basil Allen sang, "Lead Kindly

MRS MAUDE MACLEOD.

cardTof thanks

Light” and "One Sweetly Solemn
Thought,” with Mrs. Thomas Bowker,

wish to thank our f ri nds and
neighbors for their kindness during my
illness.
WILLIAM W ROGERS
We

The bearers were Messrs.
accompanist
W, N. Briggs, Albert T., Thomas D. and

Interment was in
Louis B. Nickerson
The floral offerGreen Lawn cemetery.
The
ing was very profuse and beautiful.
Ladies* Aid society, of which she was a
valued member, will pi ce their floral
tribute on her grave Memorial Sunday.
The deepest sympathy is extended to the
bereaved sons ami daughter.

....

I

measures over

all 4 feet.

Mrs. J. H. Wardwell went to Belfast
Wednesday of last week to meet Mrs.
Killarney of Boston, with her little
daughter Helen Joan, bringing the latter
b»ck with her. Mrs. Wardwell tcs had
the care of the child for some time.

The Milton J. Goodere family bad a
reunion Christmas. Mrs. Goodere arrived
from Boston Saturday; also the son Richard and wife from Bangor and the daughter Miss Muriel on Sunday from Bangor,
having come from Boston Saturday.

alarm, sounding at 4.20
Wednesday morning, startled people I
from sound sleep and turned them out of !
The Morrison fishing company haa
bed in the dawn of the coldest morning I hauled up its boat, the Uncas, at the
the site of the old Hichborn
of the winter, thus far. The blaze prov- j shore near
yard. This is the first year the Uncas
ed to be in the buildings owned and occu- |
wintered in this manner for the
The fire

has been

pied by Miss Myra Ordway, about one ! past 18 years, Mr. Morrison having anand a half miles from town, on the shore j chored her at Cutler. Maine.
Hon. C. S. Hichborn of Augusta made
road to Belfast Miss Ordway, who lives |
the dedicatory exerciaes of
alone, dressed as quickly as possible and | the address at
the Bradbury Memorial Hospital in Bel
went to the house of a neighbor to give i
Mr. Hichborn
fast on Monday evening.
By the time the fire depart- in his usual forceful manner paid a glow
the alarm.
ment could get there the buildings were j ing tribute to Mrs. Bradbury, the donor
fathei’s house, and to
beyond saving. The red houae, sitting i of the building, her
others who have carried the undertaking
back from the road among shade trees, |
to a successful completion.
about a mile and a half from the village, !
the
Great excitement was caused in the
passerwas noticeably attractive to
lived schools and the village in general when it
who
formerly
Miss
Ordway,
by.
waa learned that on Thursday Mra. Beuin Haverhill, Mass., had stored in the
lah Hawes, one of the teacherB, had her
barn a quantity of furniture, much of it pocketbook containing 863 atolen from
Practically i her coat pocket, which huug in the cloak
being antique and valuable.
I room. She had drawn the money from
none of the household goods, clothing,
bill and putThe fire, the origin of • the bank to aettle a doctor'a
eta., was saved.
her coat on at the close of the afterwhi h, is unknown, caught in the ell or ting
session found the pocketThe buildings, valued approxi- noon achool
barn.
book gone. Consulting the janitor he
mately at DOOO, were, partially covered found one of the toilets in the baaement
by insurance.
stopped and in the stoppage found several
pocketbook.
Tunsral services for Mrs. Mary Savory receipts from Mrs. Hawes'
Later the pocketbook was recovered,
Williams, who died Thursday, Dec. 21, in found by Mr. Freeman Harriman on East
held on Sunday Main street, and by him taken to the post
a Bangor hospital, vere
By chance a 810
at 2 P. M. at the home of her sister, Mrs. office for identification.
bill waa folded in a paper and so was not
glden Harriman. The members of An
discovered by the culprit, this being rehor Chapter, O. E. S. and of Kny vetta turned to Mra. Hawes. Strong suspicions
Rebekah Lodge, attended the services in are directed in certain quarters and if the
been a mem- guilty will confess and return the money
a body, the deceased having
but if
of they will be dealt leniently with,
bar of both orders. Rev. N. F. Atwood
the law baa to take its course that cannot
the
the Methodist church officiated, and
be expected. It is an offence of a great
tomb deal of moment and should be punished
jomaina were placed in'the receiving
*m ■' worn! cemetery to await interment accordingly.

J

%

t
m

Men’s

the titteenth day of
bv his mortgage deeu dated
au.i
October, A. t>. nineteen hundred of Deeds,
reyeuteen,
recorded in Waldo Registry Cooner ofBook
E.
said
to
Nellie
Page 134, conveyed lot or
of
with
land,
parcel
Wdnterport a certain situated
m Winferport, in
thereon,
the buildings
bounded and described
said County of Waldo, and
.nd
r>6

a

corner
the
89 degrees west by
Janies Downes thence south
Downes 233 rods, more
said land formerly of sahl
ot land formerly
corner
or less, to the northeasterly
"i Hi,.hard Rvder.now in the possession of Elmore
easterly line of
southerly m
or less, to a corner
said Rvder's land 10 rods,more
it being the northweststone
walls,
two
by
thence southIv corner of land of Lillian Perry;
land by land of Nellie E.
by
Perrys,
land ot S
and
described,
by
hereinafter
A
Sew eT to a stake and stones at an angle in said
northeasterly
a
at
angle
right
sewev’s line', thence
the Petobscot River;
bv said Newey's line to'
to the point of bethence northerly by said River
more or less.
■rinning containing 00 acrea,
said Wlnterport
in
of
land,
her
anot
parcel
the above described parcel, bounded and
follows!
described
stones in the souther y
Beginning at a stake and
thence westerly
Hue of the alwve described parcel; birch
tree at the
to a
feet
8
by said line 55 rods and
laud of Lillian Perry ;
northeasterly corner of the
and 23 rods and
said
Perry's
thence southerly by
of land formerly of
to the northerly line
niVid H Stubbs, now of one Winslow; thence
line of said Winslow's
by said
land of S. A. Ne'wey, 43 rod. and 1 feet
them* north 13 degrees east
toa marked pine tree;
0 feet to the place of beginning, conand
34 rods

adjoining

“fret
eiterlv
fan “and

“whereas

Northerly

E*

Cooper. Adminlst rator of the
James
Ws deed of lassignmeut
Cooper,

saidNellle’E,

by
hundred
dated December eleventh, A. D, nineteen
In said registry.
and twenty-two, and recorded
and Iran.Volume 349, Page 28. fold and signed
debt thereby wcurfurred said mortgage deed, the
of .aid aNellie E.
the
Cooper iu
to the undersigned,
described
therein
the premisea
James E. Cooper, In his own right.
said mortgage has been
Whereas, the condition of
broken and still remain so,
Now therefore, by reason of the breach of the
thereof: wild James E. Cooper claims a
foreclosure ol said mortgage and gives this notioe

Jd ^dtll

inte?e.t

....

condition

°*

m2foreC “James e. cooper.
'"L^mbiTih!
3w62
MUDGETT, hla Attorney.
BjV.

G.

Goodyear

Store’

p0SSible,

opened

Men’s Barker Moccasins, oil tanned, guarantee
and
not to rip, former prices $6.25, 6.50
...

$2.75

now

Every pair

$1.00 less than former price.
and Oxfords at 50c
Every pair Women’s Boots
to $1.00 less than former price.
to

and \ouths
Every pair Misses’, Children’s, Boys’
25c to $ 1.00 less than former price.

RememberT^hese prices, some less than
cost, are for 10 days only._

~~

of Lands of Non-Resident Oiners
Collector’s Notice ol Sale
STATE OF MAINE
_

on

of
town of Winterport. in the County
land, aitu.ted in the

a

o.

or

,.

*v fjstft e ssrisx~E£s?S
-

SSiSSMfl.’».5-£
l?„!'5«srsaS*jyrit"i.S..
previously
charges

are

paid.

not

mi

Sari^rsarvsri* MraT

at
gold without further notice
- — «■««-

for making

_ot T*»

ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE
that he

The eub
haii been

eenber hereby give, notice
of the estate o!
duly appointed admim.tr»tor
WILLIAM OLIVER, late of Freedom,
decea.ed .nd g.ven
the Count, of Waldo.
bond.

-

Xmas trade

our

the largest in the history of

land^o* £* SJl^S^X^ c“r. Hi.T BaUd^

Dec. 19,li 22—3*52

,

WE THANK YOB

W

Unpaid t-xee

$5*50

7.00, now
MoccaWomen’s Smoked Elk High Cut Barker
sins, former price $5.25, now_4^5_
50c
Men’s.Dress and work Shoesat

Rubbers,
Men’s Eskimo 10 inch Leather Top
*2-°°
former price $2.50, now
advertised
Men’s La Crosse 12 inch Sport Boot,
price $5.00, now

said

^a'lsof

COMPANY

TElEGPAPH

n r

Rubbers, former price $3.25,

foreclosure ot Mortgage

tnoteV,

AND

Hood Rubbers,
Men’s, Women’s and Children’s
first quality stock 10% discount.
Glove 10 inch Leather Top

knitting machine.
MR. and MRS. LEON R. WEBSTER.

foimed*

listed

war.

a

‘the

numoer, or for the
person.

NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE

•

the Penobscot River at birel, tree
““Beginning
of lane formerly owned
southeasterly

particular

* footwear*”since 1the
10 Days Only
on
Everythingfor
Discount
10% to 25%

thoughtfully

easterly6

rVou

a

;on toll charges by using

~

which

We desire to express our heartfelt
who
gratitude to the generous friends
provided us with means tor

Rogers^thence

number of

subscriber, and not for

a

Qlf

CARD OF THANKS

at
bv

20 per cent
asking for a

time and at least
that is. by

es^'blish

£, L*. SAVERY»
MISS MAUDE SAVERY.

on

save

retail shoe business in
moo wp pomnlete our first year in the
1
New Year; also desire
During the month of January,
u a Happy and Prosperous
a d| ap
ene
wish
we
this growing business and has justly
Belfast, and at this time
heipe
has
to give thanks to everyone who
LEgg M0NEy» could be made a leal
FQR
SHQES
BE
clerk hire, no fancy
confirmed our convictions that
ov< rhead expense, no high priced
asmaU
with
to
so that today finds us
ty by confining our businessand the
profit
margin
since our
fixtures for you to pay f01
increase in stock of over 900 per cent
custo
weeks
piein Castine, Maine, three
many hundreds of satisfied
we

CARD OF THANKS

obtaining

can

action at low cost.

SALE
JANUARY
ANNUAL
FIRST

and
We wish to .bank the Rebekahs
Eastern Star, also our friends and neighof our
bors for their kindness at the time
floral
bereavement and for the beautiful
:)fferin&8.
8

i—

.

quick

Our toll service means

“The

|

Mr. James Marden has been building a
S-foot sailing model, which he has all
crated to send to his young name-sake,
James Marden Roberts, son of Hon. Alton
T. Roberts ot Marquette, Mich. The boat

as it is to make a local call. If you
It is just as easv to make a toll call
and she will help you.
do not know how ask for the toll operator

B lotery
McMahan’s
Up-Stairs

_

held in the
party
mtry of the Congregational church on
Saturday evening, for the children of the
Sunday school and parish. The affair
was in Charge of the pastor, Rev. Harold
E. Le May, and gifts and candy for each
child were furnished by the Ladies’ Guild.
There was a Christmas tree and Santa
distributed the gifts. Games were enjoyed under the direction of the teachers
of the Sunday school department The
annual event is always greatly anticipated
by the children, and was greatly enjoyed.

*

AND FAMILY.

}1

was

«

station to-station service,

heartfelt
our
extend
We wish to
thanks to the friends and neighbors lor
their kin ness and sympathy in our bereavement; also for the beautiful floral

j

r
jA Christmas

D. 3

CARD OF THANKS

Abbie

Mrs. Ernest Partridge returned from
with the A. A. C. Co., leaving for Rock- j
sandypoint last week, having cared for
Vfrs. Rose Whitehouse until her recent
land, en route for Boston.
Miss Myra Webber, a student at Castine 1 leath.
Mr. John McLaughlin has a nice warm
Normal School, is at home to spend the !
lonveyance for the school children—a
holidays with ner parents, Mr. and Mrs.
:overed horse sled, to use when there is
YORK-lNNF.S
Wesley Webber, on the shore road.
now on the ground.
Miss Kathryn Dow, teacher of domestic j
from
Mrs Edward L Littlefield returned
A quiet home wedding took place WedSeminary, West ilisworth the middle ot last week and tier nesday morning at 10 a fn. at the home
science at Howard
Bridgewater, Mass., is spending the holi- i I lusband arrived Saturday night to pass of Mr. and Mrs John Innes of Searsport,
he Christmas holiday,
when their younger daughter, Leona
days with her mother, Mrs. Con Dow.
became the bride of Walter Elw n
Celia,
Mrs. Elizabeth Griffin came home from
Mrs. Etta R. Page, wife of Tyler Page I
Rev. Harold Le
York of The Forks, Me.
the Christmas
the Cong, church officiated with
of this town, died at her home on Warren ducksport Friday to spend
of
May
ecess of one week witn her parents, Mr.
the double ring service, the bridal couple
St, Sunday, Dec. 24, after a brief illness ind Mrs. James H, Griffin.
standing under a white wedding bell. The
will
Funeral
be
of pneumonia.
announced j
in a dress
After January, 1st, 1923, the post office bride was becomingly gowned
She is a
later,
vill be closed at 6 p. m. Those woo have of white georgette and satin.
and
I teen accustomed to getting their man up graduate of the Belfast High school
who
recently
purchased
"Waiter Towers,
of Farmington Norma school, had taught
o 7 o’clock please bear this in mind.
the Eyre house in Union St. has taken
two years at Caratunk and has just reMr. Leon Grant went to Sandypoint
signed as teacher in the Junior High at
possession having moved his household
visit
his
to
uncle, ;
Saturday afternoon
The groom is a prosperous
good from the Mossman house, wbich he Japt. Converse urant and Mrs. Wesley \ Skowhegan.
farmer and lumberman at The Forks,
has occupied for several years.
alternoon.
returned
He
Sunday
stiles.
where the young couple will begin house
visit with the
A big bobcat, shot on the shores of ;
Mrs. Harold Fletcher of Bangor, for- | keeping after a few days’
Kane’s Point recently, by George Hustis nerly Miss Pauline Holmes, came down bride’s par nts.
her parents and
of this town, was on exhibition in C. O. :arly last week to visit
uIeo
Saturday w s joined by her husband who
went
in
and
many
people
j
Sawyer’s store,
tame to spend Christmas.
Hustis
Mr.
In Northport, Dec. 20,
to view the huge feline.
ALEXANDER.
Mr. John McLaughlin is having his Mrs. Augusta M. Alexander, aged 88
fired at the cat, wounding it in one of its
arge garage heated—a very great conand a months.
hind legs. The animal turned on him, venience. Snow-coveied or rain-covered years
GRAY. In Belfast, Dec. 24, Mrs. Joand he aimed for the head, bringing it ;he autos are driven into the warm bulld- hanna E. Gray, aged 87 years.
og without any trouble about freezing.
In Lynn, Mass., Dec. 21,
down. The wildcat is a tawny color,
HEATH.
formerly of Belfast,
weighs about 30 pounds, and tbre f et in
Principal E M. Hall and wife left Sat- Clarence L. Heath,
morning to pass the Christmas aged 60 years.
said
to
be
a bounty
f
urday
Is
There
'tejjgth.
PATTEE In Belfast, Dec. 25, Mrs.
at Mrs. Hall's
one week
7a 1 dollars on the animal in this vacation of
Mary M. Pattee, aged 75 years and 9
lome in Bath and Mr. Hall’s home in
Brunswick. They will return Saturday. months,

confined to a radius of a few miles. It is universal.
connects every city, town and hamlet.
lines
Our network of toll

CARD UF THANKS

Damn, who passed away last Wednesday
forenoon, were held at the church Satur offerings.

j

r.

a

Your service is not

We wish io sincerely thank Milton B.
Hills lor his generous gift of wood and
we also very n.ucb appreciate the unusual kindness of our friends and neighbors
in
getting out the wood, also fitting it
and putting it in.
MR. and MRS. LEON WEBSTER.

pillar tractor, and it is estimated it will
weigh nearly 12 tons.

Mrs. Clement F. Smith and wife are to
move from Sandypoint into the rent in
the Titcomb house.

fha inrirnintf

of them in
You can reach any
do that.
to
There is no other way

Tel. Liberty, 10 24

who lost their lives in the World War.
The boulder was moved last week with a

Ashley Leach, who has been emin Ellsworth, returned from there
Saturday night.

R

in New England.
few minutes.

nearly 1.250,000 telephones

are

one

WANTED

A

Mr.

20 below at some points early

There

A housekeeper for the winter in a family
Mrs. Luella H. Nickerson. Miss Cora I of three
children, aged 9, 11 and 14 years,
Arthur Brown went to all going to school. Must be able to take
Parsons and
White’s Corner Sunday and were guests charge of a home on a farm. For particuMRS W. C. SI ROUT,
lars apply to
of Mr. Charles H. Libby and family.

ployed

thermometer

spen

Miss H. E. Marden.

The schools all closed Friday for the

the coldest day of the

far.

thus

dropped to
in

was

Cunningham

Sunday in Prospect, guests of her sister

nephews._

were

Wednesday

H. Stanley Cunningham of Bangor is
spending the Christmas vacation at Maple Terrace Farm.
Mr. and Mrs. A. E.

York Freight Service.
Direct freight service between Portland and
New York is risumed from the New State
Pier Portland, Maine.
Through rates and direct track conne ctions
with Maine Central ard Grand Trunk Railt
roads.
GEO. E. DUN TON, Agent.
Belfast. Maine.
Portland-New

SVVANVILLE

millinery business for s number
of years. Several years ago she returned
A. H. Nichols of Portland spent Christ- to her old home in t he east, and her health
mas at the borne of his mother, Mrs.
had failed gradually, until after successive
Matilda Nichols,
shocks, she passed away in a Bangor
Sidney M. Webber arrived from Boston hospital. Mrs. Williams was actively inSaturday, to spend the holiday season terested in the O. E. S. and Kebekah
with his family in town.
lodges, and was high up in both orders,
Frileft
been a past matron of the Eastern
Wentworth
Eames
having
Mrs. Julia
Mrs.
day for a visit of two weeks with rela- Star. She is survived by one sister,
two brothers,
Harriman'of
Jane
Searsport;
and
in
Boston
vicinity.
tives
of Searsport and Fred
Raymond Carter of Bangor spent the Edward Savery
and by several nieces
of
Savery
Belfast;
his
parents,
holiday in town, the guest of
and
Mr. and Mrs. George Carter.
duced
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Happy New

EXECUTOR'S NOTICE. 1M
hereby givee notice thet.it bee.will
last
pointed executor of the

b?e“‘‘u{j,*tP.

meat of

*

Year to all.

M. A.

LENA P. HOYT, late of Belfast,

thelaw taee*.

demand, agamat

the .w

.ettlement,

^l*’iiMtebtedr thereto'IrlTreque.ted

and
p.) ment immediately,

Montville. Me.. Dee.

to

make

K OLIVER.

12.W*2*

notice
.tockhojder.

erc^deeirelfto'preeent'the
ell indebted thereto

P^HEeAUGUstA

Aagaete, Me.. Dec.

ere

reque.ted

lRUST COMPANY.

12,1*22._

cmhTof

thanks

who
I with to thank all my frienda
The annual meeting of the
Bank will be
me with
remembered
of |the Sea report National l“
®earaiwt have so kindly
held at their banking room* at 2 o clock
during thin
flowera, carda. candy, etc.,
1»23.
on Tueaday. January #,
aeaaon.
Chriatmaa
m
#
MAUDE K. RUSSELL,
year"’and
1922.
Waldo County Hoapital, Dec. 26,
m„

'uTnMcTa^”other b*uaineM

iegaU^come^t^m^tin^

ADMINIsTRATORo'"NOTICE^

teue

end

The eub~
ADMINISTRATORS’ NOTICE. have been scribere hereby gi»« notice
•cribere hereby give notice that they home non. duly appointed admioiatrato
de
annexed, of the estate of
duly appointed adminietratore.
of
the will annexed, of the eetate
ANNIE M. THOMPSON,

With

SARAH J FRENCH, late of Stockton Springe,
All P*rin the County of Waldo, deeeaaed.
againet the eetate of
eone having demande
name
aaid deceaeedare deaired to preeent.the
are
for eettlement, and all indebted thereto
to
requeated to make payment immmediatelyBelDun ton.
our anthoriaed agent. Robert F.
FRENCH,
kRANK H.
fut Me.
EDGAR L BISHOP.
Boaton. Maae., December 12.1222.
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for aettlement, and all
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F. Uunm
authorised agent, Robert
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paymentlim^ ^.KMl.

frankhp^R.

Boston, Mui,
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